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THAT-A-WAY. The supervisor of this demolition ripped down in less than a day early this week. 
job seems to be pointing the way to the dump. A The fire that gutted the building, which used to  
i:•c,ty order declared the. burned-out structure in house asecond-hand store, occurred in October 
the 4500 block Greig to be a nuisance and it was and a demolition • order was issued last week. 
West Fraser 
applies to 
Green Plan  
TERRACE - -  One of the. city's 
major, industries is ~k ing  sup- 
port to convert its million,bee- 
tare timber tenure into a public 
participation resource project. 
Skeena Sawmills has sent 
letters to, 26groups in the area 
asking for their involvemeiit,in 
making-~ Farm L ieen~41 a 
Model Fox'eat under, a, provision 
of the federal government's 
Green Plan issued in  1990. The 
letter is an invitation for the 
groups to respond • to a draft 
concept proposing the formation 
of a committee to establish 
guidelines for managing specific 
aspects of West Fraser-Euro. 
can's use of land within the 
TFL. 
The groups include local, pro, 
vincial and federal government 
agencies, the Haisla Nation, 
fishing, trapping and wildlife 
associations, unions and cham- 
bers of commerce. Also invited 
to sit on the committee are AI- 
can~-Enso (parent company of 
Eurocan), Conservation Interna- 
. Continued on page 24 
Vandalism reward fund 
makes first b u dg iet round 
During his address, Clark t01d 
council that the Chamber of 
Commerce would match' the 
city's .contribution and they 
would then form a societY to set 
up a TIPS line and pay out 
rewards to people offer informa- 
tion leading to the convicti0n of 
a vandal. Eventually, once the 
bugs are worked out of the sys- 
temt Clark added, they wouidbe 
used as reward money., 
.Although the concept was 
accepted by city council, some 
city aldermen didn't seem sure if 
the vandalism problem in Ter- 
-:race was serious enough to 
bother. Ruth Halleck for one, 
said, "Vandalism is not a large 
problem. Every year we have a 
budget come throug h (for van- 
dalism) but use very little of it... 
With the exception of bus shel- 
ters., Others agreed. 
TERRACE- -  Following a brief 
address by Terrace and •District 
Chamber Of. Cbmmerce represen, 
tative George Clark Monday 
night, the city has agreed to 
earmark $10,000 in the first 
draft of the city's 1992 budget 
to help begin a program that 
would offer rewards for turning 
in vandals. '/~ 
For the alloc"~tion to go 
through, the money must first offering rewards for other crimes 
survive the, test against other such as break and enter. 
priority budget items~ through Clark also po!nted'out hat as • -According to the year-end 
council's budget deliberations, rewards werepaid outi the fund policing reports, however, there 
but' i t  IS being:taken as/aft lndi- iBelf would remain intact and in Were 546 reported acts of van. 
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S' copper srnelter:mdea 
l :- -Despite a pessimistic report by .The .U.S; Bureau :of Mines 
" " " " the U.S; Bu~rc'au"ofMi'n~Lat t l~  report, Summarized in the .Dec: 
" end of"1991 oh! the ":future of -30, 1991 ,iqorthero Miner, .indi-. 
:Canada, the:, proponents Of.a the U.S,. and -Canada "are r~e©t; . 
" • , copper .  : smel te r :  p roposa l  " for, 
. • K i t i~t  .say the projcct~isistill 
• " ' " :"moving aheadSatisfactorlly,-. , 
" . ~. Roger - . :  Taylor,. president-i of. 
PRM, Res0Urocs, said last week 
- . • :the change.In provincial govern-. 
:ment has delayed progress of - the  
inlttai stages, o f  project, but  ta i added that he is ,encot~agedby 
: the Support" he's seen from the. 
• :new admiuistratioit. PRM has 
Serving you for 25 years. 
Skeena Mall 
635-5616 
. . , • 
, - , .  
' *(Re~irs, engraving & appraisals not included. No lay-a-ways.) 
: -a l so  struck an agreement with 'a  ~ 
:"seicond pa~y- to  finance: the 
:detailed feasibility.;i: study for 
submission to the province's 
iMajor Project Review Process, 
• he said. He expects the study to 
take 18 .months. 
The feasibilitystudy will also 
serve as a: detailed base docu- 
ment to secure major financing 
PRM will need to build the 
smelter if it's approved. 
PRM's concept is a $450 mil- 
lion custom copper smelter and 
refinery, to bc located in Klti- 
inn. with stiff environme/ital. ' 
requirements that p remiseto  
delay and probably stop con. 
struction". 
In a: letter sent Jan. 6 to the' 
Northern Miner, Tay!or s~tea: 
"We have already diSc=sOd 
this rePort withtbe U.S.-Bureau 
of ~ Mines', and::' p0intcd out'.~,t0 
them that whilst, the environ- 
mental, requirements/, in".: British 
Coiumbia are ind~dl, 'sfiff',:i~we,~ 
do n0t~c0ntemplate thatthey :will 
cause the project to be delayed. 
On the contrary ,the. Provincial 
Government has been very sup, 
portive recognizing that the 
Preliminary. Fusibility Study 
demonstrated that the project is, 
• viable and environmentally c lean 
with zero liquid discharge and 
99.5 percent sulphur recovery." 
Taylor explained to the Ter- 
rac~ Review that the U;S, 
Bureau of Mines had probably 
based their negative conclusion 
on a proposal by Mitsubishi of 
Japan to build a smelter in 
Texas that has run into permit- 
ting problems..Texas, he notes,, 
is a different jurisdiction. 
/ PRM has been in close contact 
with the provincial government 
in evolving the smelter proposal, 
ficient and pollute beyond con- Taylor says. "I don't think there- 
i~ his business's success in ecOnomic 
• i ! ~times thatmake retaders of recre- 
i~ation products nervous: 
• ~;ii ~;. ~ 'A friendlystaff with a high 
:!iilevel of product knowledge 
~!ii/ .Top quality lines of goods 
I[!i!ii:i .An aggressive advertising 
I~i~mpaign in the Terrace Review 
IJ!!if:eatunng his service and product 
~i~rengths . . . . 
~i , / ; .  During,these times Ken's 
[i~Marine has exceeded all sales 
are any surprises there." " 
:!:::ii~ :: - " mat, that would do processing on 
' a contract basis for copper con- 
centrate producers and buyers of 
refined copper producB. The 
co~pan'y is anticipating a world-. 
.... wide smelter !capi~City Shortage ~
as aging mills around the world 
- i l  recreation industry? . shut down because they're inef- 
i~:i: Not at Ken's. Marine. 
~ Ken Gibson hsts the keys to temporary accepted standards. 
FIRE REPORT 
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Rescue 01 was called into 
action as a flrst responder by the 
B.C. Ambulance dispatch centre 
at 2:45 p.m. on Jan. 10 and 3:38 
p.m on Jan. 12. On the first 
occasion, fircfighters assisted 
BcAS paramedics after a Ter- 
race woman slipped on some ice 
in the 4400 block Park Ave. She 
injured her head and broke an 
~iilquotaseet by his suppliers. U report is a burned power  pole .arm in the fall .  M i l l  s Memor ia l  
[!~i:~: Not really that supr,smg. U h"da h°le burned in the fl°°r ° f  H°'spita. lisied the w°men in 
aTerra~ residence. • satisfactory condition:at noon 
~i!~ 
' ; : . ,  At 5i49 a.m. Jan. 7, fire- Tuesday. The second call was 
• . .. fighters were called out' to a for an unconscious male in the 
private residence ,in the 4600 3400 block' .Eby. The exact 
!~i i ' . . .. . . . . • block .Scott Ave. ' According to nature, of . his ' trauma, was  
~!. fire chief Bob Beckett ashes that unknown at press time. 
':: ' "  were believed to be "cold, had 
i~: . . . .  O ' " .  " "  . been removed from a Wood .i~0nJan. 14 theflre.dcpartment.. 
,; stove earlier and stored in a reCeived two morning galls. The 
cardboard box beside tbestove, first incident occurred at 1:59 
i!':".-: - " 4535 Groin Avenue, Terrace, B.C. V8G 1M7 " , , , __ . . I  There was a hot ember, a.m.. Elcctdeal sparks: Were, 
r~::,. " " ~ ~ ' ~ / ~  ~ ~ ~ '  I though, that burned an eight inch coming out of ~ breaker box in a 
"~ . . . . .  " ' I h01e through the bottom of the residence in the 5000 block Agar 
I : .  box and the living room floor. A Ave. There was no serious dam- 
!;~: I' :'".. . . SUBSCRIPTION ORDER FORM !.  working smoke alarm gave carly age. 
$ z~i:~ plus GST " ...... " : " . . i~ ~,  - . 1 year -  ~/ .  ~::::j.: : ::~: ' :" : : : . , ! : , :~ ; :-,." .:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I warning. There was light smoke 
v~:iii:'!.~.::~/~:~:•~! " :L •" " ~ . . __ ,  •" re  ElM ste . . . . . .  " I damage. At 7:45 a.m., the fire depart- 
~ ..... er• : .. (N]  • : : /  : - : " ", I called to the scene of a burning natural gas leak in the ,4600 
-~:~:- : .  :" I~l Cf l  f i e  t..I Money  u a r Card El V i sa  I On Jan. 8, fircflghters wcrc mcnt received a.call rcportinga 
" ' ~ ' :~r  p lmasesend a subscrlptl0 n ,  , : to. No. , . , I hydro pole at Oraham and Pear block Lakclse Ave. office of Dr. 
~: = Expiry Date . . . . . .  " ' • . .... l at about 4:45 p.m. The fire, Joe Zucchlatti. Beckett says the 
~SF . . . .  . . . .  I COde--- ,,,, , , Mail or bdng this form to: , which was the result of an elcc- leak was caused by a malfunc- 
3 ~ : - / Ter race  Review , trieal short caused by a cracked tionlng gas furnace; He says the 
' " ' insulator, burned a seven-inch natural gas supply was turned 
Seniors in Terrace & District $30.00 4535 Greig Avenue, t hole half  way through the pole. off  and smoke ejectors were  
'::~: . ;eniors outside Terrace & District $33.00 ' 
i~; ~ Out of Canada.. $1oo.oo Terrace, B.C. VgG 1M7 I There was a br ief  electrical used to remove gas fumes, from 
. - - . . . .  A outage in south Terrace while the building, There was no dam- 
. . . . . . -  - - - -  - - - - - p, 
.:~ , , - - - - - - ' ' ' "  hydro.workers, re. a~cd. Ih¢~ poJ¢.,.., age du¢..,to, t.h.c .l.¢.a.k, ............... 
The Terrace Fire Department 
has been busy during the past 
week. Besides a number of false 
alarms, firofighters were called 
Out to one house fire, two elec- 
trical faults, one natural gas 
leak, and two medical emer- 
gencies.Due to fast action and a 
working smoke alarm, though, 
the •most serious damage to 
I I  
, . .  , 
MID-WINTER GREEN. otto Grundmann was the winner of 
the January 1 Cash Calendar draw for $1,000 (his wife Gert 
bought• him the calendar for Christmas); The Grundmanns 
moved to Terrace in 1972 from Winnipeg. S ince  his 
retirement, Otto has become an avid horticulturalist. With his 
winnings, he  hopes to invent a contraption for transplanting 
stock, in his orchard of exotic trees. 
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Skeena eel not worried a bou > 
trend toward cut reducti ons 
TERRACE - -  Although the 
first major decision involving 
new Forest Minister Dan Mil- 
ler's reduced annual allowable 
cuts on three tree farm licenccs 
substantially, ~Skeena Cellulose 
is not concerned that the same 
fate awaits its annual cut on 
Tree Farm Licence 1 around 
Tcnace. 
OnJan.. 2 the province's Chief 
Forester, John Cuthbert, 
announced that five-year man- 
agement and working plans 
submitted for tree farm lie•rices 
on Vancouver" Island held ,by 
MacMillan Bleed•l, Fletcher 
Challenge andInterfor would be 
conditionally approved. The  
condition was reduction in cuts 
totzlling 322;000 cubic metres. 
The Skeena Cellulose wood- 
lands division, is well alonglin 
the process of creating a new 
five-year manhgement and work- 
ing plan for TFL 1. Cuthbert 
said in a telephone interview 
that TFL 1 and TFL 41, held by 
West Fraser-Eurocan, are 
(FOR,16 MON1HS)*' 
YOU GET: 
FOR $420* FOR $434* (NO DOWNPAYMENI) 
FOR 3 YEARS .,.o... 
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crdse control 
• Gold Key bumper-to- 
bumper coverage 
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V6 w/24W package, 
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• Go ld  Key bumper-to- 
. bumper coverage 
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'Everyone's going 
.to agree with the 
numbers when 
we're ,finished.' 
coming for the same kind of 
• review that the three island 
licences recently finished. 
Although the plan was due for 
submission to the Ministry;of 
Forests at the end of 1991, the 
company Was: recently'granted a 
one-year extension. 
Woodlands manager Dan 
Tuomi hopes to have the plan 
submitted and approved by.this 
summer. He doesn;t, however, 
expect cut reductions of the kind 
that fell on the island TFL's. 
"The writing was on the wall 
for those licences, and I think 
they probably knew it," Tuomi 
said, He noted that the planning 
process for the three lie•noes 
began in 1988, and Cuthbert's 
decision also involved land-base 
reductions for parks and pre- 
serves that came out of what 
were previously considered, by 
the companies at least, operable 
logging areas. _. 
"We doing a much more ~ ex- 
haustive analysis of all aspects," 
Tuomi said. "Everyone's going 
to;agree>with t e numbers when 
we're finished. Nothing will be 
suspect." SCI, he said, has been 
working closely at every stage 
of the process with the Kalum 
District Forest Office, which 
receives the" submitted plan; 
analyzes it and then sends it to 
the Chief Forester with recom-~ 
mendations. The Chief Forester 
makes the final decision on'  
approving the plan, which covers: 
all aspects of the Company'S 
operations on the TFL for the 
next five years. The Chief For- 
ester can also revise the plan or 
impose any conditions on it he 
believes at•appropriate. 
Remaining work .to be done on 
the plan mainly involves esti- 
mating the volume of trees on 
the lie•nee, Tu0mi said. The 
company and the forest •service 
have to agreed on the technical 
basis for the estimates, which 
affect both the actual volume of, 
wood that can be logged under 
the annual allowable cut limits 
and valuation formulas, :which 
determine the ministry's revenue 
from stumpage. Tuomi said that 
when that issue is settled the 
inventory can be set up as digi- 
tal data in the company's com-:i 
puter system, and then the 
growth and yield analysis tl iat 
supports . the cut figures canbe 
calculated. 
"At this point we don't antici- 
pate reductions in the harvest 
level on TFL 1," Tuomi said. "If 
there was any problem we would 
know about it." " 
The annual allowable cut on 
TFL 1 'is about 700,000 cubic: 
metres. Skeena Cellulose took 
over the tenure from Wes~r 
Timber in 1986. • "~!i 
, butt out,,.. 
couldn't snap her out of it, add 
neither could a first aid attei~ 
dant. ,.'~ 
Lights and sirens~ The ambw 
lance came to a screeching halt 
in front of the Inn of the West. 
Paramedics, faced with a rare 
mental condition rather than an 
injury they could treat, were 
stumped. They couldn't wake 
her up either. 
Lights and sirens. The ambu- 
lance came to a screeching halt 
,at the Mills Memorial emer- 
gency entrance. Could one of 
our Terrace doctors do the job? 
We' l l  never know. She began 
coming out of the trance on her 
own, and by the time Borden 
arrived at the hospital for 
another attempt to bring her 
around she was pretty much 
back to her former sell 
One way to 
A hypnotist visiting Terrace to 
conduct a stop-smoking clinic 
last week seems to have shown 
an excess of talent. 
We can't tell you the ending to 
this story. We don't know if the 
young lady actually quit smok- 
ing or not, but she had obviously 
had enough of her addiction and 
her will-power needed a little 
boost. So along with a large 
number of other area residents, 
she signed up for a Jan. 8 stop. 
smoking seminar at the Inn of 
the West. 
The room was packed. Mass 
hypnotist Charles Borden had a 
few words with his smokers, and 
then uttered some sort of start. 
dard hypnotic phrase. Presumab- 
ly, "Sleeeeeep..." .... 
- And the young lady did. She 
slept.., and slept.., in fact, when 
the session ended, and others 
began returning to their con- 
scloua selves, she continued to 
sleep.., and Sleep. Borden 
. % - 7 . - ~  
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YOU GET: Keeping the gas tank full.and fluid levels topped 
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1. CHRYSLER'S BUMPER-TO*BUMPER 5,COVERAGE r~R NORMALLY 
WARRANIrY COVERAGE..wlth zero EXCLUDED WEAR ITEMS such as 
3-door with 22D deductible, wiper blades, light bulbs, brake with 22E package ,  
package, 2. PREPAID BASIC SCHEDULED linlngs/pads and dutch inlngs. Including freight 
MAINTENANCE, as dmcrlbed in Tlres. of coume, are covered by , Drlver's ~ alrbag 
Including freight your vehicle's Owner's Manual. All their manufacturer's warranty. • Automatic trammMlon 
• Driver's ide alrbag you'll have to handle Is normal Once the 3 year perlod,b over, JuSt • Air conditioning with 
• Automatic transmission everyday maintenance, hand over the keys. No buyback tinted glass 
• Air cx)odltiordr~l with 3. ROADSIDE ASSISTANCE towing requlredl • AM/l:Mstereo cassette 
tinted glass from National Auto League. 
• 4-speaker stereo systonr 4. ALTERNATE TRANSPORTATION The Chp/der Gold Key bumper-to- With d-speakers 
• Power door locks allowance of up to 550 per day for bumper lease. Just remember to fill • Tilt steedng and 
• Gold Key bumper-to- up to 5 days If overnight repalm are the gas tank. Oops- almost forgot cnJbe control 
- wlnd~hleld wiper fluld not . Go ld  Key Lx.rnper:to- 
~I~'  wc(~m3ge necessary. Included, See your local Chrysler bumper coverage 
Dea~ tor cornplete details. (S~ below) - 
ADVANTAGE: CHRYSLER 
• Mordt~ rate mt 0ut I'I for a 36-mordh term wlth no d o w r ~  and b b(zed on MSRP of vehlde wlth optlo~ ~ ,  ~ ~ - t ~  
bumper cordract coverage and a ~ amudlmd Intemd rate. 
Subject to approval by Chr~ Credit Canada Ltd. In effect from November i991 u~l  luch time as t~ed,  
S4~:uflty depodt of orle mordh'l earn payment rounded upwards to the rmaed $25 Increm erlt I$ reqkked. 
" ' l~ent  may be required and would reduce monthly payments, This Is a closed end lease wllh no IoLp/bock requirement. ~ paymenh 
exckJde lie•nee.Insurance, registration, taxeL C)eUvery must be taken fram dedec Imeentory. Oeder may learn for less. 
Note: Leolme h rem.~0~ for chargm Iko poking tim*. olono,nal wear and toar. as wd o~ mileage In oxc4m of 75.(X]0 km at fl~e rate of $.06/ldlome#o 
 Eml 
But did she quit smoking? We 
have no idea. 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 2W? 
A"  THOUGHTFUL WAY TO REMEMBER 
is with an In Memoriam gift to the Dr, R.E,M. Lee Hospital 
Foundation. Donations are gratefully accepted at the above 
address, the Terrace Fire Department on Eby. St., or by 
contacting Mrs. Helena McRae at 635-5320.  Income tax receipts 
are available. 
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~:,:.'rhe following informut!en is Tuesday, Janunry 7 
~ i ied  by the Terrace RCMP Break, enter and theft at ~&F 
~chment .  These events Distributors. Three trailers in the 
~peued in your community parking lot were broken into and 
~d you may be able to help iu a quantity of meat Was stolen. 
~s where the offender(s) has Break, enter and theft at the 
n'~ibeen identified. If you have Royal 'Canadian Legion. Beer 
~ Information about these and cigarettes were st01en. 
~es ,  please ' telephone the Break,enter and theft at Ev's 
~ P  at 6354911. Men's Wear. A $450 window 
. <~:.: was broken and a $475 leather 
,-:.:.. Monday, January 6 jacket - was stolen. ' NOTE: 
i:iilBreak and enter and wilful. Alerted by an intruder alarm, 
ken and a ~tape'deck~stolen:-,!.. ~..~,~ 
?'Wilful: damige//ito:"=L~veldcle 
parked'/:at Terrace:Motets Body 
/; 
i 
Shop. Thepassenger side • win- 
dew was broken. 
wa~ not ~ ained and nothing was 
t~n~/i  .. ',."i., . , " ,  " , '  
Wednesday, January 8 
Break, enter and theft at 
three Lakelse Lake cabins on the 
'west side of the lake. Alcohol 
and ammunition: were stolen. 
This brings the total number,0f 
cabins broken intointhis area to 
six in the past 18 days. A 17- 
foot canoe was stolen on Jan. ~4.: 
Residents are askedto note all 
~ :~:;.-:Saturday , January 11 
- -  Wllful/damage~ to.a ted 
• .'1991 .Toyota,two. door sedan 
.parked.'in'~lhe Skeena Mall 
packing lot. When the owner was 
return,n8 to. her .vehicle she 
observed/, two youtlm running 
away. from the vehicle; She 
noted later that the paint had 
been scratched. 
Thef t - -  There, were several 
thefts from ~ Vehic!es p~trked in 
the Pine,Park-Traiier Court on 
traffic in and out of this area Muller Ave. NOte:' TWO male 
and report anything Stmplcious youths have been charged and 
to the RCMP. all the stolen property' has 
• .  ,,.',.~.!/. ,- . " . 
~ageat J&FD~stnbutors .The police made an arrest and 
' ~!d ing  was broken into and a recovered the jacket.'  ' .' 
• ~ind0w was smashed in a near- Wilful damaae and theft to a 
by/! company vehicle. Nothing vehicie parked at Off Road 
;iwaslaken. Specialties. A window was bro- 
o 
. . . . . . .  NOT ICE  ;~i~ : . . . . . .  - 
:~!~i ~; ~:/Ki~MAT.STIKIN~EREGIONAL HOSPITAL DISTRICT 
~ .i ::: "i"i: .i :~i:i:~iil ! :~II:/':, i~!/!; " :!::"ii ~: '~- • ADVISORY COMMITTEE : 
Break and enter at a private 
residence in  the 2700 block 
Skeena St. The burg la rS  
police believe there were three 
- -  fled after an audible alarm 
sounded. 
been recovered. 
Theft from a vehlide parked 
in front of Woolworths in the 
Terrace Shopping Centre parking 
lot. A window was smashed and 
a purse and other items were 
taken. Note: Police have a 
Friday,- January10 witness in this matter and 
Attempted break and enter in there are two male suspects. 
the 2700 ,block Hall St. Entry Theft from a vehicle. A win, 
• o .  • 
dew was broken in a yellow 
1985 Chrysler Daytona two door 
hatchback and an $800 stereo 
t 
was stolen. The vehicle was in 
the curling rink Parking iot at 
the time of the crime. 
i ) . 
;~"~ .... " ..~: ; , :  "~. i - : !  ' REQUEST FOR MEMBERSHIP'. " . , .  :,~, 
ie Kitimat,St,kmeRegzona Hospital District is looking for an individual who has an interestjn, 
~h"~.;tm to ~e'rveasa member of the Kitimat-Stikine Regional HealthAdvisoryCommittee. 
Sunday, January 12" 
Break and enter at Terrace 
EquipmenL The suspect(s) 
entered a fenced compound. 
Nothing was taken~ 
Break, enterand theft from a 
storage • locker in the 2300 block 
Thornldll :St. Toys and maga- 
--zmes were stolen., ..~' 
. . ~o  
' ~ ~ • .  ~ 
ness is~still ieft with~a $450 bill 
for the:~iwindoW, ii"~'i!i;i/": i "" 
If ...insuran~:e., covem 
e~xpense, other pol icy holders- 
wil l-pay for it- lndlrectly.;':ln 
increased insurance costs. ,If 
insurancedo~sn:t'cover th  cost, 
the proprietor has the ©hoice of 
either absorbing the expense :or 
passing it-on to the:consumer in 
the form of higher prices./ 
All too often, th0~gh, the crlm- 
inat isn't caught or:even Ident- 
ified.; The police aren't~always 
aware Of the cdme soon enough. 
,And the poll~, even if they:are 
aware o f  the incident, can't 
always be near enoughto the 
scene'to: get there before the 
Offen¢leres~pes. 
If you Witness anything smpi- 
cious," report i,!ti tO 'the ~p0!ice 
• immediately;:... No .matter':.how 
trivial you might hinkit is. ~o  
or three pieces'of tdviat/infor- 
rnatlon can often addui i : t6!a 
very interesting story. 
Take the recent break, enter 
and thefts at the Legton or J&F 
Distributors: for example. It's 
possible someone Saw some- 
thing. If you think you ;might 
have, telephone the police. 
And it 's also possible a resi- 
dent or two in the area imows of 
someone ,who recently acquired 
an unusual quantity o f  meat, 
cigarettes or beer. I f  Sb~/even 
though it might 0nly be gossip 
you believe may be reliable, 
contact he police. 'Your inf0r- 
marion might,-!ea d the:p01ice 
fight to the offender's front 
door. . . . . .  " ' I~e  AdvisoryC0mmittee,which asten members, advises the Kitimat-Stikine Regional Hospital 
]::~t~ict Board On hosPital facilities and hospital/health services Within the District. ~ . . i ; :  . . : ,  A few arrests throughinforma+ 
I/:~::::.. • - i :: , '~ .............. ......... ....... " .......... ' ~ / ::~ '/ii ,: i ~ ' tion prov ided  by  the communi ty ,  
, :  - . - 
- "'::  Crime Awareness Bulletin: and 'the message. will soon be ns should contact: . :,. 
... , .-. Judy Tracy . . .. ~.-. ' ...i--. ,. , If.the police am alerted while OUt on the street that residents 
Administrative Officer . ~: :.  :, . a crime is in progress, their heresimplyw0n'ttoleratecrime. 
. Kitimat-.StikineRegional Hospital Distrzct: , . .  .. !!i:!::.iii:i:". ' . / =~ :. . : i .  .effeCtiveneSs is greatly 
. : ; '  suite 300 4545 Laze l leAvenue• " '  • . ' : " "  .... " ' . '  .'. ,ncreased. ,n, , ,  o , ,=, ,o .  I nf0 so  ug ht 
. ~::, "."."!~ . ' • ' .Terrace, B.C. "V8G 4E1 ° i '".;'i/ , .~ .i': :.:. :- .. ness. of policing in ourcommun- 
. i : '  " " "  Telephone.63~7251 Or  -~ i.ty,s increas'Cd ., the ~rk O , ,Ct- on Kitimat ~ 
: . . . . .  : .. . 1-800-663-3208 / / i . : :~ i~ i i  ~ ' : : / :  ; ' : :  :. . tmg caught m the act Will 
i / . " i .  " : .  _. ' ~ : I:;:L,::;..; - inc rease ,  and there wili be;a theftl 
qoticcable drop in the number of 
criminal acts in our community. Terrace RCMP are aiding their 
• An example of increased polio- Kitimat colleagues in efforts to 
ing effectiveness due t0an earlY find and arrest hieves who stole 
warning was seen at Ev's Men's 
Wear as noted above, Alertcd by 
an intruder alarm, RCMP arrived 
at the seen quickly and appre- 
hended a man who had smashed 
a window and stolen a leather 
jacket. 
• Because he was caught, the 
cost of the crime was only $450, 
.if he hadn't been caught, a $475 
leather jacket,would have been 
added to the tally and the cost 
would have totalled $925. But 
Used Snowmobi les  Used  Outboard  Motors  
35- Polaris Indy 400 WAS $36001990-  Mercury 25hp WAS $2800 
long track NOW $3300 iow hours with jet NOW $2300 
7 
1989- SRV 540 WAS $4800- 
NOW $4500 
:1991- Phazer Iongtrack NewS6000 
a vehicle:, and numerous house- 
hold items from a residence.in 
Kitimat during the late evening 
of Dec. 26 or the curly m0~tin S 
of Dec. 27. The vehicle, a black 
and-red 1987 GMC Jimmy, B.C. 
licence plate number PAC 077; 
was later found In the vicinity of 
Terrace. 
Also missing from the house 
are several stereo components 
and pieces of video equipment, a
shotgun and an assortment :of 
• ~ i989. Entlcer 400 ~(~08~000 
1991- Yamaha 40hp WAS $4200 
oil injected with jet NOW $3100 
1981- Johnson 35hp WAS $1900 
elect, start with jet NOW $1650 
1978- Mercury20hp WAS $1100 
NOW $800 
:unless the •judge orders restitu- coilectible U.S. and Canadian 
tion,, the proprietor of the busi. money. 
The Dobler Family would like to ,  
express our hearlfelt thanks to: ! 
• the  Ter race  R .C .M.P .  . . . .  / 
• the Search and rescue Volunteers 
• the Hlghways Mlnlstn/Avalanche Technlclans 
• B .C ,  Te lephone • " , 
• the Skeena,Valley Snowmoblle Assoclatlon 
• and to all our friends for the help and effort In the. 
search for Peter, and for all the warmth and  
klndness extended to us at. thls tlme, Terrace IS 
Indeed a wonderful communlty In whlch to five. 
• Thank You All, 
from Ed & Wendy Dobier 
and Family 
" , -2 8, Used  Motorcyc les  
!990:146' Springbok S $158 1991. DT200 WAS $3300 
aluminum boat NOW $1850 i ,i, " dual purpose 179km NOW $2850 
1991- 8'6 Inflatable WAS $1300 198 - V . _ 6 irago 1100 WAS $3500 
.' c/woars, pump,floorboaros NOW $1000 low m, leao~ ' .NOWf,3100 
, ,  - - -  - -  . = J ' A  , ,~AA~. . .m . . . . . . .  4~ v - - - - ~ - - - -  " r  . . . .  
1990- 16 .Springbok v~j ;~b '  ~ -' , ~ , 
~ :~ aluminum boat N~W'$24~0 - . .  . New Inboard  En lne :J'981-Lund 16 fiberglass sk= boat . 
~Ith ~nhk M~rcurv and trailer 1990- Indmar 350 Chev, 290 hp 
~: lqr , . , ,  w . . . . r .  - - - - -  . "7  ' '  " 0 
~/. WAS $5900 , NOW $5100 WAS $5500 NOW $480 
KP.:N'S MAHINI:: 
KEN GIBSON 635-2909 TREVOR GIBSON 
4946 Greig Avenue, Terrace 
C 
. . . .  " "  7 '  
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S T"AYING ALIVE IN THE SNOW 
After the sudden deaths of" two 
local men in ~an avala~!te on 
Copper Mountain Jan, 3, Ter- 
race Review senior reporter Tod 
Strachan asked the experts for 
their views' on avoiding the 
deadly slid~ and. survival skills 
/or thase unfortUnate enough to 
be  caught in i onei ~ •This is ' ~vhat 
they said.~ -" 
. . . .  :-,-. - . "i :.. As  far as.education is con- 
AnyOne who : ~entutes Into col'ned, sources are not difficult 
eventuality that you may be 
caught by surprise in  spite of 
• your awareness,and knowledge. 
"It's not complicatcd,, says 
Evenchick. ,There: a re  some 
basic things to learn to ~ecognize 
and evaluate the hazard. And 
following that, know how to 
improve your chances:if you're 
caught." 
mountalnous:countty durl. ng the 
winteris~. at-.dak of,becoming an.. 
avalanche victim; And i f  it hap- 
pens to yOu, you're onyour  
own. There is. no emergency 
organ!rat!on: that can respond 
quickly enough , and if your 
companions 'can't :locate you in 
the first few minutes, thetrained 
rescuers who arrive.on the scene 
later will simply, ben  recovery 
team, . . . . .  , . -:_ 
What can you do tO reduce the 
risk? How can you improve your 
chances? As in any~ activity that 
involves a measure of risk, 
experts will tell ~ you the answer 
to these questions is very 
simple.: Learn to recognize the 
hazards, ~/nd avoid them. 
I f  you're a fisherman, for 
example, you likely have some 
education regarding water safety 
and~ swimming skills. You wear 
e-life jacket, You never go out 
alone... You knowthe buddy 
system works. The same con- 
cepts apply to. safety in ava- 
lanch~,countty~ - ,; - 
First seek out some basle edu- 
cation so you can recognize and 
evaluate, the hazard, says. ava- 
lanche expert AI Evenchick. And 
also Prepare yourself for the 
-to find. The Ministry of Envi- 
ronment, Lands . :and.: Parks' 
travels the province each year 
with workshops. There was one 
in Terrace last year. 
Also, the Canadian Avalanche 
Association, possibly the best 
single,source for wide range of 
information, offers a five-day 
training program designed for 
everyone from professionals to 
people interested in nothing 
more than a little healthy out- 
door recreation. 
You may have to wait for 
:programs like these to come 
around,,but while you're waiting 
there other things you can do. 
Several good "books have been 
published, for example. Try the 
library. 
A number of books are avail- 
.able, but Evenchick recommends 
three. There is the Avalanche 
Handbook published by. the 
forest services branch of the 
U.S, Department of Agriculture. 
Gord Sweeting: Personal location device should be taken 
along on every outing. 
Because this .publication ~was crum Inc..of Golden, Colorado 
prepared for technical people, in. 1986. And another is a Cana- 
you might find it a little dry. dian publication called Ava- 
but it isa.goodsource of knowl- lanche Safety for Skiers and 
edge. This book is due to be Climbers. Of the latter, Even- 
updated by a Canadian publisher, chick says: "It's a good book 
Another is titled The Ava- 
lanche Book.. It was written by 
Betsy Armstrong and Knox 
Williams and published by Ful- 
because it's not overly technical 
and. it's a imed at the rec- 
reationalist. I f  the library doesn't 
have it, they should." 
What Will y~u learn from these 
• avalanche courses and. books? 
You will learn how .tO ,.recognize 
and  understand avalanche ter- 
rain. You will begin to under- 
stand basic snow pack structure 
: , .  . . . . .  ; :  .~ .: :,~'~-~ C~/~::~-~. M M 
MI  
• . , /7%,  
-i,~.~. 
~t ' ; '  
regular stores 
No Membership Fee. -se prices 
Volurne Dealer - Waren°u 
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Closed 
damage. Far beyond the toe era  
recent avalanche near Meziadi0, 
for example, needles were r ip~ 
off trees by the powder cloud f0r 
a distance o f  several, hundred 
metres. :~ : 
SO fast, slow, turbulent, debris'. 
filled... There is no simple 
answer as to how. you should 
react if you're Caught in an 
~valanche. ,The biggest single 
factor in survival is education;.. 
Knowing. how to evaluate the 
conditions, the terrain and the 
snow. : 
What is the weather like? What 
type of snow is it7 How steep is 
the slope? Are their rocks, trees 
or a cliff below? Should you 
cross the slope as a group or One 
at a time7 These and other ques- 
tions need to be answered before 
a particular piece of terrsin:~iS 
approached so you can mentally 
prepare yourself to react appr0- , 
,priately if an avalanche does 
occur. 
For anyone caught in an ava- 
lanche, RCMP dog master CpL' 
Lothar Bretfeld offers this 
advice. "Swim" towards l ight . .  
As you feel .yourself beginning 
to slow, push snow away from 
your face to create an air pocket, 
and tuck your elbows in by your 
• 
sides and press out to create 
space for your chest to expand. 
And at the last moment, reach.as 
high as you can:with one hand 
towards light; There's a i good 
chance a glove or a sleeve will 
penetrate the su~ace, making-:!t 
possible to locate you qul©klyi ~ 
If your hand doesn't break 
th~'ough the surface, don't panic,i 
You still have some time. gratis- 
and how the weather affects that t!cally, according to Bretfeld, ~ 
there is a 60 percent chance for snow pack. And you willsoon 
find yourself applying this survival if you are found within 
knowledge in the field to avoid 20 minutes. And according 1o 
hazardous ituations. Evenchick, you have a 50 per, 
cent chance of survival in the 
There is a second component first 30 minutes. After that, 
to education, though. Through however, your chance of sur- 
education, you can reduce :the rival begins to decline rapidly.! 
risk, but you can't eliminate it.: Quick recovery is thekey to 
Forthat reason you have to learn survival. For this, reason, Bret- 
how to survive an avalanche, : reid, Evenchick and Search and 
There arc many types of ava- Rescue coordinator Gord 
lanches m wet, dry, slaib, clean Sweeting recommend three basic 
and those filled with debris like pieces of equipment that every- 
trees and rocks. And they're all one in your group should carry 
fast and unforgiving~ Speed on every outing into a back 
depends on a number of factors country area. 
such as the terrain; the type of The most valuable is a per- 
snow and the steepness of the sonal locating device, a compact 
slope. Evenchick says a dry e!cctmnic gadget hat transmits 
gliding avalanc:he might: travel at a radio signal to guide rescuers 
a speed of between 40 and 50 to your location. The cost7 
kilometres per hour, a wet turbu: About $150 to $200. You should 
lent avalanche at 30 to  100 have a collapsible probe. The 
ldlomctrcs per hour, a dry turbu- cost of this item is around $30. 
lent avalanche at 40 to 200 And finally, you.should carry, a 
kilometres per hour. Andalarge shovel, something stout and 
powder avalanche can  reach light, but big enough to do the 
velocities up to250 kilometrcs job. Without it, the  first two 
per hour. pieces of equipment may not bc 
The avalanche that claimed the of any value at all. 
iivcs of two Terrace men near All . recreational activities 
Copper Mountain on Jan. 3 was enhance our physical and mental 
likely travelling somewhere being. For tltis'~:rcason, these are 
between 50 and 90 kllometrcs very worthwhile'activities. True, 
per hoUrl The fastest avalanche most involve some risk. l~erhaps 
ever clocked was travelling at that's one of the factors involved 
350 kilometrcs per hour. in their popularity, They're seen 
Even outside of the immediat¢~ as a test.., a challenge. But if 
avalanche area itself, air turbu., you,re" properly prepared, the 
tence in the fo .ttn of a powder risk factor doesn't necessad|y 
cloud ¢i~It/cause a good d~al .of. hav.eA0.b¢.una.~c.¢p~bly~.hlghi,i~: 
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~ur~ towns, are copied fragm, ents from our gather a series ofi pictures that simultaneously the people~ is oing to. be indecisive, it•will 
i:i-:+i~!!/ breast;  " " ~nspire a sense of unassailable,power and be expected toL  pay for that indecision, " . . . . .  
,:.~:: 
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And all men's Babylons strive but to impart delicate_ vulnerability. : 
.~e:grandeur of Ms.Babylonian heart. Another series of .pictures--  .the maps. 
~:+.: issued by government agencies and securities 
:.~:<:',+ . - -  Wil!iamButler Yeats. • brokers - -  Show the invisible template lai. d 
~. . ,  
'~ "~'' " ' [ ..over the region, an arbitrary bull purposeful 
+ . 
- ~ • : . ! . " : . . i :  " 
F ew of us, if any, will.ever raft-down 
the white water of theTatsenshini 
River or •commune with the .:Salmon 
t~at travel up the...brutal higiiWay of the 
~ik ine .  Ye+ + these Wild,.. unpo~)utated and 
• + :..:..:, • . 
li~stile places and their kindred landscapes in 
the north have the power to :move .us and 
others_who have. never, seen them.in some 
~ay we would perhaps prefer not: to:identify. 
~thout  having seen them, and having little 
~.~.~: . . . .  
prospect of ever.doing so, we revere them as 
S~mething. reqmrmg a special attitude of  
prt)tectiveness and stewardship. But 
:p~tccti0n from:what,/ruder the stewardship 
o~ii:~hom?, - . ,  . -.: 
• ::i~e publ!catmn of Stzkine. The Great River 
py( 'Douglas & :'Maclntyre .seems'. uncann'ily • ~ed,  It is not so much a phot0graphic.essay 
on:one river as it-is an. examination .of 
o~e lves  and our untenable attitudes, toward- 
~e uninl~abited reaches of theworld. In it are 
8~i~i:col0ur images in a presentation as Stark as 
[~"river valley itself,, earth, water.and.air in 
raw and •_inhospitable • purity• It took 
Photographer.. Gary Leighen five years .of 
• .~ng,  ca.noe~g and horseback journeys to. 
grid of staking units, :mineral .claims, 
overlapping administrative areas,--the whole 
patchwork ,signature of human .intent.. The 
Stikine Arch, as it. is. known to the'industry, 
is a each6 of:material-and.spiritual wealth 
that challenges the imagination and the heart• 
As the .book with its freight of  disturbing 
..photographs sits on shelves waiting to be sold 
at $501 a copy, the mountain goats captured 
momentarily in those photographs are having. 
their first encounters with human beings, and 
those-human beings are geologists and 
diamond drillers: 
As the book was going to print, Geddes 
' e  • 
Resources announced that. $9. billion m 
compensation w0~d persuadeit o forego the 
mineral wealth it~had found in Windy Craggy 
mountain, a. massive deposit of copper in the 
Stikine Arch..People can still be moved in 
these money+cynical times by a figure that 
large, and. Geddes certainly got everyone's 
attention. The message, backed by the mining. 
industry, iclearly said that corporations want 
the right to work mineral deposits i f  they are 
to be expected to take the .trouble tO explore 
for them. If the go~,ernment, in the name of. 
• , - " ' " , '  ¢" , 
We view ourselves in Terrace .as a sort of, 
civilized ,oUtpost .on the Tim + of. a::Vast 
preserve of Canadian COnsciousness, ,the open 
wilderness. If it. weren't forresource 
extraction few of uswould:, be living here; 
We tend to resent, calls, for. wilderness-' 
. preservation, seeing "those who .have chosen 
to live in the urban artifice of  Vancouver and 
self-,role clamourmg .:for Other places Of " " '  . . . .  
strictures againstth e mining Of copper While 
going about daily • lives that:Would be 
impossible without the use of metals, sending ~ . 
out the:ir ill-conceived screeds on paper made • 
' from the old growth" forests they seek to 
preserve. 
Yet the book is troubling, because it depicts 
the stark beauty and elemental purity that is. 
a nec.essary counterpoint to the world of: 
human affairs, a..world that is .becoming .`• 
increasingly subtle- and crud e, clev©r, ahd 
• " i~  .stupid, Our ,attitude about, our place zn:, th 
natural scheme of things is as confused as the 
. crazed wanderings o f  the river• itself. :If the 
Stikine, the Tatsenshirii, the Spatzizi are left 
to themselves, their existence is somehow. 
comforting to even the most Babylonian of 
hearts. The rivers act •as a talisman,to hold up. • 
against the fearful imaginings prompted :by 
each~ day's.news of,ottrselves,.. ...... ' " "i: 
We now ,have to d¢cide + "~'hetheL :we WisS~:::,: 
• . t ' "  :*'-.~:+::/~:" 
fo/:that talisman to ~b:e' made :0fcopper. r" " ' ~: " 
; :; . .  , r , . y . . . : '  -,++ 
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Rev iew in wr i t ten  fo rm.  In compl iance  w i lh  the  
B.C. Human Rights Act, no adv~Ibemenl wll be 
pub~hed which discrlminalas a~inst a p4mme 
du~ to al~, moe, r~Iglor~ mlour, sex, natloaal~, 
4535 Greig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1M7 
PhOne: 635-7840 
Fax: 635-7269 
I 
In C l lad l  $30.00 
Out o~ C I I~  $100.00 
Slabrl In Tm and Dterk~ t30.00 
8e, lc~ c~ el Term and Di~id ~3.o0 
(~ST w l l  he  w lded  to  theabo~ p¢~.  
i . . . .  
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o restr ~V 
the big picture 11.i • . . -  
We fred forester iterby 8q",h forests. The Brazi!i' , ~eqmte I n  ~ I 
naturally attempting to become, ~ ~ ~ .~ . '~  " ~  ~ m ~ where we ~!e[t : him last week, 
wanderi~g.:thrOugh thebush and wealthy., bythe same proCeSs .of 
clear cuts ::i~:i:i ~earch::/Ofso.me 
light to lead. him out of,the 
-apparently, insoluble difficulty in 
• . . . .  
• . ; T• -  
conversion of their natural capi-. " • ~ . . . .  . . . . . .  :- . , i 
tal stock to financial and other iby TodStrachan, in consultation with Rod Amoldand DougDavies : - - '  
forms of human wealth. 
. , .  
which i~ he has. found, himself,, 
forced to:. either pack .in. his job 
for Jovial" Logging .or :,put h~ 
kig.natur e On a decIswn that Will 
inevitably destroy livelihoods 
Ond = resources to buy Milton 
Jovial:8 commodity lumber roper- 
at ion o few more year.v. 
T , '~:  ,.walked overthe crest 
i~ '1 '  0f alsr~all hi!i andhis 
• l l lp ic .k~ p came mtov.iew. 
Off to the right rose the majesty 
of Beetle Mountain, his intended 
destination. From the summ!t he 
would, get a much better v~ew. 
Perhaps~ he  hoped, •even a 
glimpse Of the ."big picture". 
As. he  •plodded towards "his 
truck, he picked up Rees's 
words where he. had left off. 
• "They:draw down the capital,'; 
Recs had said. "And when it is 
gone,they re-invest in some. 
other enterprise that has nothing 
to do With forestry at all. What I 
am arguing is that if you take 
the ~ eA:ological, perspective, you 
have :,to:re.invest in th¢  capttal 
that• produced, the. wealth ~ in the 
first place. 
"Ore" wealth in the western 
World, in the northern develope d 
countries, is the •result of the 
Conversion of ecological capital 
to financial and man-mad~ capi- 
tal. Now we are not even 
• capable of sustaining our own 
existence :to the extent that we 
have to use the wealth we have 
generated in that conversion 
process to buy up the ecological 
carrying capacity of Third World 
countries. We induce them to 
grow cash crops for our benefit 
largelj, because we can afford to 
do so because we have con- 
verted our own natural capital to 
financial capital.. 
• "British Columbians hypocriti- 
• cally insist 'that the Brazilians 
not harvest the rain forests when 
• we have obliterated our own rain 
. . . .  • • 
I'll Illl I I - ~ ~.- 
Thorn.hill: 
volunteers 
thanked 
To the Editor; 
Thank you, Thor,hill Fire 
Department, for brightening our. 
Christmas by 'taking the time • to 
come to our village, ~ Copperside 
• Estates, with your caroling and 
you decorated vehicles. Not only 
were the youngsters"elatcd, so 
, I! - were us oldsters .. 
Again,  sincere thanks. 
• • .-Mr, and Mrs~ Heywood 
• • RR#2,.Tcrrace 
"That process is-what I •mean. 
When I say, that economic activ- ~,,ery; enyironment ' ~t  sustains 
ity based on.the old neoclassical it.: In my min¢[,it is doing so .in 
m0dels ~s cannibalizing the very ignorance, becausewe are up,r- 
basis of the life-supp0rt systems "ating fr0m-a~modeithat worked 
• .of the planet. This is why.the for 300 years and simply does 
east coast fisheries i s  m such not work any more . " . . . ,  
dire straits, and it.is only char- Harsh words, admitted Squish, 
• ~ ~ . . "  .:. i~.:'~.':!~: "~.':'~ •"!! "'.: ::::"" 
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acteristic of the 25 major fish- but true. He chuckled to himself 
cries around the world that are as he remembered the reaction 
going through exactly the, same of the committee chairman. He 
stock-depletion problem from couldn't remember the chair- 
over-harvesting, man's first name, but his 'last 
"Agriculture is the same, :but was Darling. Mr.-Darling. May- 
we do ~ not • recognize ,~it ..yet ~'be bedidn't  havea first.~me. 
because, there we have substi- Squish had never heard anyone• 
tuted fertilizer, irrigation, and address• him in any other way. 
other forms of man-made Capital "Are you suggesting that the 
for the deplete d soils. It is all provincial government Of B.C. 
part of the same problem, should cut its forests yi~eld every 
"This global warming issue year?" Darling asked. "You 
and the rise of carbon dioxide in would be as popular as a skunk 
the atmosphere is simply a at a garden party out there." 
minor symptom .of this deeper Rues didn't mine, words. "The 
week we hear ,of sawmills:that the current system they::a~- 
are :running out of w0od'supply going-to welcome me a~d~::a 
and .oil comm~t ies ,  that' are whole bunch of other skunk~:~ 
shuttmg down. When. the fall- , Sqmsh broke :into ahowl~.;~f 
down comes this is going to be laughter. "That's it," he.wailS:. 
an  endemic :pmblem";for the " I 'mnot  a fool. I,m a . s~ i  
province. And this," he added as he loo:~d 
"If you are hearing what I am around, "is . Jovial's party., ":~~°~'~:= 
saying, I am suggesting that the Herby Squish punted upi~:~./ 
only moral thing .:t6 do  is to last five feet of coarse roe~ 
manage your forests to Sustain supporting the road above, i~ i  ~- 
the communities toharvest them. Yes. Rues. had. really h i !~ 
I would say,! thi's, means no nail onthe.head, Squishdeci~i!i 
resource;based company should But he had said other th in~ " " 
• ~!~t'~i~, be allowed to declare a dividend well so as not•to paint the w~g :" 
until it can show that the capital picture. It was true. Large ,~ 
stock that it is exploiting is the poratious had been turning~.0ur 
~..~.~ • 
same at the beginning of its forests into personal wealth, 
business cycle as it is at the end They had done it for decades 
of an annual business cycle, until they ate-themselvesout~:~bf 
!'This would require them to house and home, so  to :. speak.. 
put back investment in the.main. But the design Of the: system.in 
tenance of the capital stock and which they worked was-:nOt 
hence re-orient he current dis- entirely, of their ownmakingi:!~ : 
tribution of wealth back into the The system evolved under3he 
wealth,producing system itself, direction of / financial insfittt- 
The current practice allows us tlons.. L'~dmpames jumped: at.,flie 
to ship the wealth offshore to :'" opportunity to harvest resour~:~: 
invest in someone lse's capital, and manufacture /comm0~'~i ~ "" 
which we then. draw down, and products, Financial organiza/i~". ' 
they have to look elsewhere for 
an alternative investment leaving 
devastated ecosystems and de- 
clining communities in our 
wake. 
: "I may be askunk in a garden 
malaise of a human species •that alternative," he had said, "is to party, but when people begin to . • : . /;:  
is inappropriately exploiting the do what we axe •doing, Every understand the consequences, of - -  Continued on pag(~i:~i8 
Lower interest rates, bad driving . . . . . .  i~i~:~: - 
blamed for insurance prem  um blow 
TERRACE - -  Car owners in 
Terrace and the Northwest will 
pay a minimum of $100 more in 
1992 than they did last year to 
insure their vehicles. In a state- 
ment issued Dec. •13, the Insur- 
ance Corporation of B.C. blamed 
another increase in the amount 
of claims paid for the higher 
premiums, along with a decline 
in interest rates, that hurt the 
corporation's •return on inv.est- 
ments over,the past year. 
• In addition to revenue from 
insurance premiums; ICBC also 
holds a $2 billion-portfolio f 
investments. The interest on 
those investments ~is put,into 
their claim fund to.prevent the.. 
need for,sudden flgct~tions.]i~ 
ably take advantage of is short- 
distance commuter, a rate class 
part way between ple~isure-only 
and to-and-fr0m.work. 
ICBC president Tom Holmes 
noted that the total cost of 
claims :for ICBC has gone from 
$851 million in 1987 to (a pro- 
jected) $1.5 billion for 1991. 
jumped in to support hem. .~t  
both balked at thec0st Of re~ 
,station and standiendingl ~d.i 
while all th is  was going. 'on 
governments .seeking popularity 
tried to  accommodate, he. whole 
late model vehicle who uses it to 
go to and from 7cork will have 
to pay around $1,012 for mini- 
mum coverage, up $140. 
ICBC says collision cbverage 
will cost less this year because 
claims in that .category went 
down in 1991, but comprehen- 
sivecoverage ---: fire, theft, and 
incidental damage ~ will cost 
.more. The corporation otes that 
vandalism to cars and auto theft 
cost the insurance fund $155.- 
million.last :year, a dramatic 
increase. Claims of that kind 
have more than doubled in the 
past four. years. 
Policy changes include •manda- 
tory underinsured motorist pro- 
tection and the option for policy 
x - 
ICBC divides the province 'into 
14 regions, each of which has. a 
different scale of premium rates. 
The most expensive area- in 
which to insure a private vehicle 
is the lower mainland, and. the 
cheapest region is the 
Kootenays. 
The corponition last week 
premiums. ~-- .holders topay in .quarterly in- 
In Terrace theowner of;.:an::,:stalments. The •penalty for pay- 
older model vehicle, like a ]a{e;!~hg quarterly or half-yearly 
1970's model Noi'th :American instalments will be three percent 
~r,  will pay $5591.~.~r~."ple.~i~i~!~:~0f the •total: policy value, a rei 
only" coverage on:tlic~inimuit~:!~'dhction .fr m. the four percent 
required polley,~an J~¢~ase/:of~,!~BC=h~s:Wevmusly charged. 
$124 over iast.yea~.~At;the other :-::,.:~" ~,~ :coverage category that 
end of the scalei~:tife, OWtter or~.A ~st , : l~ i t |  residents, will prob- 
Payouts for comprehensive 
claims more than doubled: over 
those four years. 
The .corporation's reserve fund 
has been hurt by increased claim 
.payouts, efforts to hold the line 
on premium inqresses over the- 
past two years, and the sudden 
drop in interest rates since mid- 
1991. The reserve' fund is 
intended to cushion, vehicle 
owners against sudden, fluctu- 
ations in premiums, a function 
that many policy' holders would 
say it"has' failed to perform. 
Holmes says part of the pre-. 
mium increase in 1992 will go 
t0ward:beefing up the reserve 
fu,dt".wiliChcurrently stands at 
$77 mi.l!!on. ~ • 
changed, its deadline for having 
the new rates in place from Feb. 
1 to .immediately. Car owners 
were cancelling policies and 
renewing before the deadline,to 
take advantage of old rates, and 
ICBC informed the government 
that the cost would come ,to 
about $9 mil l ion if  the oldrates 
were allowed, t0 s'tand until Feb. 
As it was, the canCel-and' " , 
renew strategy cost ICBC $3 
million before the' government 
acted. Moe Sihota, the. minister 
responsible, announced an inves. 
tigation and has implied, ~that, 
many, of the corporation's senior 
executives: may be ireplaccd/in, 
the near :future: • ~ , ~ 
.t 
i; 
ii • 
p'mg theh" arrows into the gummy 
: i sul/stancos of certain vinesbefore, 
go-rag on huntiag trips.. 
':."~/:!~~In '154 I; the explorer Francis- 
-code Ogellano lost his friend to 
" ~hdpoisoned arrow. Sir Walter 
~igh t0ok a sample of this poi- 
' ~to  England in 1595 
,... /.!~i?i~Thete Was.much confusion 
. i :~  sensationalism during the fol- 
". - : / i~g  Centuriesab0.ut th!s myste- 
~ S~e venom to boiled ants 
• ,::~!::'::;;~v~mtionS n the ,~n 
~t  ov~20?f.~ ..:L 
/ 
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Fores t ry  I " ' . . . . . - . .  - -  nQinht_Q : .  - 
Continued from page 7 " . i ' ~ i l , ; ,  
d °con totally destructive to the natural: i~' * _ 
affa, i rm !he, . .  p "" environment and it is something " 
y0ul, i~ve: a large: natural capital House of Commons. l ~ l l ~ ~  togrsphe•.'a bo,zo usinga Tech- Finally I sat down and studied 
s tock  that reproduces on an In conclusion_, Rees told the ~year  rotation, you-are really committee: that, In his opinion, Photography is not for every- nological Hightmaye. My basic the results of my camera mania. 
talking about less than two per- that we.have, to.re.evaluate our body. I began to suspect this bott0m-of-the,line.Teclmological Headless bodies,' close:ups:of , 
centper year on investment, objectives in the management of when I compared my photos with Hightma/e had the standard mini- thumbs and blurred tree stumps 
those taken by afoul' year-old mum 0fseventeen dials and - -o r  n~ybe tlmt was the fam!!y 
• It makes .no economic sense,, all resources. in one sense, to maintain that "Are we most concerned in with a cardboard box and a cheap gauges, plm a thirty-page iustmc-, portrait --~ anyway, it was a 
renewable resource. If you are man'aging the woods of. B.C:?" lem. She had a drooling problem;, tion booklet hat fell behindthe " pitfful;sampling .:These p ic t t~,  
but photographically speaking, fddge. ' ' we~ so unrecognizable that even 
acting in your economic interest he asked, "In maintaining happy the little tyke blew me away. Through trial and error, I (level- the Kodak PeOple :c~'inged ...~.BIII 
y0~-~might .just as well go out shareholders in Zurich and Hew I'sbould've known. The' fandly, io~.. :a system: I f I  too. k one: . .. ~C0sby phoned and begged.me to 
~i~!~i|q~date : :~t  .resource and York and so-0n? Or Ought we to photo album might have given p id~ 0n everyposs ib ieset f in~.  . 'use  Fuji products. Polaroid a 
put l the money in the bank, be concerned with maintaining me a hint;Close up shots of .I had a fair chance of getting a sympathy card. 
because you will" make a higher sustainable commLmities within children's feet, out.of.focuS birth, decent photo. This worked most ' Like I sai d, photography is not 
return at Whatever the current our own population'/" day cakes and boring distant : ' -  of the .time, despite the.constant for everyone. Which explains 
saving° account .rates are. It's a decision that needs to be scenery are samples of my best " "snickering coming from behind why, instead of clicking and : 
• ,Natural capital is always at  a .made. And, it's a decision that' work; The out-of-province r in-: the photo store counter.. : flashing.our cameras atfamily 
disadvantagn if the natural rate needs to be acted on immediate- lives think my. children were born I 0no°man°god to get a fantas- gatherings, Some ofns preferto 
0f.reproduction is below curient ly ,  he said. Because, "At the with blurry faces andred dots-on tic Shotof the kids,on the beach. draw little stick flgtav, s in crayon, 
• " Hearty congratulations spewed It doesn't bother anybody, and interest rates from treasury bills, present time, international their eyes. . : . , . .  : 
for example. It makes sense, .if .finandng favours happy stock- Bven:the professionals can't :fm~h fmmthe family. But it was most important, here's no iW . 
you are thinking in narrow self- holders... The communities be. help ,me~ .The pr0blemis, while - like crediting an earthquake to stmction booklet. 
tilt°rested economic terms, to damned." " ' the camera store:Shelves overflow the weatherman - -  a repeatper- ' 
ltquidate. the capital into usable wi~ variety,.there are reallyonly .. formance.was not likely. Never" Veteran city 
investment funds and put in the . Squish slidinto his pickup and 'two types ot~ camera.: Tee line- theiess, I Was on a roll, soon 
bank somewhere, dwelled fern moment on Rees's logical Nightmares and Bozo after, I shot 24 awe-inspiring p loye 
"This puts the whole ecological words. ~ It was three years ago cameras. The Teelmologi¢,al, .. moments of life through the lens. em es  
paradigm l am putting to you at that he had made his presents-.Hightmaresareforthosewho :It:stillhatmtsmethatXforgotto pinned fo r  
a disadvantage, particularly in a tion to the committee and so completely understand basic, • -: load thecamera with film, 
period of high. interest rates and little had changed, engineering principles and Fin.-- So it was out of desperation rs  i 
therefore ~gh discount rates Littie, other than the fact forest stein's Theery of Relativity. that X bought he best Bozo cam- .pe  s t e n c e  
• such as we-are in  today. The .companies were reporting bigger Operating these machines era I could afford. According'to 
whole Bank of Canada policy i s  losses every year. involves the comprehemion f ilhe 42-page instruction booklet, Seven City of Terrace 
...... -_ AS.As, F-stops, and light meters this camera would focus, measure 
-- in other words, turning little the Hght,.read the film speed, employees were given recogni- 
dials, reading funny gauges and floss my teeth and neutralize tlon for- long service to the 
pushing buttons. The attached excess tomach acid. All I had to municipality just. prior to the 
Christinas holidays. Ten,year ~
gizmos..measu~ the,fight, the ..... " do was push.the Httle red~utton,~..... : pins~ were given :to " Bob 
weather and the subject's astro, simple. Andenon, working foreman in 
- logical sign and underwear size. Now, an ancient proverb says charge of toads and drainage for 
i . Phot0graphy,With a Technologi.'cal that the most annoying person.on Public Works, environmental The Herbarium • Nightma.re makes a nuClear rms- tha planet is the one with a new 
siie launoh:iook like c~d:s play. camera. So it was perfectly, nor- health working foreman: Don 
• . .Gate, and  former recreation 
1 Plant lore and obeervattons by Gunter  Lenhardt  The Bozo camerasare rumple, mal for me to intensely irritate pmg~m Coordinator . Elaine 
. You look"~rough the lens and faro.fly members, friends and Parmenter. 
Par°ira Curare  - had diffeaent formulas: some were pusha button. The twenty-eight- anyone lse within flash range. . Public Works director of oper- 
' : : Chondrodendron  stored in pots, some in bamboo page instruction booklet ells Eventually I grew tired of "zoom- ations John Colongnrd received 
. . . . .  • Toment0sum tubes and some in gourds. Some bozos all about he things they ing in" and blinding people. I had 
.i Moonseed Family appliedthispoison to the tips of- don't need to know. to stop anyway, after that rude a IS-yea. r pin,. along with mechanic Gerry Reinhard and 
An indian in the.deep Amaze- their darts or to the heads of ! ' RCMP guard Selwyn Schulto. 
nianminforest~armedwithalong arrows or spears. The poison it with Love Planning technician Jack 
blowgun, found his prey in the always ldlled the victims bY Sa I Hepplewhite received an award 
branches of one of the many trees. asphyxiating them. Yet no one pin for 20 years of service. 
It is fmonkey. The Indian slashes knew how it was made or why it -PERSONALS 
a certain vine with his knife and worked. 
dips one ofhisdarts into a gummy It was not before a French fo r .  VALENTINES D A Y  
substance. He lakes great care not physiologist, Claude Bernard, B ~  ~f4~.  : 
toscrateh.himselfwhileinserting experimenting with frogs, fonnd $ 50  for. 20  w ' 
the dart into his blowgun; it would that curare blocks the Iransmission , ords 
meancettain death for him..He of nerve impulses from the brain , .  ' ' r l e  . 
ain~ his gun at the monkey: a puff to the muscles. When chest mus- - $1'00 OFF! t Teens! 
of ~ semis the dart up the IIee, cles are affected, breathing stops. O r 
' h i~g the animaL A few seconds However, not until the early " On des gn n ...mo.**o,.ou, o,o. ,o., . ,o. . , , - -v. .-  ,c, ude d , , , ,  
tree.iO the ground, dying of each tribal medicine manhad his  nle=- e 
asphyxiation., own secret formula f0¢ curare. All •spec l  
•  ,.or on s .  o, o You rn 
• ~~e,~ro(~¢ie~det.eon climbi, gvin,.'n~most|etha] r essage:  
0~ed several Indian.tribes dip- was C. Thomentosum - Pareira. _. 
Modem medicine soon found. :~ :~"C 
use for this vine by isolating 
alkaloid and rubocurarine. In.its .- rm h i  ram salt m k l~  
refined form it found many appli- ,, = ....... ' 
cations in medicine and proved to ~~~. ,  . . " " " ' ~e~e~~~/~:  --~L/~~0~ 
be an excellent muscle relaxant. ~ " ' 
Curare's most common applies- • .... : . j  
tion is in surgery. It is given intra- D ~ ' ' - ' " . ' ' S I N C E  1930 
venously with otl~r anesthetics for . . . 
muscle relaxation. It 's t ime to ~dl,your 
The deadly curare has become DROP OFFAT OUR OFFICE Welcome Wagon he°tern, 
a blessing to mankind. Many other " • 453.5 GREIG AVENUE K~REN: eae.oTo7 
medicines were derived from. E T~ ! . . Assistants: 
p~ant~ of the .c~i~ ~nf0=~, ~ ~ ~ . .  B.ta Uo~., O,,an Wieo 
and morevaiuable piants:wiil!be ' .. , & Natalie WionS 
discovered in file future,,. :: :: . . 
Let us keeP Our i~mtO~ts[ 
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: ' . . . . . . .  M a r c h s t a t s t o  .... . . . . . . da-  y < "  ~ . . . . .  Kinsmen ~- Mothers ' . . . . .  . . . .  . . . . .  
.... :' ..... " ::.:, , : : ~!, : : ;::::': : ~ " : ' :  ' : ' ,  ...... :: 
. . . . . . . . .  ;:  ~ 
The KlnsmenMothers, ;March • " 
kicked_ o f f  their fundraising i'~':i".. . ~ ~ - ~ -  
campaign last Saturday afternoon ~ 
in Terrace at the Totem Service :,.:;.. 
Petr0Canada 0uflet.May0r Jack. 
Talstra'was present!' to cut- the 
ribbon, Greg Sears, f rom the 
Kinsmen Rehabilitation Founda, ~ i~ i~ . , ,  ...... 
tion public-relations department ~ii:i~i::i!;!:~:i::~:i!!ii:,ii::::i::!. ~ " 
in Vancouver, oversaw the pro- i~i:.~:!i~i:, 
ceedings, and-numerous Kins- ::, 
men and Kinettes were present 
to , do ":their shifts a t  pumping 
gaso l ine . ,  ' . . 
F rom noon-.. .uni i l  5 : i , P .m.  on  
-Saturday ;  five cents from :every ~'~ -:::> 
l i t re sold. at 'the station was 
donated to ;. the . ,  Kinsmen 
Mothers'  March. Totem Service 
owners Norm and Annie Holmes 
a lso donated• coffee and donuts 
to participants-and I patrons, and  
A&W donated soft:drinks to,the 
customers..: , ' . - 
, From, now .until- Jan. 31, Ter- 
race Kinsmen"and Kinettes will 
be canvassing door-to-d0or to 
raise funds fo r  the Kinsmen 
Rehabihtation" Foundation, which Mayor Jack Talstra out the ribbon to kick off the Kinsmen Mothers' March at Totem PetroOan last Saturday. Kinsmen Rob• 
Finlayson and Greg Sears and Kinettes Pat Waddell, Kay Parker and Joyce Gibson look on while the first customer waits I: 
,offers help for people locally to fill up his •tank. Totem PetroCan donated 5 cents for every litre of gasoline sold that afternoon-to the Kinsmen,• 
and across  the.. province who Rehabilitation Foundation. :"" 
require medical assistance. . - - 
L: (: . : " ) , . ,  
I . 
£ 
YEAR.END Tenth Miss Terrace pageant open 
CLr .I NCE.$ALE ,for ideasl, entries and promotion 
This year is the tenth anniver- ing for five more sponsors and age-class category prizes randthc 
'~ ............... ~.' ,, ~ sary for -.the Miss. Terrace,.pag., young, ;-Ter.race .,women :,between ;,,posters~wJll. be, displayed~amund 
cant, and the • 1992 pageant or- the ages of 17 and 21 to enter as . town. 
ganizers are looking for con- contestants. The committee has Price said the. committee is 
. testants, sponsors, ideas and placed a limit of 10 contestants, also looking for •ideas for •a 
. : promotion.al posters, and  sponsors for this year's crowning night .theme. 'That 
• :: Pageant committee member pageant, event takes p laceat  the R,E .M.  
". :. . . . . . . , :  ~ Alfreda Price satd last week they To promote the pageant., the , :Lee, Theatre,May 9, The com- 
. , : ,  . have five confirmed sponsors committee is holding a poster,  mittee is inviting, past M iss  
,-: , EG4000 4000 Wares, 120/240 volts and three entries., They are look- contest..Entries are eligible for Terrace winners and royalty, to 
. geL involved in the tenth, anni- ' 
. " I 
GeneratOrs Canoes - . .... ~ .. . versary pageant. -.- • . • • . .Deadline for ,pageant entries 
water  pumps  ...... " 'r'' :''" BocItS f ~  ! ¢ - - -  "~"~q andspo.nsorsisJaa.31;dead!ine 
• . . " Whateve . r  you w.ear'---~'~ ' ' for the poster contestis the last " 
Outboards-. " I , M a r i n e  AceS. ' " day. in .  February. For further 
, ,i " nings. ' Lawn Mowers ,:Paddles, Iifejackets information call 635-7602 eve- 
Brush cutters Loggers supplies '; :/" only i~ ,~~ 
Trimmers Wedges, files !$..145 .... ~~.~, ~@~_~ 
Power saws Oregon bars ~ , 
Rata tillers • Oregon chain • . i.i 
Chipper- Stlhl bars ~V J : ' ! 
" " ~ RUPERT'S~ 
: A N D  M O R E l  ~,  ,., • .,r,~k... • ...w-~L. P~INC~~, ,~,# 
$h.ddem $flhl ch=,. , E ERYDAY IS i :i i 
• "EVERYTHING'  N :R  "• " " ' . ::' Ha .rroom.rMgM~ 
I : Men'sorLadies'cottonorpolyblendshirt ~48 .~p.~l /~ 
STORE ON ichardso n °°" °* ' * " ' °  THE i r s  " - " "  • Waterfront Restaurant 
SALE(.Until iJan. -. 3 i )  • THE.?RYFI . ,BANRR & SHIRT LAUNDRY :?  Cha;i'e';',;aL"~)~nge. • : ', - Ca l l  for a. Reservation .. Swing ,n to  our  DPdVE THRU ' To,, ,,,,, s~,,, s,,o ~ k 
t " t A i l ~ " ~ ' ~ . ~  - . Terrace ' ' ' MOTOR HOTEL LTD. 8:00: a.m. to 6:00 p.m. -- Monday'to Friday 222 Weal tst Ave. " 8:30a.rn. to5:3Op.m. ! ~ ~ -- Sat:day ~4)~e24.e 'm i 
4441 Lakeise Ave., Terrace Ph. 635-6384 . ~ Phone: 635,5119 
• : . , ~ - _  . . • I 
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picture, gooo wen CnllUren. ui 
PET OF THE WEEK. This week's featured pet is Randy, a six, year-old choColate-coloured 
neutered male poodle. Shelter staff say he's quiet, well •behaved and, as is obviousfrom the 
)i t r , d ith childr . Drop by the shelter on Haugland Ave. to get acquainted., 
i I • 
SPCA seeks 
members 
• - "  , .  " . 
+ranch 
, . "~ :~ :; . . . . .  ~.'i;-:+ 
-for, new 
Terrace 
The fo l lowing convictions took place in Terrace. adult 
criminal court on the dates indicated according to info.rmation 
:+, ii;: (wilh 1991 now m~r,: We.- 
.:like~.::to give a, thank, youto all 
provided by the. court registry. 
Monday, December 16 , 
Wayne Robert Brown was 
fined $400 for failure to ,comply ~.who have helped.us with our 
fundi!raising over the year. The with a probation order. 
following groups allowed us a diS- -Michael Donald Beausoleil was 
.play table and some allowed our.. fined $450 and given a 0he-year 
dogs: the Terrace Home'Based driver's licence suspension for 
Business Fair Nov. 22;.Fartners~ impaired driving. : ' 
Market Craft Fair (with d0gSY, , Paul Wallace Miller Was fined 
$200 for committing public 
mischief by making a false state- 
ment to a police officer with the 
intent to mislead. Miller was 
also fined $75 for illegal pos- 
session of a narcotic, $100 for 
theft and $100 for failure to 
appear in court. 
Thursday, December 19 
. Gary Alan 'Walker was fined 
$300 and placed on probation 
• for six months for possession of 
property ob.tained by crime. 
+ Monday, December 23 " 
Harry David Edwardson w~ 
fined $400 for failure to comply 
with a probation order. 
Nov. 3o; Sam Claus Para   .(the 
dogs were walked around after the 
paraS) Dec:. 7. From donations to 
our table and our dogs, plus the 
.sale of calendars, doggy Christmas 
.stockings, home-made Christmas 
tree ornaments, raffle, and SPCA 
pins, bumper• stickers, buttons, 
etc., we collected $1,543.38., 
Again, a big thank +.you to you 
all. 
On Dec. 14 a meeting was held 
down in the lower mainlaiid,.and 
Terrace was given the go-~ to 
start an SPCA branch in lids area. 
This means as of now we will be 
solely dependent on public dona- 
tions. Memberships ~re $5 annual 
Sustaining;. $25 annual "SOl - -g ;  
$100 life member. Towards the 
end of January we will be holding 
our first annual general, m~Ai~g 
" with election of officers. Ottr goals 
.... ~e  to start a school program, 
:ivhem hopefully we can teach the 
younker, generation the :.correct 
.... +,:¢~ i~hous ing  as well as the 
""i?' '~!;~M!:~ S~A pet showigfore the 
• ;~!~d:~i:~e.year; and tOcOntinue 
. -  ! ~~i~ork .  iin helping the Iinj .ured 
Monday, December ] k g 
Aural Gagnonwas entenced to 
five months in jail. and given an 
18-month driver's licence sus- 
pension for impaired driving. 
Gagnon was also given a 30-day 
consecutive jail sentence and 
fined $300 for driving while 
prohibited by a court order. 
Daniel Stuart. Sundman was 
fined $400 on + each Of "two 
.. <: :;i,/ allimals and respond ng to calls counts of failure, to 'appear in 
. +i ~ i ~  cre¢lty or neglecL.Our court. .  
+:+ + +~/~A shelter in th e. Terrace Tuesday, Deeembe, r 31 
.... i '~ .  • .  AI Kenneth Orobowald wM 
would like to conlact he fined ,$800 for driving without 
write SPCA, 3836 due care and attention, 
. .+ ~+ i~dy  Sit,, Terrace, B,C.,, vgG Herbert Louie Bright was 
~:~+ill : : of~La/maFbher,(635-+:.sentenced to a total of 421daylt 
,~::+':?:; elf RO~ HigbJ~L (635-4366){ in Jail on four counts of being at 
large :.w,itliout lawful excuse' 
before. +the expiry o£ ,a+, pdson 
ferm~ ' " ,- • 
Thursday, January 2 
Rancid Albert Lauzier was 
fined $500 and given a one-year 
driver's licence suspension for 
impaired driving. 
Friday, January 3 
Mary.Ann Azak was Sentenced 
to a total of three months and 14 
days in jail and prohibited from 
driving for three years on two 
counts of impaireddriving. Azak 
was also sentenced to 14 days in_ 
jail and placed on probation for 
one year • for•failure to comply i 
with a probation Order, three 
months in: jail: for :assauiting a 
police officer, and0ne month in 
jail concurrent to Other sentences 
and a one-year driver's licenco 
suspension concurrent o other 
suspensions for  driving while 
disqualified. 
Philip Lester Olson was sen- 
tenced to 14 days in jail and 
given a one-year driver's licence 
suspension for impaired riving, 
David Mark Robinson was 
sentenced to, 14 "days in jail, 
placed on probation, for three 
months, and gi'ven a one-year 
.'driver's .licence stutpen~ion for 
impaired:dr.iv!ng, Robinson was 
also + fined $22~ forallegal pos- 
session of  narcotics. 
Jobn Levi-Cooper was sen, 
fenced to three months in jail 
and gi~/en a one-year driver's 
llcenCe suspension for impaired 
driving, 
Anthony Hector Delorey was 
sentenced to four months •in Jail 
for possession of narcotics for 
the purpose of trafficking. 
1 , I  
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OUr ComlngEvents column Is a public service offered by the 
• •Terrace Review. Deadline Is Friday at 5 p.m. Coming Events • must 
be mallsd In or drOpped off at our office, 4535 Grelg Avenue, typed 
.or in legible wr~/ng. 
Information critiCs'ruing ;the Twin' River Estates project is available 
from the Skeena Senior .Citizens' Housing Society offic e, corner of 
Aps!ey Street and Lakelse Avenue, on the last Thursday of each month 
from 2 to4 p.m., or phone 638:1518 for, a taped message or fUdher' 
• information. 
The Terrace Public Art Gallery'will be offering child and youth art 
, !asson's ir~ JanU+ary. For more information, please contact Joanna at. 638...~ 
0605, . : .  .,, , - ,: . ( 
. . . . , . 
WednesdaY, Jan, 15!-~ Homebesed Business regula r. monthly meeting 
will be held at 12 noon at Gim's Restaurant. All' newcomers welcome. 
Phone 635-9415 for.further information.. 
Wednesday, Jan. 15 -There will be a meeting of the Terrace/Thomhill 
Band Parents at 8 p.m: a t Caledonia Senior ,SecondarySchool. All 
members and interested persons are-urged to attend. Phone Claudia 
Edmonds at 635-434i for further infoi'mation+. ' 
Wednesday, Jan. 15 --,Miss Terrace Pagean t committee meeting at 
7:30 p.m. downstairs in the Terrace Public Library. All ,members please 
attend. Volunteers are welcome to attend. 
% 
January 15 to 31 --KINSMEN MOTHERS' MARCH: For 39 years the 
Kinsmen Mothers' March has beenmaking life more independent for 
some of the 365,000 people in B.C. who are living with a physical 
disability. Answer the call when a Kinsmen Mothers' March canvasser 
knocks on ~,our door between January 15 and 31. Helpthe good work 
continue with your d0nation. : " i " . 
Friday, Jan. 17--Support.group meeting for persons suffering from 
M.E. (Myalgic Encephalomyelitis), also kgownas D.F,I.D.S. (Chronic 
Fatigue and Immune Dysfunct ion Syndrome),atT~:30 p.m.'in :the : 
downstairs meeting~o'0m0f theTerr~ce PublicLiblra.ry. For more :  
information+ please contact Kathleen T.alstra at 635--271.8+. 
January 17and 18-  The Mills Mem0riEil Hospital Auxiliary Thrift Shop 
$2.00 Bag Sale, on Friday from 1 to 3 p.m. and on Saturday from 11 
a.m. to 4 p.m. All clothing and Shoes. 4544 Lazelle Ave., Terrace. 
t~  " "  " 
Monday, Jan. 20--~. The Mills Memorial Hospital Auxiliary general 
meeting will be held at 8i i5 p.m. in the hospital board room. All 
members are urged to attend. New members are welcome . . . . .  
January 20 to 24 - -  Kermode's Alcohol and Drug program presents a 
powerful one-week workshop, =Family Healing", at the Inn of the West in 
Terrace. Special guest s~)eakers from Edmonton are Rebecca M~rtell 
and Edward J. Bellerose. • Admission is FREE. Please pre-registm" by 
phone Benita Chapdelaine at 635-4906: 
Tuesday, Jan. 21 .- -  The Thornhill Junior• Secondary Parent Advisory 
Council will hold their monthly meeting at 7 p.m.-in the school library. 
Everyone is welcome. For more information, cents= Bill Gook (principal) 
at 635-9141. 
Tuesday, Jan. 21 - -  SPCA meeting in the Terrace Public Library 
meeting•room at 7 p.m. Phone 635-3826 or 635-4366 for further 
information. 
Tuesday, Jan. 21 - -  Friends and Families of Schizophrerlics Support 
Group. meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Mills Memorial Hospital psych 
conference room. Contact Mental Health-+ 638-3325, for further 
information. " 
Thursday, Jan. 23 - -  There will be a general meeting of the Jackpine 
Flats Community Association at 8 p.m. at Gilles G agnon's fasidence. All 
• residents of the Jackpine Flats area are encouraged to attend. For more 
information, caliKen or-Made at 635-5913 after 5:30 p;m. 
Friday; Jan! 24 - -  Due to the expansion Of the Skeena Valley Car Club 
membership, regular monthly meetings will be held at the Terrace Kin 
Hut on the comer of North Sparks and Halliwell at 7:30 p,m. For more 
information, cell Doug at 635-4809. 
Jan. 2.8, Feb. 4, 18; March 3 and 10- -  Diabetic Clinics will be held. 
Two-day clinic for Type I and II diabetics Jan, 28, Feb. 4, March 3 and 
10; one-day refresher on, Feb, 18. A doctor's referral is required for the 
clinics. Contact Mills Memoda[ Hospital dietitian Joan Marr at 638-4050 
for fudher information. 
Wednesday, Jan. 29 - -  Beginning today, "Tales For l:woS" will be held 
at the Terrace Public Library at 10:30 a.m. StOries, flngerplays,, puppets. 
and lots of funl Children must be accompanied bya parent or guardian. 
Please register in advance. There is no charge. Call the library at 638- 
8177. 
January 30 and 31 - -  Beginning this week, preschool story time at.the 
Terrace Public Library will be held Thursdays at 1:30 p.m. and Fridays ~t 
10:30 a.m. Sessions last about 45 minutes and include picture bookS, 
flngerplays and puppets. There is no charge, but please register in 
advance. Call the fibrah/at 638:8177. ' 
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Weekend basketball 
,~:'~ 
>~" . . . . . .  
action at Skeena , 
• . , . .  
Skeena junior high school's The Rupert gang also posted a 
Grade 8 basketball teams hosted :57-28'win againstNisga'a. 
inter-school playday on the week- Houston took it on the chin-in 
end, with Nisga'a and Prince both their games,losing 71-26 to 
Rupert Booth dominating the=.:Nisga'a nd 26-24 to .Tho~ : ". 
girls' side while Skeena and. In other boys' games, Kitimat 
-. Rupert senior secondary topped 
• the boys' side. ~ . •., 
On the boys' Side,:Thornhill 
and Skeena played throe games- 
while the remain~gifive squads 
played only two matches. 
Skcena had a two-win, one.|oss 
mark that included a50-24 victory 
over Thornhill and a 48-33 win 
against Kitimat. Their only loss 
was. 51-39 to .Rupert senior sec- 
ondary. 
:~outscored Booth 39-32 while 
Booth beat Thornhil141-13. 
For the six-team gifts' group, 
Nisga'a downed PRSS 38-16and 
took Houston 56-14. Booth .also 
Won twice ~ 46-23 over Kitimat 
and 464 over Houston. ~ . . . .  . 
Kitimat downed Skeena 26=14 
while Skcena whipped PRSS40- 
20. in the other two games. 
,. Grade 8's all play at Prince 
Rupert next weekend. ~ " 
Th '  A | | -Seasons  IWh~e tea l l~  s took  top, ScheMES at the Chr i s tmas  annua l  T0dd KIHoran p e t e  
•endship atom hockey tournament in Terrace. After winning 'A' division with a 4-0 r.cord, Biath le tes  corn 
they were declared winner over runnerupHouston, who posted 3-0-1. 
:~- '~  ~. 
/ 
Kitimkt Wihgsmanaged to wind up third, behind the Houston entry, at the Christmas atom 
• Minor Hockey tournament. They edged out All Seasons ,'Red" for the bronze medal 
i 
Kltimat'e Them Boye took second place in the yoUngest.division of the Christmas atom 
Mtnor Hockey tournament in Terrace, behind Kitlmat CPU but ahead of Terrace'e Long's 
Logging - . • . . . .  :~ , : . . '  ' " ,t  . i " . : ' " . "~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' "~  . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  " 
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'to represent Zone 7 
in Winter Games 
A very successful biatldon race 
was held on Dec. 29 at the 
Omineca Ski Club trails to deter- 
mine who would represent Zone 7 
at the B.C. winter Games in Vet- 
non, Feb. 27 - March 1. Nine 
skiers took part, and four young 
biathletes from Burns Lake and 
Vanderhoof will be travelling to _ 
Vernon. Three others would have 
quailed, bat have chosen to take 
part in the cross country ski com- 
petitions at the Winter Games 
instead. 
In juveniles (12 years and 
under) Dominic Doglione placed 
first with a combined time of 
35.04 minutes. In the boys' cate- 
gory, Chad Bergen placed first 
with a combined time of 31,32, 
and Todd Strimbold was second 
with a time of 44.04. In junior 
women, Tuppy Collard of Vand~- 
hoof placed first with acombined 
time of 41.20, and in junior men, 
Sean Rowed beat out Toby Pierce 
by 14 seconds with a time of 
44.55. The men's category :was 
eqnany exalting; with C~r~-~- 
son four seconds ahead of Tony 
Strimbold. - ":~ 
Scoring was,based on the ski 
time, with one penalty .minute 
added for each target missed.  
Younger skiers shot prone (lying 
down) with three stops at the 
range to shoot five shots each 
time. Skiers 17 years and up skied 
a longer distance, carrying ~eir 
rifles on their backs, and shot 
twice prone and once standing for 
a total of 15 shots. The prone tar- 
get is four centimetres and the 
standing target 11 centimetres; at
50 metres these take a lot of skill 
to hit, especially withyour heat 
rate fairly high. 
Date set for basketball 
free throw competition 
Contributed by , .  
Mike Panchuk " -. 
All boys and girls aged I0 to 
14 are invited to participate in the 
local level of the 1992 :Knights of 
Columbus International Basketball 
Free Throw Championship. The 
local competition will be held Sat- 
urday, Jan. 18 at 10 a.m. in the 
Veritas Gym, on Straume Avenue. 
The International Free Throw 
Ch~npionship s sponsored annu- 
ally by, the local K of C, with win- 
ners progressing through local, 
district, and state competition. 
International champions are an- 
nounced by the K of C internation, 
al headquarters, based on scores_ 
frOm the slate level competitions. 
All boys And girls. 10-I4 years old 
ateeli~ibiet6:li~dci~t~'~d com- 
pete in respective age divisions~ 
Last year over 199,000 sharp- 
shooters participated in 2,990 
local competitions. 
All contestants on the local 
level are recognized for their par- 
,ficipation in this event. For entry 
forms or additional information, 
contact Germane Carrita at 635- 
4649. 
The I~ights of Columbus is 
an international, Catholic, family, 
fraternal, service organization with 
• 1.5 million members in more than 
9,600 local councils. In, 1990,  
Knights_ donated. 36.5 million 
manhours and $94 million to char- 
itable and benevolent,causes, 
sponsori~ig programs to benefit 
their church, council, community, 
families aii~l'youth, ...................... 
. . . . .  ~ . , ,+  . . . . . . . .  
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Report frOm the :skeena:   vafley  
" ' " ':'~ " ; "  " " " " Jl " ' ;:" -- " + " ' /  "' •': :=--''":':;; : '  ": "P ;h t  ever rain" marathoners had'headed :fo~: the 
A:LOOK BACK AT THE Terrace. F 'orac , ty l~esmeotTer - ,  +w.~' .m+'" J s ' " " ' -  . . • . • • . race, 13,1 mile~i.~d:l~g dislarce,, again, we were "v]ondering if it hills, .the 5K and IOK + races were 
• A~L. -~E~ ONS-HALF  I~ IAR~THON so we've alWaYs managed to:give might ever slop. Hopesofa~break ': .started, There,were,64nm ~ m, . , .  : 
. out.0f.town part!cipants a good-, in thedownpour were encouraged these two events, Whi!ethe half,,- 
::~'::: ' ' tour of  the area. + as the' sun shone for most of Satur- mara~on entries were dmvn lo. 21: . { 
~r lbu led  by " • inaugural race,local fisheries offi- + 
Ed!~nsems " • . .  cer Randy Nelson captured,th~ ' The last three .races have day. However,,t'was,not m, .be., I A qmck ,pm.cew+as.setby:the:SX " . ! 
included a 5K and ]0K run,in ~n "Thank goodness for preregmfza, ' runners,:: as thewinnmg 0retail?.. : 
/ /~Seasons  Half Marathon: A : me.n'stide m a time of .1:15,29:, • effort to attract m0re/mnners to tion.w!th an0-refund cliiuse.; ~:dmes. in:this:ev-entr w ~ . ~ ~  ~'~. 
~ Back , 'T ime does seem to .:whde,Kaddeen .McI(Jnn0n won .the race. This strategy :.seems to .Ma y~ tt was the money.or may~:  by ~I  ~ : - -  T~~' . i i :  ' . . . .  
-- : ; ;~ - '- '  . . . . . .  ~ .,,,,,'," i U " thewomen'srace m.1:34.52." . .~  =,,,-s -.,.,,,,:.,v,,, qu c .y . . .  + . - '  " '  . . . . .  ' ' have worked., aS:~the, number ,of -"t was the fact that runne~, had i: .(16:.40).an d +M~k Z ie lm~t~+~ : 
'~rdays .  Ra~ ~ r s  mast .+" ++++The second+ ram m: ~,zwas  ~df -~thon  entrants+has stayed: acclimatized to being Durra,the: + mtimat•oim(t+:40). A c0ntin-+/ . . . . .  
w0nder;-as the years pass by:; apdy tiffed the. .'Turkey Tamer'as . . . .  :_,,,,!,, ,I,,,, ~om,, n-t  now: rain, but all entrants appeared/for gency of runners from Sinithers 
w~ the time has gone. :Here in the overall fastest participant Ul~UAmmw'7"  , , , v  ,~ . . . . .  ; , . . . .  r .. . . . .  : ' " ----.' ''.".--.;. =-- ' ' '--' ' '1" "a l  as - . • - -  * .  ~* . ' _s J J _  _ _¢ '  . '~#Iz *~ 41~I'II l h4~+ II~II+~.. ', ' . , . ' ; I{ I I IU ,  l l l } I LWi&t  ,IL¢ll, l -~AM.~'aaa~fs . l r  vvva  , .  . 
w e  ve  I ta ( l  ] [ ' I ( ~ I { I S - U ] [ , t u  l , U . T u  ,+ .v . . , . .~ . ,  • , .  , . + . ,•  . . . . . . .  . . . : . . . •  ,, . . .  . . . . . .  . 
Te~ we.have slaged the i I th received a Hvetarkey. Luckily for enlrants. ' ' - ':+ +- ,  "re.fact. it didn+t Slow tbemale:.a-nmn:tm' o.[_m.cm: nmslm° m me 
ed J t i~of~s  .popular fall. the-wirme+, who•had visions of a • nac+ : • :+ + he,  rummemata¢.Atight:+~and'r .+top !,~p-.o+ :m©ir age groups .  
• ev f~ :Back in 1981; as'members midnight plucking + with ms  "'~" The 1991. ,~g of-thiseveni.'-+¢;tn tight --..grouP:+f+.'four/+:+Dav'd+ Liscum+ (20:22), i..I~_a.wn): 
of.:~lie Ske~na.Valley Runners gol~l.er, 11~:rac~ ~' .mad~ 
Club, we wondered how long this , apmmptexchange for the frozen: took place on Sunday, Oct. 13 emerged and ran slrid~ fori sUSie,:. Hauson.('20:24) and Don.dleMur- 
" event-would lastor Whether. lhere Variety. This time 131 runners, under leas than i~lWeather con,. ,neck•and neck for-10mil~, it.~As...dock,(20::5~) werejust.three of ++ • 
W0~Id.be the numbers to w~t/:pounded .~, pavement.- " " .iditions. For weeks the Clouds lind- only at that point;that a. former :.th~,~..xumiers.: In the,Under..20: : 
" mchard lmn~n,  fell: offi " diwsi0n, Justin Cheer of Prince... 
~ngsuchanevenr  ' -.": " ' - Then'm 1986, came ourlargeat .de~ided.lhat~theNonh.Coast was:~vinner, . . . 
" . ..:Well, 2 I hardy souls."from:: half-marathon field of 38 compe~- the place to drop, their p~ipi/n- - the. steady pace set by+ the Nelson Rupee (.19:23), :Noah Gellner of 
ar6Und the area displayed the, tinS, The cours~ has changed twice: tion, and rain it did -" day after.: Clan of Prince Rul~rt. The finhl"-:. Terrac~i(19:39) and Dale .Young, 
endmsiasmto inspire us to do itall, over th~.ye~'s, but~neither course .day. While those residents inthe hill to the f'mishma~aged to:S~Pa -~ -. :of Kidma~ (19:40)s~c. m~ lh~ top 
ag"ainthe following year. In our has ~mpt~l  to avoid the hills of southern .part of thepmvince we~ -rate Charles Nelson .(1:.12:12) -:three positions, Diana Penner: of 
• ' from his two br6thers Joe. +.TearacewontheMas~rsWomen~ 
~ ;.::i.::i;~-::..;.,~.:.:~.,~: .. , : . . . . : . : . : . : ;~+p: , .~: : . .  :~,; .~. i :~:: :~-: .~:;~•r: : i~ . , :+•~ ~.......::-.,,,.~,+.~,,; u,+/,.+,,,.+,'+,.<,~*~+<-~ ....................................................... . . 
• * . . 
• . . . F ? + . - 
race Men 's  ReCre=tlonal  Hockey  League ' : " , i ~ . : .  
. +, - .  . . , + .  . . . .  
hton Haynes - 635-2925 : : - "  
II • ,;~::,  - - -  ' . . - :  . .  . . -  . + , - ~ , . , - - : . . . : : :  / : . ,  lliiii+ n.+ N0rm'sAut0.1:lefinlshing , : "  :: -.ST:. :::::.: SkeenaHotel :+  :!:::: :! , ::! :'::i:::-i!i::!: : ::/;:+: .:5 " . 
l l ~ : + : J a n .  5 Al lSeasons +. :: '  ' ' - . . J " ` " ~ : + 5 :" ++ ? • Inn~'°f theWest L . . ' . " :q " '  " : :  ' " "  "" "" : :. :~ ": " " +.~'. . + ~ . 3 
ll'++Jan. 5 : • PreciSion Builders 5 :  :+ Ba.ck Eddy Pub'+ L +i " ..+ ' :: /'::;': ' . '3  .~ 
+: :All seasOn's ,+:/:.-:- " ~ :+~ i:.: ::: ~:j.: i+: : ~:Norm'sAuto R+finishi +~ : : !y  ~. ": ::" 3 ++++ 
I r+m.  7:: . . . . .  _ .... 9'  "+. ,Skeena,H0tel :!.+ +": -::+ 4. ;'+ 
: '~7  ". ' BackEddy  Pub ,  - .  O ~ s I 
ll~:i'.~=,."~ . -r'+,~-r:d~ T imberman 4 .+ Northern Motor Inn I~'e _-  
|l~+~;ijan.8" : .  RiversideAutoWranglers .4  Convoy,Supply. . . . .  ,, Ipan.9 .PrecisionBuilders : .4 Inn of the West . .. :, .+ '-' -': 
+, ~."~ ' .  ' , . .  • . - + ,  . . , 
li+s+" 
,+ : ~ • , • . . • • . . . . .  . . , |1"m+=.uon, Dlv lMon + ,. :GP  W L T .G I= G A . PTS .  : 
J~ " :+"  " " • - .... ++ ' 23 '16  5 2 122 u /  'u4 " , , -. Precmmn Budders. - . ' " ...... '. ' - " ' , 
+Al l  seasons . "•  . : .  , : : - ; !  +: : /+" 23 25 8 0 118 99  : 30  +. " " 
l l:"::Inn of tl~e West  : : : + ~ ' :  " 24 12  11 1 107 i18  25  ' - 
' " i ' : ' : ' :  j : :  ':" ~' :: Norm s Auto Refin,sh nO . : - : ; , , .  ~ ,+. : . . .23  I 0  I0  - 3 
:SkeenaHote.  : : '  : : : , .: ;, ::: i: , , .  22 :10 10, 2 
:Back Eddy Pbb ' . :: " :~ L:: : ::. " 23 
-- + J + ;  G P  01dtimem DiVision - .-:,, 
~, R ivemide .AutoWrang lers .  • .... ~ 22 
, ;Ter race  T imberman - - + . .  18 
+Northern Motor  lnnOk ies  . : . :  ~. • 23 
-Convoy  Supply . 23 
. . . 
7 14  + 2 
• W L . .  :T 
• 10 '8  4 
9 6 3 
• 9 . i1  .: '3  
2- 17 4 
113 .. 
117 
102 
'"+~+~ ' ' : '  ;::::+'i : :" ++-> JoeDuben 
+ Ken Olson 
!!"~:'i~;~ " .. Peter Hoy : " ,+'.;. i .   . / .+  . ' 
!:/)::'i• ,":+ +~ ::"":"+ :+/'~'+ :'"' Ge0rge  Lomax ,., ___.~ 
. . ,  . .  ; . .  . . . .  Rob oo~u~.  
: ;  . : , Bg0~LHarr i s . :  
"1+: ~;~ 'r +~+ " " #+ +" ~ + '• "" + : " G len  Kath le r  
.:+~!i.. :. . ":~-,' : " Bob Cooper 
,71 
82 
• .71 " 
-,66 ' 
100 •23 
106 ~;22  . . •  
102:16  + . . . . . . .  
GA F IS_  . . ,+  . 
83 ' '.24.:- " "" 
55 21:+:  ".~ + :. 
84  21 . . . .  - "  
135 8 .- +"+ 
++ . 
• . , . . , 
• , . i 
Top TenScor lng . ,O ld t lmers 'D lv l s lon  • ..: i :i! . : .~  " 
' .: . . . . .  •TEAM G- A P IM PTS .  . . . .  . :  i"+-?. :::: :::: 
9 
11 
13 
9 28 
37  24 
34 " 23 
NMI ,19 
NMI T3 
"iT 10 
RAW '5 
CS 14 
RAW 
NMI 
RAW 
CS 
TT 
10 1,1 • 3 21 ~:;~+:::~::' .... - 
+~++-~; -~,5 . . : ;  +;~9:~ ,~ 21 - +',- ,  : .~ ;  - '~  . . . . .  : -~ ' , :+~,~+. . . ; .+~ . . . . . .  " ' ~ + +~f  : '+  " " ~ + + ~.  " q + " ~ " ' m : P " 
,9 i i  36  20!: ++:~:.~<~: : -~++... , .  
1.4 5. 24 i0  ..... . . . . - .. 
8 10 --- 18 , 
(1 ;  12i41) and John Nelson : J r / .  ' '  ~ g O . ~ .  ~.m 27:41, whileKim Bar- 
. . : r iere of.Terrace (21:01) crossed •
( I :13 :00L  " time went to" fn~tjnthe ~ 'd i~ ion+, .  i. : The fastest female 
Diana Wood and Gail Sheasby The fastest 10K:-dine of .34!52 
(1:45:00) of Terrace; who decided: went to Bernie Irvin (open Men) _ 
• that their months of training of Prince-Rupert. The Mclean 
together deserved a tie~Gord Buy  .brothers of Telkwa •placed first 
: .ton (1:16:31) of Terrace and Frank . andsec0nd in the Under 20 divi- 
• Falvo (1:16:37) of Prince Rupert sion, asGraham posted 36:04 and 
ran personal best times, despite the Sandy ran 36:18., Anna Bernard 
rain. Janis German (1:52:33) and ~42:09) of Kitimat won the Open 
Ray+ Le0nard.(l:lg:12) of Prince Women's division by 5:00. In :the 
Rupert crossed the finish line f'~t 
in the Masters' division. 
An hour after the' half, 
Two:Out o1 + 
three for + 
Kermodes:: 
Caledonia Kermode senmr 
Masters' division, Neil Fleisch;. 
mann (41:0g).~f! Rose Schibli 
~(48:26) of Temce rounded off the • / + ' ,  o ' • 
notable ~nnersm. thin race. : : .  
+.+ . ,~i + ~.~. ,  -~ .~.  ~./ .~;~,  ++:: +; 
Partingth6UOhts + : :i-! +' 
As. much as I 've-resisted, the 
Sweats+are now on. With iempera- 
lures bel0w, freezing, it was. 
inevitable. Along with:snow on. 
the road, it's~ the Far N(kth's ver- 
sion of resistance training, and it 
boys' basketball team managed, a .~ has sloweddie pace of:running. 
two-win, one-loss weekendat  And'maybe •that's good. Maybe 
Prince Rupert against so-so oppo- Mother nature is .tellhy, g us some- 
sition. : . . . .  • thing.-- som e~ing thatmany of 
• .Their first two games were us tend:io:f0rgeL'.~dl of us need a 
biowouts: : rcStperiod,a ~:time to run without 
They Irimmed Nisga'a+101~.6. stopwatch in hand and without the 
and bounced Smithers 11.6-76. Jeff i+ . Pressureof the next race. weighing 
McKay was +, the leader • in both .on + our minds. A time to recuper- 
games with 20 and 28 points ate. Fo{myself, I plan to lake the 
respectfully. He also pumped up next few months to get back to the 
21 in their third game, a 77-73 loss basics ofnmning. It might be hard 
to ]QdmaL .to smell the roses at this time of- 
M ike  Newhouse'  als0 had a year, but the sce~ry  is just that. 
good series with game scorns or much l~ttet whm you travel at a 
• 18, 25 and. 11 points, slower thannormal pace. 
• - "  7 .  
: / . : :  •+ 
v" :+~+ + 
I,' }~I t f i~t t l i t l ! .  , r: . . . .  
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Ja n. 18 .Family Ski .Days : . . + 
psi - . pc Learn to Ski , . d L " " " I ' I I '  ~ :i , '  . - , "  . .  + , . . , . 
~+L. "" +', : : Frcestyledemonstratlon , . .  ,., • i: +: 
i', :.:+ .:,..+ • RCMPSk lWatch  ': ...: . i !,... i.i: ..... 
I I i I 
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I " 
' Jan.23 ,. - '  . . y+ 
~:"  ° ' "  + ' , ' e l  
+.Jan. .24 .... -. 
Jan..25 " 
St ak ek tam -+ " " ' ~"" ' " '~  S " .+ I |  ,~" '?  .' ,,+. , '  :"Jan'.20:.:: +:,,-+,+, :--Silver. re We , . .' '~ +; ,  :~ . . .~ ,  " .e, 
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:Jan..21 . Bring abuddy Day/  : -+ " . .., " ~ 
, .  . , :  ,~+ . . - ' ,  ~ - . , . , , ,  , ,  . . . .  . : , - . . :  :~ , .  
Pepsi Learn to.Ski ..-..~ . ......,,..:..'. 
.•Jan. +22 .'..+ " :'"' : BRag ~Buddy Day •. " r +~" '  . . . .  ' ' 
Pepsi Leam:to'Sld. " . i,":". ": .... ,," 
I n I J . 
Pepsi lLeam to Ski-' " " +,. ,,'.,..:,,,,/....:., . 
Pepsi' I~arn Ski . ,  , to - . .  . . . . .  , ..... , . .  
BMW Masters All~ine.SCries:. + . / /  .:'i:..-.,.~, 
Chi ld :  Development+Skl-a-+h0n +, :". +:.' - +: i " 
Gordon Cormierentertalm ' " " .... : , :~." 
" " I  i'" ' 
.Jan.+26. '+/ ...... Ski Patrol Pancake Breakfast. + :: , " ~,. ::. :+.:.: 
~: .... , . .  BMW Masters Alpine Series:". .':: .:. "+-. .:-:., 
+ "Child Development Ski-a-then " , " :". " 
• " Cordon Cormier enterta in. . . .  : + - 
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+ .  + : , .  :+, , "+. .  
:i ~ : " ~ - '  
" ' I . " ' '+ " 'I '+ + ' . tu rn ,  
Jan."18' . Pepsl:.I~arn to Sial . . ,. ' ' , " ' +- , 
:' :'.:., ', '.Dance .to the Low Budget- Blooz. Band-in Galloway's Lounge. - Advance tlcEels'+i: .- ,. 
: " : ,  .:-::, ":.only, available,in Oalloways...Includes admission, - "munchies" ' and trausportalI0n • 
...,/ ,?,,off+thcmountaln.. ..:,. , ." : ' .'. .:,::' ' ' + , . : " 
::Jan.'t9 'Pepsi Learuto 'SU ' • • + • : 
,,:.. ' Snow Valieybail - -  Get ateamtogether.  Regist tion 10 a.m.,in Galloway s... +:. 
: ,  " '":Games' start at l i  a'.m. .+ ..-' --- . + 
. . • . . 
Jan. 20~ Biue Monday  -:- 0st $2 offyour lift ticket if yonwear  somethingbiuc,.: .-.,. :..., ' -. 
o + . . . .  ' ' ..i!i :: '+ 'Pep ":" " ,- ,' .'.. +, .-,.:!+: . -  '" " sl Learn t Skl,. . . : .,. 
,Jan.21 ~- rWe'pe ~iPJ tke Bm~te~ter  togs# ms tl~ trails, - ., .: " , i  •'+:. +'i //+• , 'i.. . .. : : -( i -'i. ' 
.+, , .... . wag  .cotouffut r lbbo,a tled on  t#~ tans: ' .... . ,:" .ii~ :~ .,: ...,.,... y/. 
+..': , ,  , I f youcatch ,kerosams,  . + . ' ' i,, •+': .... ..... - ,  / ~ .: +. :. 
; " / '+" .. a t~d a ' t~bbonm~it~ Aave  serous'fun.. " . " :,..:, .,. ::.' ::+.::i--,:i .":: , • : '+1 . + .-:. 
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Day/B ddy  ' one fttIek¢l"ge Con 'no ~. ... '" ' "," :i •, 
,. , = .I *m , : .  . • . : . I " '  " " " " . . . .  [ / . .  
:+Jan: 22: Ladles' u Day - :  buy i i  t the+ se d o . .ipd.¢c.i • ++ 
, ', - . . , * , • ' .  
,-,: ,,', . . .I~d!es' .Day draw - -  a.special free lunch and mfreshmcnttto :the .winner.., ..i..::; . ,'_ ', ,. - 
" ' ' Pepsi Learn toSki  ,,...:~.:.+ , . , . . . . . , ;  .~ . . .  
i 
Jan. 23 +" The first 10 Ucketputchasets win free private ski lessons. " " " :...: : i + 
• Pep ,Lea , " ' " " ' '  i sl rn toSki, .... . . . . .  : , ,.,. , +, 
: +'  ' " T I " • 
J an .24 . .Taek3; :HatDay " Win prizes 'for the tackiest and most original hat: • + / '  . ;  
." • . Pepsi•i~.ani.to Skl :i .. : ' ':. . " L ' + ' ~ l ' " ~ " 
. . . . .  . t ~, ' , .++ 
: Jan. 25  Peps ,  Lcarnt0 .sk i -  . .  " _ ' • - -  . ": . :. ,  
. Family Day  bring,a family of font, get one. free lift ticket. ... • '. +,". 
" ' + Scavenger Hunt  for the Who le  family.• Details on the mountain. : :. {.- •.. " ~. 
• , coachlng.clinic -Jan. 25, 26, 27. Register at ticket office . .... -/. i 
"Jan. 26 . 
, : I 
Sk l  • " ' + " "  '~ PensUT~arn ,o • " " . . . .  
,Tacky Tourist Day - - rock  to the music of the Beachboys, win prizes.. . :. .. " 
• . Fun. . . . . .  Races - -  register from 11 -. 12:30. Races start at 11 p.m. . . . . .  " + .'., ' • • 
Rossign01 Ski Demo Day ' 
Cross.country ski report 
_C.lub.hes, developed-fm'ther trails 
over the past summer and all 
trails arc. being .groomed on a 
consistent basis byr a full-time 
employee and volunteers. 
As of,.last wcekend conditions 
on the Onion Lake cross-country_. 
ski trails were reported: to be 
good,  Trails were set on  Satur- 
day, and the Kitimat Cross 
.Country Ski Club hadset the 2.7 
and 3.5 kilometrc trails and the 
marathon trail. The racing trail 
has been packed +.and' ,base is  
Cont r ibuted  by  the ,~ l t im, . s t  
• Cross Country Ski"C!ub 
When it,s raining.in Terrace 
and :Kitimat, it's hard tO con- 
vines skiers that there is excel- 
lent sk i ingon the Onion Lake 
ski trails. :But that rain most 
often falls as snow on the ski 
/trai. s, and !f y..ou have not been 
• out on the Onion Lake trails in 
::i the past i:four weeksy0u have 
missed s0me good • opp0rtunities.' 
The IQtimetCross Country Ski 
.::: 
%•" 
. .• i  
"+." . . 
• _ • . . 
We will. Continue filing weekly ~ 
reports intliis newspaper on trail.'- 
conditions and club • evenla~ 
There "is a daily user fee, but 
members  of the ,club ski for free. 
Daily. fees can be+ paid :st.,the,'.. • .. 
'l'ctmcc Aquatic Centre, Tamatik : 
or Riverlodge in Kitimat, the ..• " 
Mount Layton Hot Springs 
Resort, or deposited in boxes at • 
the trails. , . . . . . . .  
Cross cotmtry skiing is fun ,  
and it's a good way to get rid of: 
the winter blahs and that extra 
Hands are excellent indicators ~f.yoUr~.st~nce:and :' .NORTHWEST reported as being 9-30 centi- wetghtyou put on over the hell- 
metres On all open trails, days. Coming "events include the 
timing. Always keepb0th han~. low and forward, so ~ ~ Both Kitimat golf course trails Kitimat Open race .Fe v b,+ 1.and 
they are Wxthin your  field o f  vmmn: ;  :, :+./, .+ ",+.., i ::, are closed. ' • . the A lan  Marathon  cb. 15,;. 
i" 
Cx>mmon prob lem nndzcat0rs;: .... " . . " . : .  ~.:+. ,!' i: 
• .hands  are not. level w l th  the  slope. Thus  ,can bel ,. 
corrected by  tilting your hands and  shoulders level 
with  the  , s lope .  so  a l l /o f  your  we ight  i s  on  y0ur :  A I M S  
ouls~de.ski. Thns will help yOUr to edge properly ~and - 
stay balanced. FOR HEALTH 
• lose Sight of  both hands,  This means you are too far  " Did you know that skiing can be mat, Three professional ski" equipment cbecked out. The bind, 
safe as well as fun? 
Did you ski last year? Then you 
~, might not know the people who 
: Were on the ski slopes in the yel~- 
" low and blue jackets. Last year's 
sk ie rs  will probably recognize the 
big blue maple leaf on their backs. 
• They are members of the Canadi- 
patrollers employed by Shames ings, like the skis, need a tune-up 
Mountain Ski Corporation provide - they are one defense against 
day-to-day liaison between the hi l l  .injury. Your other key to an enjoy- 
and the volunteers. On weekends 
30 volunteers provide regular 
patrolling of slopes, so that, on 
any given ski weekend tlmre am a 
min imum of I0 palzollers attend- 
back and will have trouble starting turns. Move them 
back up into your field of  vision and  you'l l  feel 
instantlymore balanced. _-.+:~ . : . .  
Put these tO w0rk for  you to ,he lpyou  get+ back0n 
track to better skiing enjoyment. 
SNOWPHONE - -  for up-to-the-minute snow.and: 
weather conditions at Shames, call to l l - f ree 1 -800 .  
663-8300. For.registration i  the Skier. Development :I. 
programs, call 635-3773, 
II REALTY WORLD!  I1'; Lakelse Realty/ii/: ii,/i I i::;:i:;- 
skeenaMaA :' :,!/:. 
phone 638 '0268 IIREALTYWORLD®Suppo.orsof +. 
rBl  ,. Shames Mountain :+ 
t t ! l  V l t l l t l f t t t t l t t~ i t t t l  
• , ~ , t 
an Ski Patro!,Syste m (C, SpS), : ing everything from band-aid to 
skiers of average"L0 advaficed-abil~ broken bone inJUries, putting up 
ity who undergoextenSiv e Iraining safeW fences and assisting skiers 
in winter fh.staid:cardio-pul- . " in general. Some 20 other mem- 
m0naryresuscitauon (CPR) and.' bers patrol occasionally through 
: ski safety. Each patroller qualifies the week. 
abl-e, injury-free season is your 
physical fitness. You should have  
a pre-season exercise program that• 
includes facets for endurance, 
flexibility, and strength. Good car- 
dio-vasculat conditioning , the 
ability of the heart and lungs to 
function efficiently, is essential. 
So, get ready for the great white 
season, have fun and Ski safely. 
Remember. if you need help on 
• "annually in first aid and skiing 
ability. All are volunteers from 
your community, and they. work 
• onthe hill to promote safe skiing 
and provide assistance to injured 
'$1ime~ MOd~ain volunte~r ski 
Skiing is a great winter Pastime, 
but it has its hazards. Both you 
and your equipment need to be 
prepared for the season's activi- 
• ties, Now's the time to lake those 
skis to your favourite ski shop.. 
Get the bases repaired, edges 
the hill the CSPS is not fat. away, 
What are your questions and con- 
cerns? Write us at: - 
"D idYou Know ~i i . ? " .  
$~na HealthU~it :-~ . 
imtrol Consists of members from sharpened and a hot wax. While 3412 Ka iumi$~[  
, t 
m m ~ ~ 
l~ 
"L 
, :x  
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ONE YEAR 
AGO THIS  WI~gL. .  • 
A. proposal, by developer ,,Ray 
Lovstad to build a thgee-storey/27-., 
to,30-unit middle to, upper range 
q~ament bt~ldi_ng on property he 
• owned On Eby and Davis was shot 
down by city council. The I V0~ 
came,up a draw, with mayor Jack 
Taistra. casting the deciding vote 
l ~ [ ~ t  the  proposal saying "if• a 
change of this importance is to 
take place in this community we 
must havea better consensus of 
coUncil". 
A committee of seven .persons 
representing 650 registered us, 
ors atthe Terrace Arena present- 
ed Terrace city council with a 
proposal for a second sheet of ice. 
Groups represented by the commit- 
mcnt on the reserve .:would. bo-rlni~av.h.Inanalt0gctherdlfferelR SkeenaMPJimFultonl.swarn- 
heated with c lgap, Clean-burning idea, J4 ~ . school ,beanl'snggested ing 'reslden~ of.his riding that 
fuel, A..completion• date .. for.the the picketsbe removed from Cale.',-,~ thcozone layer over the North- 
project was not given, donia durhig the period of:the west :could deteriorate by as 
provinc!ai e~.  The teachers did much as ~15 : percent .in the sum- 
THREEYEARS , not.support'any of the pro~: ,  mer of-1992 due:to the:recent 
stratosphere to destruction of 
ozone. Scientists discovered 
after the eruption of the El,Clrl, 
chon volcano.in Mexico that;the 
destructive, reaction between 
Chlorine .and ozone was aggra; 
AGO:THIS WEEK... " solutions. .... ; eruption of Mount Pinatubo, a 
The Terrace Peaks gynmastic -', Terrace city council approved an volcan0'in the Philippines, 
club repo~ted to Terrace city corm- increase of 35;.percent in:~mllll~C~][l'!" ",' Fulton sounded.the, alarm in a 
cil that they had c~mcl up .wi th 
some preliminary: pla m for their 
gymnasium complex. The Complex 
was valued at $1.3 milliofi, one 
third of which had been applied 
for under a GO B.C. grant; they 
only needed council's endorsement. 
and a piece of land. Council 
endorsed the project, in: principal, 
with some conditions. The club 
would have to find a suitable 
building site, raise the remaining 
money themselves and assure 
vatcd by .the d!sperslo~ of par- 
-ticles from the volcano .in the 
upper atmosphere, Based on the , 
indemnities. The increase would news release Dec. 11,: citing amount of material-ejected from 
raise themayor's yearly c0mpema-: projectionsmed in a story pub- the Philippine ruption, scientists 
lion tO $i6,430 and the aldermen lished in the Oct. 1991 issue of are quoted as saying the effect 
to "$7,162. According to Finance Atmosphere, a monthly newsier- on the ozone layer in abe.coming 
Committee chairman Danny Shed- tei" by FHends of the Earth, and summer could be.twice that of: 
dan, it was the. f'n,st increase in 
indemnities in scVc'ral years.and 
.brought he Terrace in.denmityup 
to the average of::othercommun-. 
ities of similar size in'B.C. : an d the Atmosphere article cat- 
' ~ culates theloss a t  between I0 
" [ ' ' "  ~ : 21 ' and ]'6 percent over :temperate 
FOUR-YKARS - "...: : '. -. . : northerniatitudes. 
an article from $cience.maga,-the Mexican volcano, 
zinc. The $cknce article projects erupted in 1982. 
an overall ozone layer loss of 
between six and seven•percent, 
which 
Not all scientists, however, are 
in agreement on the projected 
effect. Dr.'Tom Bell, a chemist ~ 
at Simon Fraser University, said " 
in an: interview, "The ozone 
layer is decreasing, there are tee were Terrace Minor Hockey, 
Men's Recreational Hockey, Old- council theywe~capableofmeet- AGO THIS WEEK.,. A:thi:fining of the ozone layer holes in the arctic, and that 
timers Hockey, Ladies Hockey, ing long term hnaintensnce and SkyHnk Airlines of Richnlondl is:believed to pose dangers to' volcano will have a significant 
Saturday;. Night Hockey, Figure operating commitments, announced they had recently put- human: health by allowing more effect over the next two years. 
Skating and the Ringette Associ- The continuing teachers strike chased a I9-paasenger Metmliner: solar radiation to penetrate the The average drop over the past 
ation. According to committee was keeping Grade 12 students at HI twin engine turboprop aLrcraft atm0splle/'e.i In Communities .in 20 years has (cumulatively) been 
spokesman Dave Dediluke, there Caledonia school up in the air over and would begin passenger service southern Chile the massive hole six percent." 
was no room in most ice sports in when, where and if they w0uld be between Tcrrace and Vancouver in in the 0zone layer over the south Bell questioned the numbers 
Terrace for new "members and able to write the mandatory gev- February. The company had pole is being h.eld to blame fo r  cited by Fulton regarding a 15 
some clubs were ~unable to accom- ernmem exams cheduled for Jan. already been operating an air skin problems in humans and percent deterioration i a single 
- -  , :  . "  . - 
modate new residents in the ice 25. The ministry of education had freight and courier service on the cataracts in sheep. : year, saying; ,I wouldn't be 
sports they enjoyed. After seme come up with two solutions for the same route for several months. Both publications cite recent prepared to make that "state- 
discnss:'on munch supported the students: if the strike ended by Skylink representative: Karen studies that link particles in the meat, "~ 
proposal,, .., provided the group January 25 they could write the Greenwood said the Metroliner's 
. . . im 
Terrace 
Interiors Ltd. 
4610 Lazelle Ave. 
635,6600 
~ "All the.supplies youneed" 
• Exterior and interior paints 
• .. .complete line of blinds 
• .Large selection of wallpaper 
in stock 
-i mnoss . . . . . . . . . .  - . .. 
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I 
exams as. scheduled With the 
missed instructional time taken into 
would raise the money. 
Temperatures of -22.1 C and 
landing approach speed was con- 
sidembly slower than the jets used. 
• by the other bigger.alrlines,.allow- winds of 60 to 90 kilomctres consideration when they were 
caused the wind chill fact0r to marked. If the dispute wasn't- ing the Skylink flights t0!and in 
reach about -5OC onMonday settled in time, the students could weather conditions thatw0uld bc 
January.'/, 1991.:. A' POwer omge write ascparate and different exam prohibitive for faster aircraft. 
on/tlmi~i~yi.aff~iinearly:'all o f  =: ~-- ..... "~- ~ " ' - 
~11, :  ~!~ as  far as Usk. , . . 
Unc, ~, we~ suspoctCd:to have been 
thcCaUSC of most. Of the power .i 
pmb!cms faced by Thornhiil and 
other e'ca residents over the prcvi. 
ous week. B.C. Hydro area man- ARIES Good time to take chances. You may attract at- 
,.alger /Roy  Staveley said Hydro Mar. 21-Apr. 19 tenti0n of one who can help financially. Expect 
. . . . . . . .  unusual phone call. 
crews Were taking the blunt end of TAURUS The time for decision is at hand. Go with you 
the weather by working outside for Apr. 20-May 20 instincts. There is a danger of less productivity 
haled petiod.s of time in the if yo u do not. 
me temperatures. A spokes- GEMINI Co-worker has terrific ideas for improvemen(s: -" 
• May 21-June 20 Put them into action and give credit where credit 
man for Pacific Northern Gas said is due. 
the region had been setting daily CANCER Do not be so timid about bestowing com~ 
consumpti0n, records:during the June 21-July 22 pliments. Be sincere with your praise and the 
, rewards may be,yours. 
week but  had cxpe.danced no LEO A loved one comes to you for advice. Do not 
maintenange, problems a.,i a result July ?.3-Aug. 22 commit your~lf to finding a solution to his pro- 
o f  the weather, - ' , ' blem; just steer him.in the right direction. ' 
VIRGO A clandestine meetifig between you and possi~ 
~O ~ "  • . ' . Aug. 7.3-Sept. 22" ble romantic part.her will not remain Secret for 
" long. Be open ruth friends.. ' .: " , 
AGO THIS ~'EEK,. - . ' ' LIBRA . Unexpected soclalpthertng willprovide food for. 
, Tae,!'i O kaliag an 'sk~na O~.up-  Sept. 7.3-0ct. 22 thought. Engage in mnversadon with member 
their $5 milhon ' m . 4 r ~ of legal profession for further ins ight . .  , 
SCORPIO . Martial dtscord may develop if you do not give i 
I .a~l~ Aven.ueS I~ng Centre oct..23-Nov.21 in to spouse's wishes. This disagreement may 
~IdeL ; .iOkana ~g~tn-skeena ' Group " cause permanent ~paratlon, . 
pad!dent and board chairman John SAGITTARIUS Travel would be good,at his time. Postpone 
Weathcrsli suggested the posaibll' Nov. 22-Dec. 21 duties, if feasible, and Strikeout onyour own 
ity of changes for the better but ~ " ~ , for a few weeks. " . . . . .  ~ • : ~, : :  ~ ..... 
CAPRICORN.  Do not ova;react to what a 'wh!mn6f  you~mper-' i ~/: 
~d fi~ was unlikely that work Dec. 22-a'n. 19 v,sor's. Your contributions are too important to " 
Would'go ahead that year, unless it be ignored for long. ; ' ': - ,: 
AQUARIUS A personal weakness may be challenged. Do u0t 
l nv0~ some sort of  preparaUon Jan. 20:Feb. Ig '  give in to temptMl0n. H01dfast to your scruples. ,
woiX in the autumn, Weathe.rall 
said the ~ idea, for the shopping PlscF~- An apology is due. Whether'it comes from ybu : '  
Feb. 19-Mar: 20 is irrelevant. Time to make amends atitl:start eent~ had ~ b ~ n  scmppu i - ,  and " hover .  , " ~ ' 4 " . . . .  : = . . . . . .  ~ s. " ~r" 4 ~ t~" ~ I ~ "' "* . 4 
d~t~( : :~r~ I !,but" that i t 
tnv, wea: , !~ !rare ca= and 
,-.~.~ . i.:~.;:./i" ', :.. . . . .  .Brighten your January:..: ~'rf`~ = '~d " 
. .'Af~r"a.'f~W..d~la,"~ a'rlOt. Of ' ": " -  ... with  a dell.tray f rom/ :  ..:, : :. 
ied ~,e~c N~m ouand * 
Bert's Dehcatessen! i/. i 
. b :.iagreemem that woula , 
~:a  ~ sas: co~on made 4603 Park Avenue, Terrace r , /i" 
" ./. ess. -0 . ' 
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Versatile Canadian pianist 
at R.E.M. Lee Saturday 
Terrace residents will have the own iustrumcntal recordings as major Quebec broadcast network 
well as popular classical-pi~ces. 
She presents music in a simple, 
understandable fashion that 
easily enraptures her audience, 
leaving even the most critical el 
listeners at ease and lighthearted. 
Marie,Andree Ostiguy's first 
album, Montreal Concerto, was 
nominated for ~wo Felix awards 
in 1988 as best first album and 
best instrumental album. She 
was also chosen in 1989 by a 
as the best young artist to pro- 
mote. : 
Off stage, Made has a cat, a 
husband, cares deeply for the 
environment, and loves to cook, 
do needle point and hammer out 
renovations. She has a passion 
for fishing and sailing and she 
has strong family ties across 
every province in Canada. 
See her Jan. 18 at the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre. 
opportunity to hear world 
acclaimed pianist Marie-Andree 
Ostiguy at the R,E.M. Lee The- 
atre Jan. 18. The concert is 
sponsored by the Terrace Con- 
cert Societyand Braid Insurance, 
and tickets are available at 
Erwin Jewellers in the Skeena 
Mall. 
Marie-Andree Ostiguy com- 
poses, records and performs. She 
will be playing works from her 
Local. singer joins pros .on stage 
rained by a very professional 
show, they will be supporting 
something we believe is really 
worth supporting." 
Inkster joins professional per- 
forming artists Marit Hillbach, 
Carol Whieldon, . Sherri Lee 
Brown and Susan Bishop~Sh0w 
producer John Brownsay s the 
travelling show's/concept -is to  
allow-taicnted amateurs to. be 
involved in a live music concert 
that features established prOs 
fessionals. 
John Brown, a former pro- 
fessional Mnget and mmician, 
• formed --NorthweSt laivel in 
AUguSt 1991, Brown says it~is 
an opportunity to get the mes- 
sage out to amateurs throughout 
the Northwest that there is 
opportunity for them to have 
their talents pre,sented, in a 
professional environment, 
The Feb, 1 concert at the 
R.E.M, Lee Theatre:in Terrace is 
the last performance of a series 
which made iis debut on Novem- 
ber I6' and 17 before •capacity 
crowds. Local entertainers wish- 
ing to join these' talented young 
performers are asked to contact 
John Brown at 842.6363 for 
furtheF Information. 
Tickets are available at 
Copperside Foods outlets. 
The task of finding and pre- 
Senting new B.C. Northwest 
amateur performers to the public 
has been given a boost by 
Copperslde Foods of Terrace. 
, ChriStine Inkster, the Terrace 
singer who won the Bud Country 
Talent / Search ere last year and 
the regional country music title 
as well; Will be performing at 
the R.B.M[Lee Theatre Feb. 1 
in Northwest •Live•. 
!:~ Chris Cormler, general man- 
ager of Copperside Foods, is 
pleased to be able tO play a part 
in presenting Northwest Live l to 
the. public.• Chris ,says,: .:The 
audience will not only be enter- 
] ' j  
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Adult come,dy to be l 
next offering from 
Little Theatre 
/ 
The Terrace Little Theatre 
Opens their spring '92 season 
with Norman Conquests' Living 
Together by Alan Ayckbourn. 
This is the mid-section of the 
Norman Conquests trilogy. The 
play runs February 6,. 7, 8, 13, 
called Norman and played by 
Alan Wcston. 
Living Together is directed by 
Ken Morton. Ken  has been 
involved with the .Terrace. Little 
- / 
Theatre in every capacity from 
stage manager to!actor to direc- 
• :14, and 15 at the McColl Play-..tor in almost 20 years with the 
house. 
The cast ..- Alan Weston, 
Alison : Thomson., John Mc- 
Gowan, Karla Hennig, Ray Mot- 
dan and MarianneBrorup Wes: 
ton ~ is rehearsing up to four 
days a week in preparation ~ for 
• the debut on Feb. 6. Five of the 
six cast members are oldhands and they're working diligently, 
on, the Terrace Little Theatre w i th that  in mind. Living 
stage. Ray Mordan is the only ' Together will also be one of the 
"new kid on the block"as far as Terrace Little Theatre's entries 
• ..acting goes. Ray was producer in the SkeenarZone,Drama Festi.~ 
company. Ken Morton and his 
/ 
Wife Lorna have been members 
of the Terrace Little Theatre 
since their arrival in Terrace in 
1969: 
Living Together is-another 
challenge for Ken and :his cast. 
Timing in comedy is  paramount 
val. of the Terrace,Little Theatre's 
fall ',production, Hooters.. 
Living Together is a fast,paced 
adult situational comedy revolv- 
ing around a 40-something male 
with an adolescent attitude 
This year's Skcena Zone 
Drama Festival will be hosted by  
the Smithcrs.based: Bulkley 
Valley players March 16-21. 
Concert 
SATURDAY 
JANUARY 1 8, .1992 
.... 8 :00  P.M. 
R. E'M. LEE TH EAIRE 
ADULTS $12.00 
STUDENTS /SENIORS $ 8.00 
Tickets at Erwin Jewellers 
Sponsored by 
TERRACE CONCERT SOCIETY ..... 
Co-sponsored by 
BRAID INSURANCE : : ;~ 
\ 
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 Om the: 
Stacks 
Reviews of books from tl-s 
Terrace •Public Ubrary 
by  Harder  
" FJaagesund" 
The Naked Gun2-1t2 " tigmion. And he's pretty darned 
Starrine Leslie Nielsen, " mad when he discOvers she's " 
George.Kennedy~ Priscilla Pres-. ";heavilylnVOlved wath mmcone 
ley, Robert Goulet. Producedb~:"::e~l. ;, : ' .  ( . ) . : , : . :  ,:. " : :  . 
• ' , Now,his missmn is reauy, rum- ,Robert K. Webs. Directed by ' 
David Z, ucker. Ratine: PG-13.. :, •'*',Iy d e~,i '-" he:m~t.captum.the vil- 
Raaaing time: 85minutes. : • laln,*~ve tho.enva'onment, a d " 
.... .. Travels fo r ,Twoby Stephane Poulin " " " ~ 
An Easy Book, publ ished by-Annick press " . . . .  The man the bad ~ys  fear land ' - " .  ~f i  movie isso funnyit  ' 
, , ) ~ . " .  
' " .  : . .1~ Family ied a quiet life in the country. Nothing interesting' ,... 
-,ever happened to them, Then the postman brought a letter one day 
=. •~i:changed all that. The moth= had won a magnificent trip.f0r: 
' twO0n a cng~ ship to the tropics. But this wouldn't dot Them 
" were, I0 of them, not counting the dog, Who should go? Who 
win: backhis girl, No, problem. 
is looking for a new doctor to 
replace crustyold Dec Hogue - 
(Hughes) who'saboutto.retire; So" 
thejudge orders Ben to complete 
the good guys just can't seem t0 should be required to carry, a~. nowhere• .place;,. Squash CaP i ta l .  . . or 
.get dd  of; the undefeatabI¢ Lt, waming.lab¢ll - not. . . : . . . .  
c_ . t .  r~h; -n~i  Isen) is back. OOC Ho l lywood:  ~ .-.But hesoon discoversth.at life =-s~- , .  ~ . . ,v , . , . , ,  ~-~ e j ,  . .- , - . " : . . . . - ,  . ..;,::~,..~: ' , . . . : , . ."" 
Along with Capt. Ed Hockey- .  •: i" :~'t.ardng MgCm=et ~.rex;sun e in Grady:!s anyth, ing biit,boring. 
(Kennedy), Debin is hoton the :"-: :::"::Warner, Barnard Hughes., Pro-. ::.... While he s sifting.thtough'eve~- 
trail of a particularly:nasty vill~fi! "~d~"e.d bySusan $oltiand Deborah .thing.from homemade ~ulfic~s tO 
bythe na~ne0fQt~i~tin Hapsburgl. .D: Johnson. DirectedbyMichael I~t p]gs to hormonal • iadies;,the 
(G0uie0. Hapsburg.lias.'develol~l Caton-Ooaes. Rating: PG-13. townsfolk am scheming upways 
a grandiose scheme that will make:. Running.time: 104 minutes. ' to ke, e~ him there. But Ben is ": 
'::: Dr .  Benjamin Stone (Fox) is a 
brash,young plastic surgeon on the 
fasttrackto medical Success. He's 
ag .~. 
.him very rich and very, Very IX)W, 
erful. . .  , 
Debin is shuffling along in•his "., 
usual misguided and disastrous 
• fashion when he gets a g00d swift, 
• kick in the heart. Jane (Presley), 
the love of his life who once stood 
him up at the altar, turns up as a 
wime~ in the middle of the inves- 
IMPROVING• Maggie Park 
YOURODDS #209-4526 Park Ave.  
AGAINST Terrace,  B .C .  
CANADA'S  VSG lv l  
" #1 KILLER 638-1167 - . :~• 
~ r~ :':IA thoughtfu, l way tO remember is with an In  
~lMem ~ - :  " oriam iR to the Hea~and Str0ke Foundati0n 
I:o~BiC;!:and'yuk0n, Please mail your donation to 
the above:address and include the name of the 
, deceased, your-name a,~ d address, as well as the 
• '!nam e~:and address:of  the next-of-kin for an 
" ' card .  " -  ' " -. ~aCkno~iedgement 
~: :~ : . , ,~  . , ~ . . . .  
MOTHERS'  MARCH MEALS, '  
~ ""'A-'delicious way to support the 39th Annual .. I • 
. ! 
m m m ~  " On Jan. 25 & 26, there participating , . 
restaurants will donate $1 from every designated meal'served.• 
_. Back Eddy  Terrace Inn - 
• • Delanev's Bavarian Inn 
-Inn 0fthe West  Don Dtegos 
. Niko's .  McDona]ds.  
• " Panagopolous Northern Motor Inn 
• . .  P i zza  P izza  Hut 
~:. ~• Quarter deck - Sandman Inn • 
' : Sava las  Tim Horton's 
[: ~ : Support tho K, nsmen March and  
i: *.i : ,: enjoy a meal out at the same time1.. 
:: should stay behind? 
Then sommne thought of a brilliant plan. Mother and the baby 
:would go on the trip and the 6ther eight-- nine, including the dog 
would stowaway in mother's big trunk. No one would know. 
.• ::No one would suspect But no sooner had they all boarded the 
, plan e that would take them to the cruise ship when their plan 
./~gan to fag apart. " 
" First the dog-had to go t0the bathroom, then Marline and Nor- - 
mand and Johanne had to go too. Soon they were all out of the-- 
.uunk and racing for the bathroom. The pilot was furious.. The pus- 
: sengezs were furious. The flight attendant screamed. Everyone 
climbed back in the trunk, including mother and the baby and the 
::i .dog~ the pilot attached aparachuteto the think; soon they [ 
found themselves castaways on a deserted delft island. They were 
all Itaving a wonderful holidaypiaying on the beaches and eating 
delicious tropical fruits when the pirates arrived. What now? 
• .. :, : ..... :o ' The  Lucky  Co in  by Margaret  Greaves  . 
.An Easy Book, published byStewart ,  Tabod & Chang, Inc. 
• . ' . 
~ " :" adct one da little Tom Cat lost his money. . ~..Onhis way to m . y , . .  
• :~ '~"::':::~' ' looked butcouldn't find it anywhere Then ne sp¢o 
'!:: :~ i :~y: :~ id  c4)i,, and When he picked it up hesaw that h~s lost 
. /": : :  ~.~(~y W-as'iying ~. :But : :~dthe  shiny1~old coin slipped . 
. : : :.!~mhis.liltle paw andre, lled down a drain. Little Tom Cat really 
~: J~ ' t  mind; hcknewthis was a lucky coin, and maybe it would 
. .  : .i bring good luck to someone else..  .. ,, , . .  ,, 
: :i' L The coin swished down the drain, ,tl~,,ugh a pq¢, .aria nnauy, 
~ ! : ; .~  ont by the roadside, And wouldn t you know it, there was 
-.._ :..::someone.on theroad Who was in. nell of a bit of Inch And thelit, 
~: :~/:~ldcoin exactlyfit the billl Before long the shiny g01d coin 
.,. ~i~limiedon its journey, bringing more goodlnck to Mr. Hare, a 
shiP being battered by huge waves, and a colony of ants. 
The youngst~ will be delighted with this pop-up book that has 
• • a ~ a t  the endl 
This.Column Sponsored By: .. ( ' . .  • "  
• . , , , 
• rected by Ken Morton. ~'  ":"::: 
sd~iames uounta ln ,  Gai loway'sLounge. .  ' , : . . 
• Jan; 18 . - -Low Budget Blooz Band. AdVance tickets required. " ..: :.:: ..: :-: : 
Pr lnceRuper t  Pe, r fOrmlngArtsTh,eatre  : :: ':: i:~: ;: :!: ::~::: 
..Jan.. 19, • 8 p,m, . - -Tno :Mm class=cal muse  andcomedy,:  : : "i:: ./ '.:!: • :- :  ' : .  
?ponsored bythe  Pdnce Rupert ConcertSo~iety  : : ':L" : :  : ' : :  ='"" 
Feb; 1, 8 p .m, .  Le,Balle! JaZz de Montrea,.: ~::i : ) :. ;::: 
• sPOnsored •.by the Performing• Arts centre S.ocJety . .. •• :••• .. ' : r : J"  '" "4 " 4' 
• ' e .  .7 :30  .m. - -  audmwsual msentation b Dr. WalterPersegatl, " : : . F  b 5.- p . .  • p . Y , .... . ~ ..., . 
who W~ directly :inY01~ed w i t~e restoration of Ml~elangelo's,-fre~.i!i:,:::~ 
,Feb: ~ 16 ;B  ~p;m. '~  David LbuJe;.cl*asSical .pianist • .: . 
• Jan. 18 " Made-Andree Ostiguy, .pianist . ~ .: ,_,:~::,:.i,::.:: :] 
• Jan,21 - - .T r io  Mio classical music and comedy ' , ~. : ,  , 
for SchoolDistrict #88 students conc6ff:~-:;:: .~•  . . . . .  
• Feb.  1., 8 p.m, ::, ,  Nor thwest  Uvel  count~ mus ic  ' ...- 
. The  Terrace Inn  , , : •::•:•:.i~:i/:  ...... : , . • : , : . •  • : 
• .,.Gigi's ; ,Rod: Hoiden Country and western band - ,- . • 
• Unti[the end of January HarvestMoon .... . ...... ~, ..~:,:-::: ,~; .... ,:,. 
Royal  ' ;:~ ~~ . . . . .  Canad ian-Leg ion ,  Branch 13 " :~: ' " "  . . ; "~U , ' " . . ,%.  
• Jan . . .  17  & 18 - -  J immy,  Lark i  n enter ta ins :  • v ) " ' d " 4 ~:~ ~::~'' P v' t q~[',r. :' '~:' k~ ': ''d " ~  T~' # '4~'' ~" '~ "~" " ~ '::'--~''  ' '~:~'" 't ": ' . . . .  " h '
.Every  Mend , Wednesday, and Thur - -Dar ts  ' :  ::: 
• Every" !Vlonday - "  Cribbage 7:30 p.m., - ,i ::.:,i::: _. ~::.::!i:, -~ ..... ~ . 
• Every second•Thursday -:.  Bndge 7:•30 p.m. • ~i: ~ : •i i!~'i):::, :i/:i:::.;;• 
'Febi6;.7,8,"'"""" -.-s..----.--1.3,14;15:,; Norma.  Conquests '  Uwng'" Together i , :  :-.,:~,ii" :,!; ': 
: ,  - . 
R.E ,M.  Lee Theat re  
.'" ,, 
. . . . . . .  Calendar  . n rtt, inment 
" speedin" g along towards abrilliant course ofaction.Untilhemee~, - 
Tu~ in BeverlyI~illswhen he Lou (Warner), the sexy ambulance' 
has a teeny little road accident in driver,i~at is. Now his hormones 
Gnidy, So.th Carotin& Squash are raging! 
• Capital Of the S o u t h . .  " This isa veryfunny, warm- 
. It just so happens thatthe town hearted movie; 
. .  North SArts . . . . .  : '"": ,we t 
determined to move . on: when his . 
ddbt o'society iS paid; absolutely .
:nothing can sway himfrom his . . . .  
32 hours community service in the 
local,h0spitai repay for,hi: ~ ,~ 
heino.~ trim6; Ben is slightly less 
th~ tltrilled withthe idea of 
spending ~m.e m this little - 
. . . . . . .  • r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
• ~)-=,._: .  '= .~.::;/. 
::, " -....'. ~ :... " "  
J 
;.,'..,~'_.' -:,;,.~:'. .~G~-~ ..'~. '~:'~,'~ 
: .~  ~.~ .., , ,. , , ;:. , , . :  
... r . - . .  ;~, , , . .~: 
,.,~:.:, ~,:..,: ~.. . : :~ ,  .;....... :.::,~ 
:'?: ; ~.'~ u . . .  : .  .::;~-.. ,' ~ ~:'-;', , :," / :~ ,.~: ;'/-'~., 
. / . 
% . . . . .  
:.:, ~-. , . .  • • , . . , ,  • . . 
i 
. . . .  i:on::al :'a zz d ar  ce: ":FRO U:" : 
,. -..::.Co.m i.n g .P e. to rinc Rupert  
• Les Ballets; Jazzde Montreal at.many of the world'sleading warmth. " 
will be performing at. Prince dance, and jazz festivals and Tickets.are $22for adults, $ i  0 
: Rupert's. Performing Arts The- every year and continues to win for students: and -seniom., Call 
~, atre on.Satu~ay, Feb. 1. Spon- new-friends with its mixture of 62%8888 ~for information and 
~;: " " ." • Sored by  the  Per forming Arts technical virtuosity-and human,  tickets. 
~'.: -,: society of prince Rupert, it will - 
~i~ ." beAheironly sho~(in the North- " " 
~, . . 
. .  : .  : 
% 
- west. " 
Le~:Ballets Jazz is descr ibedas  
~a unique fusion of classical.. 
ballet and modem dance careful- 
~:::.ly.:evolved since 1972 by the 
, company's founder .and' artistic 
:. director, Genevieve Salbaing". 
The -music .ranges wide ly  . 
through the jazz repertoire, from 
Oscar Peterson and Pat Metheny 
to Lee Gagnon and Francois 
Bourassa..The Trio de jazz Fran- 
eels Bourassa will be appearing 
with Les  Ballets jazz de - -  
.Montreal in Prince Rupert.. The 
company even takes in the jazz- 
influenced mus ic .o f  Math'ice 
Ravel and.Igor Stravinsky. 
Unflagging energy is an essen- 
tial characteristic .of Les Ballets 
Jazz. As-Canada's most travelled 
cu l tura l  ambassador, the  . com-  
pany  spends a major part of 
every season travelling to cities 
large and small, .from .Tashkent 
to Tokyo, from London to Los 
. " . :  .:~/;-';:/...:. - 'Angeles. 
. . . . . .  :~ ,.:,...: , ~,..,:'..~ .. .. ' . . .  .- Les Ballets Jazz has performed 
n"" .  
' ~ ' ' r' " ' '¢~"'  4~'~ "' : '~''~'' ' ...... ~ " l i  Y°ur programme 
..:~ './:::C,:~i;:-;//.;'..::: ,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I [1,:: g 
,~,,.,.: ' " Northwest 
' II The Terrace 
. . . .  ' . . . .  ' : "  " ' one y, II Lee Balle~. JazZ: de MOntreal: Unflagging rg Revtew 
I 
Noted artist to conduct 
workshop if demand here 
Claire Babcock,- noted North ~telecourses are  offered across register for the special drawing 
the provincethroughfacilitiesof and painting workshop, call 
the Knowledge Network. Shawn Krienke of Terrace Parks 
For further information or to and Recreation at 638-4750. 
G.A. ROSS HEARING CLINIC 
• 4626 Park Ave. 
: Terr tCe 
• 635  4327 - 
ram. , "~ 
..... --~.Ambassadors of Better Hearing" 
a varied program of high 
:ldi;re visual art and design [ Open ing  January 15, i992 
~truction m the Terrace area i ' ~ C|inioal Audiologist on Staff 
and throughout the province. ,,. , : , ' . . . ., . . . . .  : :  .~  : ,  . (Workers  Compensabon Board  authonzed)  
m.;t.;,Au's mahdate.to provide "l : " - L . , 
access to pr6fessmnal visual art :1 ', :' ';' : ' . .~ .  . • _ , ' 
and design instruction to all : l  : ..earing evaluations . 
British Columbians includes ! . . ' "  '~ ,  k~ A ....... A I  rl"t| ' " 
I t: -- -- " " - -  ¢'' "' ', r " H _ _ r i n a  _ . d  f . . . .  n a  
severa l  o ther  serv ices .  An  Ar t i s t - ,  I , . ~/_ - .  , .  _ .  , - -  ¢-"  . . ~ . 
i"~Res,dence programw,ll bring 1 ::::Repairs Batternes Servnce 
professional instruction to the I : .... 
community for, a bne-week,,I . ,~  : . . . . . . . . .  • . ,  
• -e r lod  or lon"er' Pro  Ar tCo l  :1  : . : i - .  B.C. .Government  ~ Licensed Dispensers 
lege programs air available by I ' :~ :  . i  ' : " • 
special anmng=ment.,,Visual:am: .. ~' ',. ~, . . . . .  .'~ ': ",', ", ~",":::. '~-~:'.:::--~'= :~ :. ....... ~--,c.~....:.'::. , , -, ........ :.,. :-,' - 
r 
Terrace Rev iew. -  Wedni~sday. January 15. 1992 17 ": ' /  i I• •i. 
'1  
From New York toistanbul,  from Rometo  Kalamazoo. 
from Cancun to Jerusalem, • 
and .Anchorage to.Kuala Lumpur , .  " . . . .  
and now for an Exclusive NorthwestEngagement. at the " 
l~'lnee Rupert Performing-Arts Centre , : / .  i ~:  " 
_ - _  - _  _ _ ; 
o .  
"G'[:::!.:!G.~. 
Vancouver artist and teacher, 
will' conduct a, special drawing 
and paintingworksh0p for area 
residents Feb. 1 and 2. The 
.workshop is sponsored by.Ter- 
race Parks 'and Recreation and 
Emily Carr College of Art and 
Design (ECCAD) outreach pro- 
gram. 
Babcock will teach up to 20 
participants, provided: a mini- 
mum of 12 people are caroled 
by. Jan. 21. Both beginners and 
those with an established interest 
in drawing and ~painting will be 
welcome. 
ECCAD ouireach program 
director Judith O'Keef¢ says, 
"The occasion is part of our 
continuing commitment o pro- 
! 
With  the  Tr io  F ranc ;o i s  Bourassa  l i ve  
Saturday  February  1, 8:00 p.m. 
Tickets $22~ad, $18~tudcnts & seniors 
.add $1.00 per ticket at the door 
Call 62%8888 for ticket reservations 
(Telephone.reservations require Visaor Mastercard) 
~ Pr inee  Ruper t  . .... 
Per formin  Ar ts  Cc ntre 
p 
18 T , , r , 'u ( 'e  Ret ie :  - -  Wednesday ,  January 15, 1992 
. . . .  , ,  
CHURCH DIRECTORY! 
. . . . . . . .  - - >- r ,  " I t  
': ~ " ' But:the end Of al l  things is a t  -. ~.+ ....... 
: hand: be ye therefore sober, 
: , . . . . .  : : .  , .  :, and watch  unto  prayer .  
'~ ~ . . . . . .  " ~'d:.: ~" ri..:~.' ~{' ~ . . . . .  q " 2 Peter 4:7 =; 
, .~  . .  , . +, 
. . . . .  + +. +. .  • . . . . .  . -  
11ti : : sacr 'ed : .ear t  CathOl i c ,  ChurCh ". ] 
.i:, . . . .  .111 1 '~ :: i : /Mass.'r ims: . / i ' .  . : iPastor :  . -,/.. ' .+i. I
. . . .  i11/:  + ,:.saturday! 7:30 p .m.  ' '  Er,:ilAIlan F.Noonan:  | ~ 
: I!1/::: -. Sundays .  9 :00  a.m.' .  " ; ._ : I?O:M.L . . .  . " ; : : ' . . . -"  B ~ " ~  
il, = str.om+ ,Venue + +.++ ,.,.+. , + 
i ! - : i : : : : / .  -- :+ ~-+., ' ~ / . :  " : "  - - - - -  <;:'~:~i: i;r+ :" ........... :i::i 
III1 : St.':Matthew's:Anglican Church  [ , . . 
' I l l  I -. Ho ly  Euchar i s t :  • : . P r ies t  in Charge :  : | o 
I I / I  ~o:ooa.m. : . .  Rev.PeterZimmer | 
I l l  I . ,Sunday SchooP . . . - .  ~ ,: . . . .  I~ 
.III+I 10:00 a.m.., . , ' .  , , . .., II 
Ill! :+ .Chr i~Lut l ie ran iChurch  " | 
Ill I ~ . Momin0Worsl~ip~+.~l..ao a,m, ' l l  
I i l  I . . . . . .  SundaySchoo i  i :10:15a;m. . § lll!l Pastor: Donald P. Bolstad . + " I  
I l l  '"3229 Sparks Street:. ' ' ' 635_5520 ' .  
• - , / _ _  . + 
:~. i 111  :: Sabbath School:  Pastor . . . . .  " B I I I  ~ ~, I • 
il + LIIII " Saturday:9:30.a:m..  ' O leUnruh-635-7313 | I I I  H~r1~l  ~T 
I I I I  ::. Ok'ine Servlce:", ~:: ".":, Prayer  Meetlng:- +. | III , +, ~ ~.  v . . v  i .  
Saturday 11 00 a m Wed 7 00 p m o e • :111! :  : ' : , . . . " :  ..:: /. :+ • : • [ III M na Mu lha l l  and Jam s 
' '-+-III I - :"3306Griffit.hs: ": :: .: L ' e3s's2s2 -6111 ]~dclet wcrc roamed on 
'~ : " " I I I  i . .  ' .!.. +" '! . . " I I I  '~ao~gwing] )ay ,  Oct. 14, ~., ~" 
!~ - ' . . . .  Evan~ehca l  F ree  Church  " Marria e commissioner Linda " ' ~ " "  : :  J ~ . . . .  @ q"  +~ . - -  l .m ~ " P '~"  . . . . . . . .  : ' ' @ g r ' " " 
" Sunday  School:.,. : :  : Pastor:. , Hams officiated at the 
. + I l l  I - ( fo r  all ages)9:45 a.m., ./ W.E. Glasspell . !! I l l  ceremony. The bnde Was 
, - . " I I I I  , +SundayServ ices : ,  : . . .  : .prayer Meeting. l~ l l l  dressed in-an ivory silk dress 
l l l l l  11:00a m'& 6 30 p m wed 700p m " ..: . . ,  :.: " . .~  " ~ . . :  . , ,  : . : ! "  - '" " With floral satin andpcarl 
i . ' :. ; .-+: '3302 Sparks Street . .  - + 635 5115 [ +" u s Mat 0 o o,  ' . r  " pphq 6 . r .n f hen  r 
• ' - I I I  " =":  +" " .... ' - -  - :  ~':--+. I I I  ~"~ Shcf[c], szstcr o f the  
+..Ill I .." . , - , . . . , : ,  " . , r . , ,+ . . . .  .-, . .  , .  b I I I  g room,  a lso wore  an  ivory  s i l k  
l l l i  l e r race  Zmll t~spet  unrlsuan l~euowsnlD | Ill dress. The groom was 
~":| I l l  " "~sundayserviee'::'!£):00a:'m" &6:30 p.m. " I~:,II, accompanied by best man Dave 
!i " ' ' l l l * l  ..I'I I ' " " ' : : : ; :paSt° r " " 'M 'ke  Flosenau " . i i i  ' ,i , l  " : " : " " :  : ' " " :  " . . . . . .  27  .- . A f te r  the ceremony .the br ide  638 ! 0 " .  . . . . - . : - , .~ :  . . . .  : , ' .  • , .. .... -> . , " " and  groom presented  g i f t s  to " 
3222 Munroe Street 638-8384 the 'guests .to commemorate  the 
I l l  • ' + . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . .  • - I l l  occas ion ;and  Jack and . ' . . 
• I i l  i ..... : Kn  , ,~'+ni~ed Church  " " | I l l  Rosemary RadeIct, parents.of . 
,. I I I . I : .  : v ,~ '~ . • " ' l i l l l  the groom, hosted an open: -: .. 
!!  : l l l l :  ' ' sundayW°rshlpi .:~ Elizabeth " I 111 ho=e art " : . . , .  . .: . . . .  .~ ,  . . P ,  Y .  . , .  
,I .+ - I l l  I Sunday School:  ." YOuth Group. " II I l l  Vancouver. " " " " ": . 
.. 10:3o a.m.. .". . '. . ' . i .  . Starkey . " 'T lzccouplenow:~sid©sm.._ : " .  
I,,~ ' , -  l i l t  : 10!30a.m.. " : 7:00 p.m.. ' |  I l l ' ' - - .  " " . . "  '" -: : ' " "  • • 
. , . .  . . . • , . . . . .  . . "~!~ ~ "~<, ,. ~+ 
;:I '+: " " / ' ' '  l ' ' Ter racePentec°s ta lAssemblv  li,lll ~ ~ 
" I I I  I Sunday School.  9.30 a.m. • Pastor " • II I l l  ~ ~<~ :~:+~+~+~:, 
• . . Mornin Service: 10:30 a.m. John Caphn . N~;i~;~ i '~z.~.~+~:N~ii~.~ ;~?~ii ;~i+~;~ 
i " ~"" "<# ~~'~ ! ~: "~"~>">~'~ ;  : ~;~' "~}'~?"~: ">~ ~"~'W;~  ' " ~+~ )~i  . . . .  7¢<~"'":<'.>i :~ 
Evenin Service. 6.30 .m. AssoclatePastor  . . . .  ~+~ .... + ,..,.,,,. ,, ,,+,, . . . .  ~ , ,  
i:i ' " Chff Slebe~ ~: i : : i~ :~: i~:~ :i~i~:;::;;~i.:~.,:;~'J:~.:~:<~:::,::i.:!i:~.:"~.'.:'~+~,: ~+' ' :+~:<~ >.~.~ ~.  ~.~:  ," .. i: ! .... Ill " :: 3511 Eby Street : 0 :3S-24 : - - |111  ~i January9 CalvinHilI, Terrace $50 
• I l l  : : , ,  • L I I I  ®+ January 10 Richard Hayden, Terrace $50  
. . . -  , . . . . . .  . . . .  . ~ :~,~i~(~!~:+;~ . - - , .  , ~ , ; .  , , . . . .  . III. I , . , . - , . , ,  .: ..... : . . .The Al l iance  Church  . II .III ~+~:~+, • : . , . . . .  
IB  I :  ' ,  +.: "'..I I, B~'~, . .  ~l~#,~uti .=,  o . t  g R.;I .i.iI3t,,i = m ' i I!1 ~i~i :  J anuary  11 Cl i f fo rd  Grave l le ,  Ter race  .. ,. , . .  $50  ' 
i i  " ' I I I~ : I  ''-'?+ .. . . . .  ." . m l l l l  q,~1~. W.V . . . . .  V . .  - .v . . . . . . .  n .  I l l  '~.~!!;~:"~' - -  - , ' , " , ~..~.., , + ' . ,~ , . ,  . . . - . - ., ~.; :~ . , , .  . , - ,  . ,- . . . . .  
' " i ' " " Falnl ly Bible School.  6 00 p m " ~;i~!~!i . . • . .  " . ' I I | : |"",, . ,  . . . .  -+ + . . . .  , ' ,  '.," ......... - l l I l l  ~'i~+~.,i~+~ Januarv .12  • Chnsten  C lausen ,  Smothers . . . : .  $50  • 
• " : l l l . : : l . .+w~ly :  B~ble.studies & Children./YOUm P ,  c z , v m e s  • I I I I  I " " i i i : • r ]" ' J 
III:::I -~::: -::'.:!p.=0== Jake_~s_en,~ oou~_%.: I I I I  ~ I ~anuar~.1~- : LawrenceAdams,  Gitwinksihlkw. '$50. 
. . . .  " : l lH .4923:Agar  Ave , -u~- -z~oruao- - - z~. . : : .  I I I I  ~ i~ i  t : - "  ,+ ' " • ' " ' +' " ' " ' • " 
- . . l l l , i ,  " , , , ,,,. ....... '.-.-.-:(.: . .... ::... :"'. = I l l  i ,~ i  I J anuary  i4  "Evan  F0rtner,  Ter race :  - ' ' . $50  
t . . . . . .  Chr,stmn Reformed-Church . , .  ; ,~ ; i~  anuary 15 James Morhart, Terrace $50 
• , . , . . . . . . .  . , , ; '~ ;~..:~..!-~ ~ .  . • .. ~ . 
I S.  Pastor . . . . .  . ........ ...... L..+-. .~.~., - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  • . . • . , , + , . .  , , . .  : . ; . . ;  ~ ~:~:~ ;~.',~ . . . . . . .  i " " " , Sunday Serv ce . . . . . .  +,,.,, . . . . . . . .  ~ . . . .  ,, + 
-•. : I I I  I :+-- " .Rnntember. ,~ , ,g -~.g ;m.  tO 11:00 a.m,, : I .  I I I  :!~.:::!:i~!~ !~!+!+:~":; ~ ........ : 
" ' , ,~ k ,.:.:'-~,-'. ~..: 635-7207 . . . .  In ~ .... • : .> r : . ! '~ i02  Spar  s ,  ,- :+ . .  . .  : : ~ ,: ~. ~:~:+,: . . . . .  ':-:.:::,'.:i.':~:i~'?/:+ 
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, ~CLASSIFIEDIAD RATES :' 
, i :4535 G•reig:•~ei~ue,' 1 " 1 , 
Terrace, :B.C. ~ VSG IM7' 
:;: )::•::!j:• PhOne:635:7~O, -• .,,: 
:' ~'i*cilllsifi~ Jind : 'clasiified disPlaY 
ads. must be pgtPsid by either cash, 
Vim or Mqstereard. except for;¢s. 
lablished business iecounts.: When 
phoning !n: ads, pleMe have: your 
card number and expiry dale ready. 
DEADLINE FOR 
CL,~SSIFIED ADS 
10 a.m. Tuesday 
DEADLINEFOR CLASSi~IED 
DISPLAY ADS 
• 5p.m. Monday 
RATES: $4;50 for the first 20 words 
per week, plus 20¢ for each addi- 
ti0nsi word per week. All CAPITAL 
or boldftce words:are $1.00 extra 
per insertion., $2.00 extra for box 
semite (plus postage if required). 
REVIEW SPECIAL: Get the fourth 
ad FREE. Four regular classified 
wm'd ads for the price of three. Sav- 
ings of $4.50 or more. Prepayment 
OIIly. 
. CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS 
$5.,75 per column inch. Minimum of 
one inch. 
i ;: : , PICTURE CLASSIFIEDS 
$10.00~ per week. Nod-commercial 
USe o l l l y ,  r " 
TENDERS AND LEGAL 
.. NOTICES 
$7.00 per coiumn inch per insertion. 
Minimum one inch. 
Terms and Conditions: Advertise- 
ments should be read on the first 
publication day. We are not respon- 
i sible for errors appearingbeyond the
: first' insertion.~,.. ,: . ,.~, ., 
AIIreemen.t:'it is agreed by any 
display or c]lassified advertiser re- 
questing space that the liability of 
the paper in the event hat errors oc-" 
*~ cur in the publishing ~ofany adver- 
tisement she|!' be limited to the 
amount paid by.the advertiser for 
the pottton of th e adyertmng space 
i occupied bY' the incorrect i em only.- 
and therc will be nO liability in any 
event I)eyond the amount paid for 
such advei'tisement~ . . . .  
• A resident Forester is required for our branch office nn 
availability Of quality family day care arrangements Inllcensed, un- 
license¢l and in home care in Terrace and Kitimat..;:Providing train- 
ing and support to care givers. • Assistingparents in selecting day 
care arrangements, • Promoting day care for people requiting spe- 
cial needs. 
Applicants should have an Early Childhood. Education Certificate dr 
equivalent skills, a valid driver's licence and acceSs:to a:vehicle, 
good written and oral communication skills, good organizational 
skills, a kiiowled, ge of local services,'especially those related to day 
care issues,and the ability to work.autonomously and.co-0perative!y. 
Salary in accordance to CUPE agreement - local 2012: ........ • .-.- 
Interested applicants should send resumes to :  - ~,,i- :'~ ::::- 'L . 
• Canadian Employment and ImmlgrationCentre, 
463 0 Lazo!lo AVenue, Terrace, B.C:,VeG~'IS6I 
For more information.contact the :):,i ~ :!: 
Terrace Women's Resource ' Centre. 6384)228. 
ClOsing Date. January 17, 1992 . . . .  
. '• . - .  
] " ~ [ NORTHERN 
- HEALTHCARE 
is now accepting applications for an ir mediate 
part-time position. 
The preferre~ apphcant should have a kn()wl- 
edge of the home heaithcare/spOrt s medicine 
market. , 
Interested app!cants should bring resumes :in 
 erson to: 
Doug. Patterson, Manager 
Northern Healthcare 
. 3207 Kalum Street - 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 2M8'  
• ? 
Prince Rupert. Responsibilities. will include the fieldwork 
and preparation of  forestry management and silviculture 
plans for our industrial clients as well as Silviculture Man- 
"agement contracts for the B.C. Ministry of Forests. Appli. 
cants must have at least • two years' forestry exper!ence 
and have attained their Profession.el Foresters' Registra- I
tion. A generousbenefits package ts avadable and .salary I
commensurate With expet:ience will be set.a t the tune Of I 
:f'mal interview. " I 
Mail rosumesin confidence to Colin Benont; Manager~' ! : 
Coast Forest Management Ltd.. 101 East 5th Avenue '[ 
Prince Rupert, B,C.V8J 1R4. Phone 624-5381. ' I : ! TERRACE EMERGENCY PROGRAM 
 z zzj m_ VACANCY • - T/~ C/TY OF ! " 
:/ TERRACE•! MUNIGIPAIJAREA CO-ORDINATOR 
The City of Terrace/l'errace Enlm'gency Program is seeking a highly 
motivated individual to fill the volunteer position of MuniCipal/Area 
Co-ordinator. 
Duties include, but are not restdoted to: ' " " 
• Updating City Emergency Plan 
• Co-ordination of Emergency Resources 
• Budgetcontrol " . . . . . . . .  
• Completion of Provincial reports on operations and training 
This is a Volunteer position, and registration with P.E.P. (Provincial 
Emergency Program)is, required. Time:requirements flexible ~ind 
determined' by the successful applicant. 
This position also requires a close working relationship with the 
Provincial Emergen .cy Program and supervision of training exercises. 
will be required. Asszstance will beprovided by a Deputy Co-ordinator 
and ~;ecretarial staff (part-time). 
Applications will be,received by the undersigned before 4:3.0 p.m., 
January 24, 1992. 
• : : i . .~  • : . :  
L 
E.R. Hallsor, 
Clerk.Administrator 
• City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 2X8 
Phone: 635-6311 or FAX: 638-4777 
MOVING, MUST SELL -  Kitwanga 
Boarding Kennel business: four-bedroom 
home, 4-1/2 acres, barn, garage, root eel- 
laG greenhouse, landscaped. OFFERS. 
Phone 1-849-5427. 1/151) 
EXPERIENCED 
HAIRDRESSERS WANTED 
Jon's Halrstyllng requires 
one full,time and and one 
l art-time hairdresser. Should 6 able to work with a,mini- 
mum amount,of supervlpion. 
Call 635.7737~ :. : 
I 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY with 
growing delivery business. Must have 
dependable vehicle. Will train and 
supply G.B. Driver must be very de- 
pe..ndal)le and any age over 19. Phone 
638~398. ,. tfnc 
i ,  
WA~ITED - -  45 overweight people. 
Lose t0 to 29 pounds per month. 100. 
percent doctor recommended. We pay 
you. Serious callers ONLY. Phone 
~576;  ~ " , 1/22p 
~,~, 
i f t 
  'ARE roR; /  
Execut ive Produc er  
Broadcast Operations 
Northern Native BroadCasting 
Northern Native Broadcasting is one of the ~people in B.C. and Canada. 
youngest Native communications groups in 
Canada. Duriilg the coming years th!s , 
society will become one of the leaders in  
• Native communications. 
We are looking for candidates for the 
position of Executive Producer with the 
B.C. Native Communications Society -
Northern Broadcasting based in Terrace, 
British Columbia. 
,'~ep0sition will be both~challenging and 
rewarding for an individual dedicated to a 
broadcastingcareer. The executive 
producer will play a key rolein the . 
development of this young and dynamnc 
org,an, izati.o,n. One ofthe key tasks of the 
po~ntmn ~ will be to help in the development 
of satellite radio programming for a 
culturally diverse audience, . 
The Successful candidate must have 
experience in all aspects of radio 
broadcasting and a strong emplo.ym(mt 
Performance. record. Experience in 
te!0~dS!on production !s an asseL The .  
E~xoctit~.P~ducer w, II be ramillar'w~th 
The successful candidate for Executive 
Producers position will be an experienced 
broadcaster, with excellent interpersonal 
skills and a strong management sense as a 
program and news • director. 
Northe~ Native Broadcasting is located-in 
Terrace. B,C., a community of 20.00Othat 
is very attractive in" its mountainous 
environs, mild weather and the 
recreational, educational and lifestyle 
opportunities it presents to its residents. 
If you are interested in this position please 
send a complete resume. Covering letter 
and •audio resume to:, 
Mr. Ray Jones 
General Manage~ 
Northern Native 
Broadcasting, 
Box 1090. 
Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1S6 
Closing Date: Fobi'uary 14, 1992 
Stizrt Date: Mari:h 2, 1992 ' 
,~o.culturean.dl~!ifi~lissues or:.N~xtivoi--- Salary: Negotiable • - 
• , . , : 6 month Probationary Period 
Position open for a 
JOURNEYMAN 
MECHANIC 
Applicant should have 
valid automotive ticket or 
heavy duty commerical 
transport ticket. Motor 
vehicle inspection ticket 
and alternate fuels in- 
staller ticket would be an 
asset. Please apply in 
person to: 
District Manager of 
Farwest Bus Lines 
4904 Highway 16 West, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Newepoper roll ends from $5 to $25, 
depending on size. Phone 635-7840. 
tfnp 
Aluminum ~lntlng plates, 24"x36", ~:  
. coals each. Phone 635-7840. _ 
' . " -  , , - - '  ~ 1  ~ , ! ,  " ,  " " " r * -  " , 
Household goods,--" brown coU~i, " .- 
$35; toaster oven, $30; Silextwo.sli¢O 
toaster, $15, Phone635-4810, . . . . . .  
. t  
' ! f .  
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RB) CROSS LOAN Cupboard. The hours 
1989 Pontiac Tempest, approximate- FOR RENT . for the Terrace Loan Cupboard are as fol- 
ly 72,000 kms. $13,000 OBO. Phone At Woodgreen Apartments fows: 
Mondays from 9 to 11 Lm.- 
638-8683or638-7206. .  1115P l'bedroom, naturalgas f i re -  n J ~ :  I Thumduys from10 e.m. to12 n0on 
1987 F150 4x4; 6-cyl., 4-speed; corn- place, deck, close to •toWn. U |" I J I The Cupboard Is located in the Skeena 
pleto with canopy, extra tank, good $618per month, l ~ . ] J ~ Health Unit, 3412 Kalum 8teal Emergen. 
rubber. $9,500. No GST. Phone 638- . Phone 635-7459. U ~: :~ ~ ~ cy inquiries can be made in between 
osos days, eas.7732 evenings. 
L ' " " i ' . "1115p" 1" . i' ' " - - " "  ~ " " '';'''' 
! ) ~ ~  q , A L_ service hours at  the following number~ ~ 
* ~  . - J~" ,e""~l l  .63~2.1~or.635-Tg41: . . f in -  
TO GIVE AWAY --short-ha!red, lit- I FOR RENT OR LEASE 
ter-trained, playful kittens. Phone/~00 sq. ft. office building ij ~ | ] v - , , / ] t / ] [ /  : \ II Iby~erLau_~)  Grog 
s&s-2142 . . . .  . lra2nc ~wi th2  bathrooms, natural I ,,~ ~ _ me jev - -  ~11 I -'o~ers~md mccounse,ln0forem--' 
Now you oanhave Setellite TV at vir-/gas heat and aircondition-II ii |~\/1: j/v¢/*/*n" I J  w_  ~- /1111 I!/A'I~ p~.  EmoUomJ. k , , t~_  ~ Sp tu~,tf. . 
tuallythesamepdceasceble. Com- l ing .  Phone6352411 askfor I Ii \1~1 . / .  II J/~J) NIRVANA,3611 " 
$2,539.00Plete STARor $64.99TRAKper months packageo.A.C, m John or Marilyn. J H ~ ,: I C~NWOOD 635"7776 
Affordable Satellite Systems. Call r Kids; 
624:6199 or 624-2874. 2/5p 
Several 966 loaders; John Deere 544 
loader; 1213 cone crusher; 740 Cham- 
pion grader with snow wing; three Case 
backhoes; two Iowbeds. Phone Vic at 
1-493-6791. !/29p 
1981 International hough, model 
540, wheel loader with M26 Weldco 
grapple. As is. Asking $29,500, Phone 
638-4611 or 638-4610; 2./5¢ 
FOUND -- On Jan. 5 in the Skeena Mall 
parking lot, a child's wallet containing some 
money. Phone 635-9381. Identify to claim. 
1/15nc 
i 
Kalum Family Day Care has openings. 
Fenced yard, pets and toys. Ages newbem 
to 12 years, Full4Jme, part-time Or drop-in 
available. Phone 638-8429 or 638.8398. 
tfn~ 
BCYCNA 
BRmSH 
(~J .MBIA  
~OYU~0N 
OOMMJNnY 
NEWSPAPERS 
AasOCIA~ 
AUTOMOTIVE 
USED MODULAR HOMES 
960 tO 1,056 sq. ft. 
Priced from $21,000 to $25,500. 
Delivered to Terrace area. 
Setup prices avni~e on requesL 
Call Herb Styles at (403).,264-6122. 
the library has 
Babysitter equlrod two days a week 
in my home. Light housekeeping. 
Reply with references to File 1001, do 
Terrace Review, 4535 Craig Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G1M7. 
. . . . . .  " -. 1115p 
WORK WANTED - -  3H Holiday 
House Hbip--  Wewill watch your 
house and/or take cam:0f pets while ~ 
you're away, Qd~bonded couple. N~v . 
business. Phone 638-8648 and ask 
for Bob or Maxlne. 1/29p 
Terrace Stock Car AssoctalJ0n is advertis. 
I~ for tenders to operate food concession 
for the upcoming season. This should 
MOVING, MUST SELL ,.- Kitwanga 
Boarding Kennel business; four-bed- 
room home, 4-1/2 acres, barn, 
garage, root cellar, greenhouse, land- 
s~oed. OFFERS. Phone 1-849-5427. 
1115p 
One.bedroom bachelor unit for renL 
AH utilities included, colour "IV and 
239 
TEngnx,lmlnes rebuilt for Cars and .: 6 Cyl. from $995. 8 
C~I. from $I,095. I00,000 
Kin warranty. Bend M~hanl- 
oal 872-0641, eves. 856- 
8879, toll-free 1-600-663- 
2521. 
cable. $425 per month. Old Bddge I:X:)ORS! WINDOWS! Into- 
Properties. Phone 638-5&S0. 1/291) • rbr and exterior wood, metal 
. . . . . .  and Frenoh doom, wood win- 
1On41pb~lroonl unit in Thomhill. $390 (:lows, sk~hts. MOREl Call collect to WALKER DOOR 
per month; Available Feb. 1, 1992. Phone 635-4453. 2/51) and WINDOW In Vancouver 
. at (604)266-1101.  
mmmBs oPPomlmmEs 
INI, STORA E UNITS COLOURFUL BUSINESS. 
M AVAILAGLE I i and cl~Ign? De¢or~ Den, I Reasonable rates. Canada'sD° you have e flair for colourfastest  gn~fng In- 
J OI d Bridge Properties tailor Decorating Franchise is expanding iri B:C. Training 
J " ' ' '  . "  . - ~ 5 - -~ 50  1 ' ~ ~ . Lower Mainland 
I 525.6722, Provindal 1-800- 565-8722. 
For Sale - Luora~ve carpet 
MOUNTAINVIEW and upt~istory~,=~ng busi- ness situa~d In B.C. Intsrior. 
: &P&I~T~I[I~.NT~,~,,,,=,,,,,..,,,,......_ Complete line of near new 
equlpmenL 305 - 398 Roddis 
C all-:entr-"y located, clean, St., Oueanel, B.C., V2J 1A6. 
quiet, security intercom, BUSINESS INSIDER RE- 
PORT reveals: Who Is mak- 
on-site manager. Spacious 
one • Un i tS~ laundry nesa? Discover proved and 
~d,. ,~,, , ,  " ing e bundle with what busi- 
.~. ,w,,, 
d profitable business opportu- facilities an park ing .  ' 63:5 795 nitles, ideas, strategies. :/: ; 7 : " • Seams and fmude exposed. 
Tax deductible. Sambas. f~ : ,  : ; : : : Free detalls: BUSINESSIN- 
81DER, Box 2895-WA, Thun- 
• ~ . . . .  der Bay, Ontado, PTB 503. 
Phone 1(807}767-3888, Fax 
• " ' " " " 1"" "767-0888.  , j j l EAS I I RentaI Hot Tub. Profe.on. FORL E ' 
J 1850 sq: ft. suitable for J : I Investment,allY buBL QU~kgreat r turntax ben-in 
J office space at street :J J eflts; Sell hot lubs from your J llevel° ¢:4:e.L'azelle IJ home. Hlgha_stquality,.Iow- eat  pd~es. Factory o~rect. 
Phone 6:35-3475 I I  
books on all your 
interests, hobbies 
and sports. And 
it's a great:place-:" 
to meeL your 
friends. 
It's Your 
Library 
Terrace 
CHIMO pilot cur available for long 
and short tripe. Is radio-equipped, 
bonded and insured. One-hour notice. 
Phoi~e 638-8530 or 638-8398. tfnc 
WANTED TO RENT - -  two- or three- 
bedroom accommodation (house, 
V~ler or apartment) for responsible 
non-smokers. References available. 
Phone638-1534 or 635-9746 and ask 
for Jeannk). 1/29p 
BLANKET CLASSIFIEDS 
These ads appear in more than 100 community newspapers In B.C. and Yukon 
' and resist mbm-than 3 mllllon readers. I * i ' ~ " . 
TO PLACE AN AD CALL THIS PAPER OR I~3YCNA AT (804) 669-9222. 
preferably be a mobile unit; Successful 
. applicant will be required to pay a $250 
deposit which will be retumed if garbage ;i' 
"kept picked up and properly disposed of. 
Season runs approximately from May 1 Io 
October 1. Please apply to the Terrace 
Stock Car Association, Box 1021, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 4V1. For further information, 
phone 638.0609 after 6 p.m. Deadline Is 
March 1,1992. 2/26c 
tor~ - 
$195 
$3,70 each addflionst word 
eumBsoppomru.mes . eO.SALeU=C ., 
Beau~ul FASHION JEWEL- 966 Loaders, Grapple or 
Boeket. Asph~/ Pkant and LERY. Direct Sales. Small t 
Investment. Very luoratlve Pevlng Equlpment. Dump 
full or part-tlme. Tralningpro- Trucks, Back Hoes, 1213 
vicisd. Call Vancouver 939- Crushing Rants, 18" x 36" 
1812. Sedous inquiries only Jaw Crushers, Belly Dumps 
please. -: ~ " -. and Pups. 100 Ba~el Water 
GREATREPEAT SERVICE Tanks and Truck. Call Vie 
BUSINESS. B.C and Cans- Kampe 493-6791. 
da's largest Lawn Care Com- LINEN HOUSE INC., by 
pany d'olng fertilizing and popular demand from Dan- 
weed conlml has 110 fram mark, Danish down duvets. 
ohisee coast to coast. If you Supedor quality; t~ne $120, 
have the desire to pr0fit from doubles $145, queens $158. 
your own business with the SusanAblldgamdl-800-661- 
benefltsandsupportofCana- 3696, 24 hour samoa. 
da's biggost Lawn Care Or- 
ganiza-t|on call (604)250- Mitts $29, Glows $49, Ear 
~183, White Rock, B.C. Muffs $15, AUSTRALIAN 
EDUCATION j Slippare $49, Hats $4g, Steer- 
ing Wheel Covers $15, Seat 
TRAIN TO MANAGE /in Covers $6g, Rugs $89.  
Apartment/Condominium 
building. Many Jobs avail- DEALER ENQUIRIES IN- 
aide. Governmer~ Ik:ensed ~qTED. Tog-flee 1~00.667- 
home study cerUfication 2261. 
course. Call for details: ALMOST FREE SOFTWARE 
(604~8-1,~156orI:800-66S- FOR ' IBM-PC and 
compatibles. Ti~ou~mds of
LEARN INCOME TAX tities. ~nd, Phone or Fax for 
PREPARATION or Basic FREE Catalogue ~ GD Seft- 
Bcokkee~ng. Tax deduct- ware, 1330 Home Ave., Thun- 
der Bay, Ont., P7E 3B7. 
~e cer~¢ate courses. For Phone (807}475-9466, Fax 
flee bro~ures, neobligaUon: (807~75-9274, 24 Hours/7 
U & R Tax Ser~ces, 1345 Dap. 
Pemblna 21~:, Winnipeg, 
1-800-665- MB, R3T OAROF.mI~I 
5144 or fax l (204)254.6172. The Ultimate Gardener's 
' EQtltPMEWr Store, 1,000'sofProduots, 
Hydmpo~cs, Greenhouses, 
PACIFIC FORKLIFT SALES Drip IMgetion. Huge Book 
LTD. (EST. 1972). Dozens Sele~ion., 72 page, photo 
geod, usedFoddiftsevallablo, filled, 1991 catalogue, $4, 
LP, Gas, Beset, Ek)~tc. We re t ie  on order. Went- 
buy Tool (604~533-5331, Fax ern Water Farms, #103, 
(604~33-4563. Eves.Derek 20120 64b~ Ave., Langley, 
Gray (604)277.1905. B.C., V3A 4P7. 
FORSALEMmC HELPW~rrED ~ ' _ 
"BIRD'S CHOICE'. Birdseed LADIES! Eamldgdolisrsl 
for sale. Sunflower seeds Fantaslfo pdzesl Greet bo- 
andWildbird mlxes,cegebird, nusssl Market hottest line of 
SuPer dean, farm fresh. To Lingedeintown. INTIMATES 
order or for a price list, ~dl RNE LINGERIE. 682.44,13. 
today toil-free 1-800-583- P.8., Meet your go~s for'92. 
7333, : 
HELPWANTED MOBILE HOME8 
ULTIMATE MONEY MAKING 
MACHINE. Be part of Cane- 
de's fMteat growing Inde- 
pendent distributor 0fMuslc. 
Full-time, part-time, Pro- 
tooted territories available. 
CALL1-800-263-1900. Fed- 
eral'Musk;. 
FUND RAISING CAN MAKE 
YOU RICH. Marketing break- 
through In $18 billion book 
publishing budness Is ueat- 
leg new wealth. Earn huge 
profits. Prot .~ted territories. 
1-990465-9400. Readers 
Club " , 
Flag People for Avalanche 
.Control and Road Closures. 
Wagse $8.99 to $I0 par hour. 
Call 426.1945. 
Cadboo Guest Ranch. Mar- 
dad couple (klde okay) to =s- 
alst in operations, malnte- 
nence, management. Mid- 
mum 10 years Ranch and 
• Hosl~tality expedeme. Sal- 
and !ncentlve negotiable. 
Mall full resumes, reisren¢oa 
listing skills end experience: 
Box 23992, cfo The Times, 
33228 S. Fraser Way, 
Abbotsford, B.C., V2S 2B3. 
The Cranbrcok Dally Towns- 
man. A small community- 
odented in the ~we~oaper I  
beautiful Eaet Kcotenay re- 
qukes • ~g-time news re- 
pe~r. The succeesk~cen- 
d~a~ ~,  have experience 
ar~or raking in Journalism. 
Experience and knowledge 
of photo-journalism, dark- 
room work and computer 
pagination wlll be considered 
assets. If you are in~ereste d 
p~ass submit a resume and 
por~oflo f recent work to: 
The Daily Townsman, Atten- 
tion Drew Drinnan, 822 
Cranbrook St. N., Crsnbrook, 
B.C.,V1C3Rg. Fax(~)4)426- 
5003. Phone (604)426-8954. 
Reess flu( if pessibte. 
AI"I'ENTION PARK "OWN, 
ERS and m0blle home buy- 
era. We have a good selec- 
tion of used moblb homes for 
your park/We ~so manu~o- 
ture a'Top of the Une" mobile 
home. Let us show you how 
make greal paces ~ fig 
your perk; Buy ~orycUmoL 
Noble Homes (403)447.238&. 
PF.RSOW¢8 
Body, ~ f n d  Out 
who you really are. Call 1- 
800-367-8788 or 1-800- 
F.O.R.-T.R.U.T.H. 
• REAL ESTATE 
forunpeld taxes. Crown land 
av~la~lity. For informaUon 
on both wdte: Prope~es, 
Dept. CN, Box 5380, Stn. F, 
Ot~wa, K2C 3JI. 
Jc~l A. Waner U'N ¼~__ r fix 
22 years. Call collect: 
(994)7~s-599o. c ntingency 
feesevallable. InJuredln B.C. 
0n ly .  , 
i TRAVEL 
LAND. Call the Soulh Padtio 
medallst,ANZATravel. Van- 
oouver/Auoldand, returnfrom ' 
$1,219 to $1,778. Vanoou- 
yer/Sydney, return from 
$1,289 tO $1,888. Vancou, 
ver celh734-7725. Toll-free 
1-800-972-6928. 
WHIaTLERJANUAR¥BRE- 
ClAL. TWO nlghta mid 
IN.99 per person. Double 
Inofudee deluxe studio and 
one dinner. Stay at ellher 
Mountnlnz lde 1-800-777- 
8135 or Blackcomb Lodge 
1-800.777.8146. (From the 
east come over the paved 
Doffey Lake Road). 
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O Colour ng contest wnnners name: 
.. ~ J ~ :  In the December 23:issUe of ..0uring contest entries and~vere.. W0uld - please .his.. wife. :It had 
" the Terrace Review, we had a awarded Star Stationery gift  taken him a long time to find It. 
,. " . '  
BULKLEY VALLEY MAINTENANCE LTD. 
JANITORIAL SERVICES CONTRACT 
, -~! : ' : : , .  .,. - .  . 
TENDERING OF CONTRACTS 
,~nnilhers Administration Office: Contract No. BVM4. 
,~nnitiiers Maintenance Yard Offices: 'ContractNo. BVM-5 ~' 
Hazelton Maintenance Yard Offices: Contract No. BVM-6 
Kitwanga Maintenance Yard Offices: Contract No. BVM-7 
Stewart Maintenance Yard Offices: Contract No. BVM-B 
TYPE: The provision of qualified labour with necessary oquipmenl to 
i~rovkle janitorial services on a regular basis. 
LOCATION: Contract Area #25, Bulkley.Nass Highways DistriCt, as listed 
above. 
DURATION OF CONTRACT: For a one year term starling February 1, 
!992 and ending January 31; 1993. 
' r,d.~B~l.D~.J[: January 24, .1992 at 2:00p.m. 
TENOERS: Can be obtained from Bulkley ValleyMaintanance 
Administration Office at #204-3842 Third Avenue0Smithers, B.C., between 
the hours of 8:00 a,m. and 5:00 p:m., Monday to Fdday. 
John Bruce 
Quality & Planning 
" t ' " r C o n t r o l  Officer 
he .MiJiistry' of Environm(mt, Lands and Parks, Skeena Lands 
egioh, intends to dispose of the following Crown Land Legally 
ascribed as: 
o t  133, District Lot 190, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 
045. 
dividualsinterested in acquiring the subject land are to make 
,ritten representation to the: 
Ministry of Environment, Lands and Parks 
Skeena Lands Reg ion  
3726 Alfred Avenue, Bag 5000 
• Smlthers, British Columbia - 
VOJ 2N0 
/ritten representations must be received by the above noted 
lfice no later than February 15, 1992; 
or further information please contact: Pare White, Ministry Of 
nvironment, Landsand Parks, Skeena Lands Region Office, 
)leDhone (604} 847-7334. 
Kodie and the Story of Christ; certificates. Danielle Anaka, age' Then, suddenly, he saw a star. 
mas c~)louflngcontest, sponsored 5, was also awarded a gift certi. It was the biggest One he had 
by Star Stationery. A number of flcate from :Star Stationery. for ever seen. It looked like it was 
.creative, youngsters entered the her excellent entry. Below is pointing to something, but what? 
contest and a .few even .wrote Yvonne's.story ~r .your  enjoy-.  Kodne look'.ed own. There was 
sfoflesabout Kodie and Christ- ment. , . . . .  ' something below the star. "He 
mas. - . . .  .. flew.down for a closer look; 
After much deliberation, the~.-- : . - " - There was a Woman, s baby, a 
judges • chose Pamela Vande- Kodle and the story . .  shepherd, a l'ittle boy holding a 
i Velds as the winner in the 6.8 of Christmas drum, a horse and some cattle. 
year-old .category.. and Yvonne ~ Kodie, adore,  was flying high i The•Scp, e was:so peaceful Kodie 
Jones in the 9 - 10 age group, in thesky. After miles of flying, had ~to share it with someone. 
Both Pamela. and YVonne wrote he had finally found some.thing "So, .tired as he was, Kodie flew 
stories to accompany : their col- for •his nest..He hoped that it a little farther to his friend's 
• i 
, .~ 'T'}:~. : . howe, Pogie Bear. 
When he got there, he thought 
Pogie would be sleeping since it 
was winter.  Instead Pog le  was  
wide awake with two guests, a 
dog named Tobin:and a cat 
named Wuzzy. They also wanted 
to come and see the baby. 
It was a long way-to go by 
foot, so by the time they got 
there, theywere tired and Weary. 
But, when they saw the baby, all 
that was forgotten. No one 
noticed a reindeer who had just 
arrived. 
Kodie felt like he should give 
the baby something. But, what? 
Then he noticed the twig in his 
beak. Should he give him that? 
He flew down. to the baby and 
gave the twig tO him. The baby 
was smilingl At himl 
Long-time Terrace resident Mabel Hobenshleld celebrated 
ThenKodie realized that itwas 
her 92nd. birthday on December 14, 1991. On December!7,  late. His wife would be w~n'ied. 
she joined her Golden Age Bowling compatriots,, and her .-- -. So he flew home, happy and 
daughter Joyce Baker, for their weekly bowling and annual conicnt. 
:.Christmas party. Mrs. Hobenshleld has lived in Terrace since 
1948 and now resides at the Willows,. She first trled her hand 
Yvonne Jones 
at bowling in 1975 - -  at-age 76. . 
, Age 10 
If you wish to announce 
the birth of YOUR baby, please flll out the form available in the maternity ward at Mills Memorial Hospital• 
We will pick up your forms every week. 
I 
• ANDERSON - -  Alden • and Kory are proud to announce the birth of their son Eric Stanley on January 
8, 1992 weighi'ng 10 Ibs. 12-1/2 oz. A little brother for Richard. 
CLAYTON - -  Cynthia Patsey and Taylor Clayton are pleased to announce the birth of their son Adrian 
Clayton. on January 8, 1992 weighing 9 Ibs. 9 oz. - • 
LOWCAY - -  Paola and Kim are thrilled to announce the birth of their son Daniel Durando Lowcay on 
December 28, 1991 in P.owell River, weighing 6 Ibs. 9 oz. Proud grandparents are Maria and Joe 
Durando of Terrace, and Alice and Pat Lowcay of Dawson Creek. 
MUNROE --• Robert and Christine .are the proud parents of daughter Amanda Lorraine, born January 
10, 1992 weighing 7 Ibs'. 5 oz. A little sister for Marlene, Robert and Michael. 
THUROW - -  Bob and Stacy are pleased to announce the birth of their son Cody James on January 6, 
1992 weighing 6 Ibs. 6 oz. 
i 
1 
,a 12- 4741 Lakelse Avenue, Terrace  
"EXPECT THE ,roB,,, TERRACE FLOWERS A LA CARTE LTD. EXTRAORDINARY" After Store Hours 638.1954rrslex 04785549 ~ )  
I ~ L ; ~ ~  In lov ing  memory  of 
Yvonne Kelly who passed 
LAND ACT away January 16, 1990• 
NOTICE OF INTENTION TO Fondly remembered by 
APPLY FOR A DISPOSITION your many friends. 
OF CROWN LAND 
Take notice that Donald J. Boychuk 
of Terrace, occupation farmer 
intends to make application for a 
crown grant of land generally 
situated Uttle OliverCreek/Skeena 
River and more soecifically FOR RENT -- Quality home in-the 
described in (a) or (b) below:. Mountain Vista area. Three bed- 
(a) [Give legal description] un- rooms, two baths, nice yard, large sun 
surveyed portion of District Lot deck, large garage. $950 per month. 
5180, Range 5, Coast DiStrict, Phone638-8398. 1/22c 
containing 15 ha. or 
(b) Commencing at a post planted . FOR SALE--One Can-Rail pass for 
approximately 320 meteis S.E. of a male passenger, good until Feb, 6 
the N.W. corner of DL 5180 thence (good for six days), to travai anywhere 
300 m east; thence 560 m approx, in Canada that VIA Rail goes. Phone 
south east; thence 300 m west; 635-6486 and aak for Joseph. 1115p 
thence 560 m north west; and 
containing 15 ha more or less. 
.The purpose for which the land is 
required is farming. *"~"SafeW is no  acc ident ,~ 
Comments concerning this 
application may be made to the SO PLAYsAFE!"  
Senior Land Officer, Ministry ol 
Lands and Parks; Lands Division, i ' i ,  A 
Bag 5000, Smithers B.C. V0J 2NO• ~Jk~ 
Telephono 847-7334. ~' l q l " l  
File No, ~404992 
Dated December 17, 1991 
The War Amps of Canada~ 
SKEENA MALL J 635,4080 
r __ . • . 
"I 
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Maureen Rosenau: Everything from casual to elegant. 
I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " , .  , . 
".% ~/.:;,: .- • . 
. . . .  ' . \  . . • 
Class ActiConstgnm©ntS, opens 
. today i t ,4438B i~keiSe•~'~ve.; 
across the ;streei ~fr0m Terrace 
Equipmelti Sales, Class Act will 
be open .from 10 a,m. - -  5 p.m. 
Tuesday through Saturday. 
Owned aitd operated by Mau/een 
Rosenath Class-Act offers' good 
quality new and used ladies 
•clothing and accessories. 
Maureen says, "We'll carry 
everything .from casual to 
elegant." 
She already has a. good: selec- 
tion Of ladies wear, but  hopes 
area residents, will bring, their 
quality goods in for sale. Once 
an item is "sold, the seller• gets 
i 
41 , . ,  i • 
. -  ' .  
kindof ladtes  
50 :percent of the selling price, to do thisi ~ Maureen has taken 
Maureen Calls her business ,im. 
vlronmentally friendly" and says 
she's even" been .given approva l 
by the Ministry of the Environ- 
ment to use the recycling logo. 
Maureen offers her customers 
Prince George in May. Thor© 
were three active consignment. 
stores in Prince -G-corge,. and 
Maureen says, "I always wanted 
courses in accessorizlng clothing 
and has sold at home parties. 
Although she had:livedin Prince 
George. all--her"-life,- Maureen 
;says she's r~ally enjoying Ter- 
race. 
relaxedshopping in a compact Class Act Consignm ents~ is 
and cosy environment, She'll, holding"a Valentine's Fashion 
providekimonos .i.neach chin~-,Sh°w:Feb" ! 1 at the Inn of the 
covere d changc.r0.om:to~©ase the West.. . . .  . 
fitting and Changing process. - ' t 
Maureen and her husband Exp  gran  
Mike came to Tei'race fi'0m ~ O " " 
- . [ ]  " , J . . 
i PERSONALITY AND HUMAN RELATIONS .I 
I ~ Anlnternational Organization Fosteringthe Growth and I. 
I ~ , - : -  Development of PERSONS,COUPLES, GROUPS '.:1 
i pERSONAL GROWTH :. : .:: " " 
• • Do I really know who I am? 
• Am I at peace in the way that I relate to othe~? . . 
• Can I say that I am living my [ull potential? - 
• Are there shackles in my lifethat are holding me back from really living? 
Can~saY that my life has meaning? 
• What does PRH have to offer and how will this help me in my 
Personal Growth Joumey?~ 
You are invited to spend an evening looking at the importan.ce of • 
Personal Growth with Dan Orlantl, a licensed PRH Animator. r 
Dine: Thursday, January 23 
- 7 p.m. to 10 p.m. ... 
,. ~ Terrace, B.C. ,:., ,r 
• ~rd ls  l imited space, so please reg is terbY 
• ' ' ' ~ ' call ing Mary at 635-7209. 
i 
I 
paid off 
at last 
city - has TERRACE ...- The 
received the final instalment in 
its Expo Legacy grant, five years 
after the Vancouver world's fair 
closed. The grants were Offered 
by the provincial government in 
an effort to spread the economic 
benefits o f  P.xpo around the 
province. The mon©y came from 
the B.C. Lottery fund. 
Terrace was given $162,916 
tinder the program for an expan- 
slon of the' aquatic centre, a 
project which eventually cost 
• about $1 million. The grant was 
paid out in three instalments, the 
last of  which was announced 
Jan. 3. 
• . . : : .  
,o . usiness u tde  • . • . - _  
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t 
& (gremakrcium ~tb, 
4626 Davis Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. V8G lX7  
phone (604) 635.2444 
Jeanette Schulmeister 
James B. Westerman 
Doug MacFadand 
Sewing Northwestern B.C, 
COOSEMANS PIANOS 
. . . .  """S  - SALES 
TUNING, 
& REBUILDING 
~Coosemans 
3 Straume Ave. 
ace, B.C. 
qADA V8G 2(:4 
,__ ].) 635-9275 
THE BODYSHOP 
6 3 5- 3 9 2 9 c' 
SKE--~ENA BELTING & 
RUBBER SERVICES 
Inflatable BOat Repairs 
Durable -- High Quality 
Vulcanizing Repairs 
We specialize in conveyor bolt 
installations, splicing, and repairs 
vulcanizing and pulley lagging 
638-8530 24 HOUR SERVICE 638*0063 
~ :'::.'. ~ . .~  ~: • . . ;=- .~.~= - :  
- L :T~. . .~  " ~  . ~ ~- -~. , " - " . - . - "  ~ . .  
MERC CRUllERS ~ MARINER OUTBOAROS 
HAMILTON & OUTBOARD MARINBI J[TS 
=~, HOMEUDHT LAWHMOWERS 
YAMAHA 3 & 4 WHEELERS 
YAMAHA POWER PflOOUCTS 
|HIHOAiWA CHAIN SAWS 
OL No. ~ & POWER PRODUCTS 
~ 4 9 4 6  Oreig Ave,Terroce ' 
B&G 
GROCERY 
Laundromat & Carwash 
Open 8:30- 10:30 daily 
~,mtS.K=um 635-618( 
"A True Northwest Company" 
EC #1051 638-0241 (24 Hrs.) 
floirvv ee 
" e ~ We = r ~ l ~  In  . • Fao l l~  . 
• Colouf |trldOht fllzor |h&Wl$' • 
• Cxeative Cull .Iml ~poqrl. • FINgeuroo 
• New Look ODn~llltlomt • Wamln9 
• Braids & Up, do'e • Halls 
635-5'727 or 63S.4SSS- 
Lakoleo Ave., Ton'Ice, B.C. 
Jack Back 
~/11¢~ D. , . * l~ , t  
~ W W ~ W W  
PUBUSHEO BY CLOSE UP 
BUSINESS SERVICES LTO, 
Sales Representative 
Tel (604) 635-7840 
Fax (604) 6354269 
Residence (604) 635-2608 
Terrace Review 
4535 Grelo AvenUe 
Terrace, British Columbia 
VBG 1M7 
,cc,.cY 
OBJECTIVITY 
INTEGRITY 
DON'T LET THAT 
BIG ONE 
~ GET AWAY! a~ 
Mop a l ine in tl~e ' %~:~ ~* 
• %.,.~.L-- Terrac J[:)-,-,,,-oo. 
Classi f ied Section fo[ fast 
results. 
Jon's Photo Graphics 
Weddings John Rodors  
Portraits ° 
Family Sittings 
5 Minute Passposts 
Dry Mounting 
4609 Lakelse Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
Terrace, B.C. V8G I P9 
Custom Framing 
Mat Cutting 
Posters 
Limited Editions 
Laminating 
Bus. 635.S288 
Res. 635°$$44 
. . . . .  • "c~ i 
• . _  
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Re dferni i!-m .o ,ves  to take  over Tulsequah  Chle , , . .. 
Redfern Resources .of 
Vancouver. struck:an agreement 
with Cominco last :month that .is 
.the first move in a process that 
may see Redfern take 100 per- 
cent interest: in the Tulsequah 
Chief gold property in northwest 
B.C. ............ 
:Redfern has • committed 
$100;000 to fund a study that 
will determine:the~st of envl- • 
ronmental work  on the site, 
disturbed froma .C0minco oper- 
ation that:mined the property in 
,the 1950's. Cominco "shut the 
mine down .in 1957 due to. low 
metal prices.•i 
Redfern has spent $3 million 
exploring the site, earning 40 
percent of it from Cominco. The 
report on the reclamation work 
is expected to be complete by 
mid,1992, The. two companies 
will then 'examine the results, to 
detehn~ine how much the process 
will cost:and what Redfern :will 
have to spend to acquire the 
remaining 60 percent from 
Comiaco, Under the December 
1991%agreemeht, Redfern will: 
also have option • to acquire, the 
adjacent Big. Bull property:from 
Cominco. 
Tulsequah is high in the moun :1 
taina by the Taku River near the 
point where it crosses the Alaska 
border;, not far from Juneau. 
Drilling programs to date have 
Fantasy Es corts 
.~1~ ._.~ D~screetPersonatizeaServ~ce 
~. & ~.~To Your Home, Office or Hotel 
' / , '~  . .~  Receptionist on duty : 
/ .- OAM 2A. 
/ . ~F~"  (answering machine , 
~ /  " / L~Y , m0ff hours) 
6318.7212 ) 
outlined preliminary reserves of 6.5 percent zinc, .08 ounces per: Redfern.expec~ to do more 
8.6 mill ion tons 'grading f.6 ton of gold and 3.2. ounces.per drilling this summer. 
percent copper, 1.2 percent lead, ton of silver. " " . .  • 
The Christmas lights are down, but they were recalled last week in the third annual: 
Christmas Lights competition, sponsored by the Terrace and DistrictChamber of Commerce• 
and the Northwest Real Estate Board. Shown here are Unda Bretfeld (left) of the 8keena 
Mall, winner for Best Commercial ,Display, Marta Andoifatto represents McRae.Crascent, 
winners of the Best Street Award, (centre) John Evans was chairman of the Christmas Ughts 
competition; and Nelson and Pat McGinlay got the Best Home Award.,Missingfr0mthe photo,. 
is Pat Allan, winner of the Best Theme prize. Honourable mentlons•went:•to/the . 
Huebschwerlons at 5105 Agar Ave. and the Ritchies at 2413 Cramer. . . . . .  • 
r 
r: usl S S :" ld 
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,ane'see, Gai,e  
,3532  Old Lakelse. Lake Dr, . . (~  ! 
.~ Dog and Cat Grooming  A Terrace ph.035.9787 ~ I  " PRO'TECH *. ~ .  i I . I  ~E  PICKUP AND DELWER¥~ . . 
ELECTRONIC ~ J I 1 i .  PetPortraRs. ~t~ specializing in • ~.  
ENGINEERING ~ 0 .  ! ! LIV Original Pastel Portrazts ~[~ •residential & ~--~ 
~f~,o,x,,ou.~t,suo.) ! I Resldent~~dustdal U ~i~'Dogd, Cats, Horses and Wgdtife ~II commerc ia l  w i r ing  ~-~ 
~aectronlc Eq~ment m 635;6l~ i R,,. , 
635-5134 4519 Lakelse, Terrace lANE TURNER #16984 Rlok MoCelrlron, owner/in|nllglx 
SIMONS CONSTRUCTION 
Carpentry-- Renovations 
"No Job too small" , ;~ 
3514 King Ave. 
Terrace, B~C. 
VgG 4Z3 
Seniors R'ates 
• " Malcolm Sirnons 
Ph. 635,7'Z24 
GREENING. TOURS LTD. 
CUSTOMIZED TowN AND COUNTRY SCENIC TOURS 
2090 Churchill Drive, R.R. #4 
Terrace British Columbia 
Canada VSG 4V2 
Beverley Greening, Owner 
(604) 635-7868 
.~ Fax (604) 638-8991 
. 4Y11,A K,Ith Aye. 
Auto G/ass Specialists 
ICBC claims handled promptly 
s3s-11se 
West Coast 
"Landscaping ' 
• DESIGN,.-~. INSTALLATION 
MAINTENANCE/ 
COMMERCIAL-- RESIDENTIAL 
• LAWN REJUVENATION 
• PRUNING • SPRING CLEAN UP 
• IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
J0n'Blake 
635,2572 
3923 St~l)aOn Cres. 
Terrace, B.C. 
Jack Beck Sales Representative 
.. , Tel (604) 635-7840 
. . . .  • i,Fax (604) 635-7269 . 
. '  , . :Residence (604) 635-2608, 
"•  " "  TerraceReview 
. . . . . .  .4535 Grelg Avenue ~ ' . .  Terrace, British Columbia 
V8G 1M7 • 
PUBLISHEO BY CLOSE UP ACCURACY 
BUS~NESS SERVICES LTD. 
OBJECTIVITY 
INTEGRITY 
• "YOUR AUTHORIZED 
LENNOX DEALER" 
: Heating & 
'lAir Conditioning 
Nor[hwest Consolidated 
Suppy Ltd. 
5239 Keith Ave., Terrace 635-7158 
SKIDO0 
Sales and Service for 
Motorcycles , Chalnsaws 
Snowmobiles . Madne Supplies. 
TERRACE A EQUIPMENT 
SALES LTD. 
4441 Lakelse Ave.. Terrace Ph. 635-6384 
RON 
Muffler Centre ~• 
NATIONALLY 8UABANTEEO 
"If YOu're satisfied, tell others 
• . . i tnot . .  tel lus." 
4918 Greig Ave. 
Terrace, B.C, V8G 1N4 
• Phone 638,1991 
J 
(~  . 
i 
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tional nowknown as EcoTrust), ' invoived"h~te~i~¢ly in the0ver- from the ;partnership committee, 
- ~ ( -- "~, , . . . . .  ' ' ' he  ex  la ined ,  i"., ' . ~..:."" . • Ca n. Women in  .Timber, ' all 'direction .of the.company s ....P,_._,_ ,.;,... ,...,,., ~a,..i, ~,, 
_._nadia .. ' - ~----- *,-- - -.- ,,,,--- , - - - ,  ,-,' " , ,af lner '  . "we 'mm~ - • o't~u,,- - , ,v-  .. .r 
representatives trom uu~,  m© zenure.  l na~ t~v~t  u=. t" ' ' 
University of Northern British Shlp"i Keating said,• would this area. It'could resolve some 
un- e the I-Iaisla who consider of the problems, not just for us " • lumbla  Nor thwest  Comm inc lud  , , . . . . .  - •.  , i  
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"new vehicle for a maximum, period of 1Odays from the care me, .. ~ , -ada .  , i ,  ': .".. : ' :"~ " ; . ' :~( ive~ent  .agencies. that'have open..m ~,wx.y,-'~.- ,, ~,,, - : , .  ' -'~ 
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: vexes  and find that" driver.owners have not comPlied with .the , ,~m tiii, t ~'iil nr0vi'de answers ,  TFLI  TIle second: level  W0uld i proposaliltb .the,'[~,l;Lgovelm" ~! 
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. "~: /: c0nditions, must be'met:. - ' ' . ' " been experiencing,."= Said Damien and, "the education institutions, :' 
. ! • ' i i ' .•~ .eWlY.pia~hased' v~¢!e  is of lhe :~e type , (eg : :~. ,  get KeaUng, the forester at Skeena who wouid'be Involved in more by . ,Feb .20 .  The ¢0mpany has .1 ,.. 
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: " - " i•• :~~ 3)h~.• '' ' .... ' ;•• ""• •. : ' : .' "-  Charge of  the.project.-"Nobody • When asked•ff the concept Is a Forestty•Canada. ires received 
:, - ..... :: : :Tit le~ ; . ginal is reallysure how it i s supposed power -shar ing  arrangement, 90 applications for the program, , 
..'.ii !~g:~ '10 .~ lay i~dod the opemmr shall carry and ptoduce to to • w0rk; " 'but •there are'  Keatingimidthe:compai~ywouid 30 oi~ those from B.C., Keaffng 
: . , / : /a,~Off ic~r-upon request:  . . " guidelines.." - still beresponsible for drawing said.'At most only 10 of t hose , 
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, i.::ii!d)~i~"ownetYs pmof.ofveld'cle.0wnership(blue copy).xor~ ' . ....... '. ' ' "~  " day" business .... The' company, the wishes 0f~..fhe.,ip:attnetship 
, Reward ~ would be looking for  guideli  .~s committee.  . . . . .  ' " .'-' 
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• i ! :~~ ~ ve, hic' le to ~ot~., may. fred me o ..perator m. _v}om-_ . .. , 
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Veliicle, Vo i~ f'me $75.00, and 23(3)(b) Uninsured Motor 
5 
Veh ic le ;  vohmtary  f ine $300.00. 
..... , In B.C: IT 'S  THE LAW. 
Polly's Care 
. Chinese & "Western Cuisine 
Mon.--'l~urs. 10".30 8.m; - -  midnight 
FH. & Sat. 10".30 am. - -  1 a.m. 
.~kmday 12:00 ~.m. - -  10 p.m. 
-4913 Keith Avenue, 
-668=1848 or 638"8034 
GIM'S 
' BESTAURANT 
1.so =.,,,. - ! l-OO p . , , .  
Fri - Sat I h30  u.m.  - -  1;00 a .m.  
i0;00 p .m Sunday  12:00 a .m.  • "635:6111 
4643 Park A venue 
In 1989, the city spent $13,503 
repairing damage due .to vandal- 
ism. In 1990 they spent $13,296. 
And in  1991 c.ity council 
budgeted a total of $21,730 and 
spent $17,130 of it, a29  percent 
increase over theprevious •year. 
There was little damage to city 
owned buildings, like city hall, 
the library and the animal shelter 
in 1992. Repairs totalled only 
$586. Repairing damage tO sew- 
age and water  d i s t r ibut ion  sys -  
tems cost  a l i t t le  •more,  $975.  
But from there, it gets more 
expensive. 
• Damage to bus shelters totalled 
$2,687. Damage to recreational 
facilities came to $3,497. Putting 
out fires and a few other odds 
and ends at the city dump cost 
$4,340. And the cost of repair- 
ing streets, sidewalks and  gar- 
bage containers topped the list at 
$4,340. - 
" . i. i' • i'..~ 
m m 
Ter race  B .C .  Ambulance  Ser -  
v i ce  (BCAS)  ac t iv i ty  repor t -  
Monday, Jan. 6 to Sunday, Jan. 12. 
Congratulations, Terrace. Of the 20 
responses by Terrace BCAS 
paramedics in the .past week, nat 
one was ..for an"injury-related 
motor vehicle accident.., 
BCAS paramedics ertsiniy don't 
• "•, ' . , ' . . •  . . . "  
. j  
• , : . ,  = 
// 
i 
eaese of one emergency response 
last week. A fall due to icy streets 
another. And for whatever reason, 
a" couple of :sk/ers fol~nd them, 
selves in the back of an ambulan~ 
on the their way to Mills Memodel 
Hospital. 
In other activity during the .past 
mind the lack of business. It will week, Terrace. BCAS paramedics 
mean a red=rich in the number o f  responded to 12 medical emerg- 
cases Of personal trauma, and if it encies--  a number of them related 
becomes a trend.insurance rates 
might come down. 
Preventing some types Of trauma 
to influenza symptoms, And On 
four  separate  occas ions ,  
paramedics were summoned for 
might a little more difficult, how, patient transfers in and out 0f 
ever. Pen0nal. violence was the Mills Memorial Hospital. 
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,OUNGE I 
)0 P .M.  I 
Friday I 
Soup,. :I Deeeerte 
4551 Greig Avenue, l errace, o., 
TOLL-FREE: 1-800.663-8156 
5 
~ min i  ~ m ,m,~ ~ 
Terrace B.C. Phone: 635;6630 
FAX: 635.2788 
Specializing in Chinese 
- Cuisine and Canadian 
" ,. • D i s h e s  
Terrace, O.O. Ph. 63~611)4 
J 
t h  " ': ~ 
i...;.~. 
. I , . ,  ." 
ANNIVEI ARY 
SALE 
BARGAINS! PRIZES! WIN $700.00 
• WARDROBE! AND MUCH MORE! 
4600 BLOCK OF LAKELSE AVENUE, TERRACE. 
